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Plans for this year's Freedom
Fest activities are off to a roaring
start. Many organizations and
businesses are organizing new
events to add to the list of successes from last year. One of these
new events is the Freedom Fest
Barbecue Cook-Off.

Mostly clear
and cool
Tonight: Mostly clear and
cool. Low 50 to 55. Light wind.
Saturday: Sunny and pleasant.
High 75 to 80.

004.111 AWARD WINNER

WORLD — NATIONAL
WASHINGTON — The administration is hailing the House version
of savings and loan bailout legislation as a major victory for taxpayers
after the resounding defeat of an attempt to weaken President Bush's
key reform proposal.
BEIJING — The leading national daily today lauded the hard-line
tactics of senior leader Deng Xiaoping and appealed for -unity of
thinking" in a sign China's rulers intend to further stamp out political
dissent.
WASHINGTON — The United States still cal. do business with
Chinese leader Dcrig Xiaoping despite his military crackdown and the
massacre of hundreds — perhaps thousands — of people, a senior
Bush administration official says.
BONN, West Germany — Mikhail S. Gorbachev's four-clay
visit to
West Germany was enveloped by good feelings and kind words that
will be difficult to translate into personal political gain.

STATE
PIKE VILLE — At least 25 percent of Eastern Coal Corp.'s unionized workers could be replaced by non-union, contract workers under a
provision in a new Pittston Coal Group labor contract, a union spokesman contends.
LEXINGTON — Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones, again taking the opposite
side of Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, has criticized the state for spending
too much money to advertise the 10-Week-old lottery.
FRANKFORT — The Supreme Court will be asked to explain itself
on the touchy topic of taxes and education, according to Senate President Pro Tern John "Eck" Rose.
LOUISVILLE — State officials are questioning a federal agency's
report that dioxin from two western Kentucky paper mills is contaminating fish in sections of the Ohio and Mississippi rivers.

ROCHESTER, N.Y. — For years, only his scores have been fat.
Now, Jack Nicklaus is shedding strokes, too.
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — Major league owners have armed themselves with a new weapon for negotiating with the players' union this
year — 48 jobs.
CINCINNATI — A federal judge was to consider a leniency plea
for the man identified as a bookmaker who ran bets for Cincinnati
Reds manager Pete Rose.
AUBURN HILLS, Mich. — The Detroit Pistons made their final
appearance of the 1988-89 season here, this time ia long pants and
wide smiles reflected in the golden glint of the trophy awarded the
NBA champions.

responsible for any accidents or
losses.
• teams may set up and begin
cooking anytime after 9 a.m. Sat..
July 1.
A barbeque plate dinner featuring barbeque, slaw, beans and
bread will be sold from 2-6 p.m.
Proceeds go to the Parks Improvement Fund.
For any further information, contact Gary Holtman of the Calloway
County Parks and Recreation
Department.

Thorsen gives
collection to
Scout Museum
on Thursday
By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

A birthday cake and a rendition
of "Happy Birthday to You" served
as a highlight at dedication ceremonies Thursday night at the National
Scouting Museum, but the biggest
gift came from the celebrity
himself.
Harry Thorsen, who turned 76, is
owner of one of the largest Boy
Scout memorabilia collections in
the world and was on hand yesterday to present his collection to the
museum.
Dignitaries from the community,
Murray State University and BSA
officials from across the nation
were on hand for the event, which
was held in conjunction with the
annual museum board of trustees
meeting.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Harry Thorsen, who began collecting Boy Scout memorabilia when he was 16, presented his extensive
collection, ciinsidered one of the best in the world, to the National Boy Scout Museum Thursday night.

More than 1,200 Governor's
Scholars, their families and guests
will converge on Murray State University Sunday, June 18, for the
opening of the prestigious, fiveweek summer program.
Students representing virtually
every school district in the Commonwealth will participate in the
1989 Governor's Scholars Program, according to Lillian H. Press,
executive director of the program.
She noted that 28 percent of the

scholars come from eastern Kentucky, 23 percent from western
Kentucky, 22 percent from central
Kentucky, 16 percent from Jefferson County and 11 percent from
northern Kentucky.
Murray State will host 325 of
Kentucky's brightest upcoming
high school seniors through July
22. Approximately the same number of scholars will be in residence
at Centre College in Danville June
25 through July 29.

Dr. Ken Wolf, Murray State history professor, will serve as dean
of the program at MSU. This is his
third year as a GSP dean.
Parents, siblings and extended
family members will accompany
the scholars to the West Kentucky
campus for the opening convocation at 4 p.m. in Murray State's
Lovett Auditorium. Dr. Kala M.
Stroup, president of the university,
and representatives of the City of
Murray and the GSP board of

directors will participate in the
program.
Registration and residence hall
check-in is scheduled from 11 a.m.
to 2 p.m. in the Curris Center, followed by an orientation for parents
at 3 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
A buffet meal will be served following the convocation in the ballroom of the Curris Center.
The 1989 Scholars will partici(Conrd on page 2)
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Sponsored by local businesses,
the cook-off is being organized by
the Parks and Recreation Department. It will be held on Sat., July 1
at the old Courthouse pavilion in
the Murray-Calloway County Park.

Although any amateurs are eligi- • no entry fee is required and any
ble to participate, the group is entrant will be accepted.
especially encouraging local men's • all equipment needed must be
groups to organize a Barbeque provided by the entrants. There
cooking team, according to event will be no grills, charcoal, etc.
coordinator Trudy Baker.
available at the park.
There will be first, second and • any type barbeque method is
third place trophies awarded and acceptable, however, no "profesjudging will be done by local bar- sional" barbeque companies are
beque experts.
allowed — amateurs only.
"We hope this will become an • any type of meat is acceptable,
annual event that will be as much but it must be brought fresh to the
fun to watch as it will be to work park and prepared there.
on," Baker said.
• the Parks Department and the
The rules:
Freedom Fest Committee are not

Governor's Scholars to conver e on MSU
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Freedom Fest'89 plans off to roaring start
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LONDON =-11Te 'U.S. dollar, after plunging in the United
States and Tokyo, rallied today
in early European trading
though it was still off its previous highs. Gold prices were
higher.
Traders said reports of coordinated central bank intervention, selling dollars to bring the
currency down, had tended to
strengthen the dollar.
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 am. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

Ted Howard
County extension agent
"Some of the crops, especially
tobacco, are seeing too much moisture and they're developing manganese toxicity from being too wet.
The water is holding up the wheat
harvest, too — none has been
harvested to speak of. If the rain
keeps going, it's possible that the
wheat could sprout on the "talk,
and I've only seen that twice in 22
years. The corn is looking good,
though."

Charles Eldridge
Farmer
"When a man's got hay out that
he needs to get up, sometimes it
looks like the rain will never quit.
The wheat's starting to fall down
because it's getting too much nitrogen, but the farmers who arc grow-'
ing forage for cattle are doing
alright...and I know the grass in my
front yard likes the water."

David Riley
County Director, ASCS
"I'd say the crops arc in real
goed condition, but maybe we've
had a little excess water in a place
or two. Still, that's better than not
having it too dry. We're being held
off on the wheat harvest, and the
beans follow wheat in double-crop
planting. Overall, the corn couldn't
look a whole lot better."

Shea Sykes
Conservation technician
Calloway ASCS office
"Most of the conventionallytilled land has had a lot of erosion
— almost all of mine is no-till and
I'm proud of it. The only
conventionally-tilled land 1 have is
for tobacco and a small pea patch.
The tobacco will be hurt ty; the
rain because it doesn't like a lot of
water."
A
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S&L bailout hailed as victory

Jarrett returns from
stay in Naijing, China
uons started around April 15, the
day Hu Yaobang died. Hu was a
Former Chinese Communist leader
who was dismissed after requesting
a lighter punishment for 1987 student demonstrators. Three or four
days after his death, Jarrett said,
character posters were seen around
Naijing with messages calling for
freedom and democracy.
The demonstrations died out
soon afterward and did not resume
until May 4. Traditionally, that day
is when Chinese students call for
government reform, Jarrett -said; a
practice that dates back to 1919.
Hundreds of thousands of people
gathered that day in Naijing. Jarrett
said that was the largest demonstration she saw during her stay.
"It was quiet after that," Jarrett
said. "until the Beijing students
went on their hunger strike. After
that, people have an international
media view of what happened."
Jarrett took a course while at
Naijing University concerning

By DAN LOUDY
Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writer

When Jennifer Jarrett left Murray to study in Naijing, China on
Jan. 18 of this year, she had no
idea she would get an opportunity
to experience first-hand such a dramatic period in Chinese history.
Jarrett studied at Naijing University in Naijing, about 250 miles
south of Beijing, scene of the Tiananmen Square massacre June 3.
Jarrett said the demonstrations in
Naijing were more peaceful and
organized than the ones in Beijing.
She saw no violence during her
stay in China.
"To me, the violence in Beijing
was totally unnecessary," Jarrett
said. "It seemed like the last-ditch
effort by some scared people within the government to regain
control."
She said the demonstrations really came as a surprise to all the
exchange students. The demonstra-

Thorsen...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Dignitaries included national
BSA president Harold Hook, who
commended Museum director Darwin Kelsey for his hard work at the
museum.
Thorsen was praised for his collection, which includes manuals,
toys. patchs and other memorabilia

— 20,000 pieces in all — dating
back to the turn of the century.
Thorsen recalled how he got
involved with the Boy Scouts at the
age of 16 when he attended the
first World Scout Jamboree in England in 1929.
Kelsey said the acquisition of the
',collection "gives the museum the
largest and finest collection of historical Scouting materials in the
world.
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Jennifer Jarrett
Home from China
comtemporary China and its problems. The situation was ironic, she
said, because her teacher gave a
positive view of what was happening, which was totally opposite
from what the exchange students
saw on the streets of Naijing. She
also took courses in Chinese literature, conversational (spoken) Chinese and one in the history of the
Naijing area.
At times, especially early on in
her stay in China, it appeared that
her classes would the easiest part
for her to adapt to.
"At first the shock, the difference was tough," Jarrett said. It
was not an easy life all of the time.
Adapting to such a different lifestyle was hard. After a few months,
however, we were able to do
things. We found we coutd adapt to
most anything."
One problem Jarrett said she
encountered was efficiency. In
America for example, she said, you
can buy a round trip travel ticket.
In China, you buy a one-way train
ticket. When you arrive at your
destination and want to go back,
you buy another one-way ticket.
She said in America we are used to
efficiency. In China, there is none.
Jarrett said her biggest surprise
was the segregation, not just with
foreigners, but among the Chinese
people themselves. She said there
was a separate currency for foreigners and for the Chinese. The
hotels were even segregated. In
most cases, Jarrett said, Chinese
were not even able to enter a foreign hotel. Military guards were
posted by the doors of the foreign
hotels to enforce this policy.
"We had heard this was supposed to be a country of equality,
and it was a big surprise to sec
such blatant examples of segregation," Jarrett said. "It was one of
the biggest things we had to get
used to.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
administration is hailing the House
version of savings and loan bailout
legislation as a major victory for
taxpayers after the resounding
defeat of an attempt to weaken
President Bush's key reform
proposal.
Shortly before 11 p.m. Thursday.
the House capped a 13-hour session by voting 320-97 to solve the
worst financial crisis since the
Depression with the most expensive government bailout in history.
It will cost, according to the congressional 'General Accounting
Office, $285 billion over 30 years
— $157 billion of that from
taxpayers.
The legislation also includes a
series of what Bush has labeled
"never again" provisions. In what
the president identified as the heart
of his proposal, it requires S&L
owners to risk more of their own
money in a capital cushion between
S&L losses and the government
deposit insurance fund.
"The American taxpayers won a
major victory today when the
House of Representatives voted for
strong, tangible capital requirements for the nation's savings and
loans," Treasury Secretary Nicholas F. Brady said in a statement.
"We applaud the House leadership for moving this bill rapidly
through the House," said White
House spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater.
The House action paves the way
for a conference early next month
with the Senate, which passed its
S&L bill in April, and for final
enactment before Congress goes on
vacation in August.
The sharpest conflict between
the two chambers will likely be on
their funding plans. The Senate
would allow Bush to keep some
S&L spending out of the budget
deficit through a plan to sell bonds
through a new quasi-private agency. But the Democratic-dominated

House would swell the deficit by
detect and prosecute fraud in finan$44 billion, increasing pressure on
cial institutions.
the administration to agree to a tax
Among the other differences
increase, in a bid to cut long-term
between the two chambers:
interest costs.
—The House, unlike the Senate,
On capital, the House would
requires the industry-owned Federrequire S&L owners to risk $3 in
al Home Loan Banks to spend $75
"real money" capital for every
million a year, rising to $150 mil$100 in lending, while the Senate
lion by 1995, to subsidize housing
standard is $1.50.
for the poor. It barely defeated, by
Despite heavy industry lobbying,
a 208-204 vote, an attempt by Rep.
the House, on a 326-94 vote,
Steve Bartlett, R-Texas, to delete
rejected an amendment offered by
the subsidy program, which was
Rep. Hgnry J. Hyde, R-III., which
written by Rep. Henry B. Gonwould have given 241 S&Ls a
zalez, D-Texas, chairman of the
chance, through an administrative
House Banking Committee.
appeal, to win exemption from new
—By a 214-200 vote, the House
capital requirements.
also adopted anti-discrimination
Hyde was arguing on behalf of
provisions sponsored by Rep.
institutions currently benefiting
Joseph Kennedy, D-Mass., and
from an accounting break known as
Gonzalez forcing banks and thrifts
"supervisory good will." Regulato disclose their record of serving
tors granted the $19.7 billion break
the poor, minorities and women.
to institutions, many of them in
—The Senate permits S&Ls to
Illinois, that took ailing institutions
hold 11 percent of their assets in
off the government's hands in the
high-yield, high-risk debt instruearly 1980s. Supervisory good will
ments known as junk bonds, more
allows many of them to operate
for state-chartered S&Ls if they
without risking any of their own- raise extra capital. However, the
ers' money.
House voted 303-114 to adopt an
Hyde said the government
amendment by Rep. Byron L. Dorshould keep its word, but his critics
gan, D-N.D., banning thrifts from
said the policy change was warholding junk bonds and giving
ranted because of the huge bill to
those that already own the bonds
taxpayers.
two years to sell them.
Earlier this week, Hyde appeared
to have a good chance of success,
but Thursday morning Bush
threatened to veto the bill if House
members adopted the amendment.
"There should be no mistake.
This matter goes to the very heart
of my determination to clean up the
abuses of the past among the savings and loans, about which every
voter is entitled to be outraged,"
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Lt.
the president wrote. ---2
Both House and Senate versions Gov. Brereton Jones, again taking
the opposite side of Gov. Wallace
of the S&L bill reorganize the
bureaucracy to give the administra- Wilkinson, has criticized the state
tion greater control over S&L regu- for spending too much money to
lators. And, they provide more advertise the 10-week-old lottery.
Jones, in a speech Thursday to
money — the House, $75 million,
and the Senate, S50 million — to Rotarians in Lexington, noted that
$6 million was being spent on lottery advertisements while about
$3.5 million 'was being spent on
tourism advertising for Kentucky.
"We're spending almost twice
as much to try to convince our
children to buy a lottery ticket as
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Biolowe are trying to convince the peogists for the Kentucky Department
ple of Toledo, Ohio, or Boston,
of Fish and Wildlife Resources are
Mass., that the best place to spend
trying to determine the cause of a
a week or two weeks is in the
large fish kill on—the Tennessee
beautiful Bluegrass of Kentucky."
WASHINGTON (AP) — For the
River near Paducah.
He said the television ads for the
Wayne Davis of the department first time since President Bush was
lottery — Wilkinson's political
said the kill, reported Wednesday, elected on a no-tax -increase
prize — are "brainwashing our
begins near the U.S. 60 bridge, pledge, a congressional subcommitchildren that the way to be successextending for about a mile toward tee has voted to raise taxes.
ful is to go out and buy lottery
Paducah. Preliminary data indicates
tickets."
The House Ways and Means
the kill involves all types of fish in subcommittee on human resources
Jones said he hoped he could
large numbers.
convince the state lottery commisis calling for a boost in the tax that
Davis said the Calvert City employers pay for federal unemsion and Wilkinson to make
industrial complex does not seem ployment benefits, which would
changes, but said if that doesn't
to be at fault.
work, he would support legislation
bring in an estimated $10.6 billion
restricting advertising.
over the next five years. When fulDanny Briscoe, a confidant of
ly in effect in 1992, it would cost
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's who
employers an additional $.4 a year
managed his 1987 gubernatorial
for each employee.
(Cont'd from page 1)
campaign,
said Jones was "missing
pate in an intensive program of
The increase would finance
the
point."
study and discussion, including improvements in jobless benefits
Briscoe said lottery profits to ihe
classes, seminars, a film series, and higher spending for child care
state
would be at least $100 million
guest speakers, field trips and cul- and welfare. It would also leave
per
year.
tural and recreational activities.
$161 million next year, and $1.7
"You spend 6 million to take in
The GSP, which pays all billion over five years, toward
100
(million) — that's a pretty
expenses for the students, is sup- reducing the budget deficit.
good
return on your investment."
The package was approved by
ported by the governor and private
Through
Wednesday, about $113
businesses and foundations. Stu- the subcommittee on a voice vote
million worth of lottery tickets had
dentr are nominated by their school over Republican opposition. It now
been sold, and officials expect to
districts and selected in statewide goes to the full committee.
sell
at least $300 million worth the
competition. Academic achieveBefore the vote, Kenneth W. first year, 50 percent more than
ment, scope of interests, special Gideon, assistant treasury
secretary first projections.
talents and leadership are some of for tax policy, said
the administraFrank Keener, president of the
the criteria used for. selection.
tion is strongly opposed. In the Kentucky Lottery Corp., said there
first place, he said, the unemploy- was no way to pinpoint what effect
ment fund does not need more lottery advertising has had in Kenmoney — a statement that was tucky, but he said that when the
challenged by Democrats one
advertising money was shifted
recently to one state game from
another, sales of that game
increased.
"If someone wants to harm the
lottery or do a disservice to it, I
can think of no single act that
would do us greater harm than to
take away the advertising money,"
he said.
Also Thursday, Jones suggested
that the Corrections Cabinet, barred
from double-bunking prisoners at a
medium-security prison, should
instead consider double shifts that
would keep each felon behind bars
12 hours a day.
Jones noted that a court order
stopped the double-bunking to add
344 beds at the Luther Luckett
Correctio
nal Complex near
—COUPON—COUPON—
S
LaGrange.
"But if you double-shift the peo'
ple in these bunks, I personally
think that makes a great deal of
With cheese plus 2 toppings
With cheese plus 2 toppings
sense," Jones said.
dtrio
of your choice
S
of your choice
He said one prisoner could spend
on each pizza
12 hours in the cell while a second
1=
4 3
$599
worked, exercised and studied to
"get prepared to get back into soc•
ItspIrs• 7-1540
•
iety as a productive, law-abiding
Expires 7-114111 j
.
I
a.
citjio
zenne."
s
said he broached the idea
to Corrections Secretary John WigII \NI o i l I irm
ginton, who "wanted to think
New
• Iii.& Sat. Ii \I tell I \I
about it. He certainly did not
lu.srig
\I fill
Store HOurs• Deli‘crit.•
endorse it."

Biologists seek
cause of fish kill

Lt. Gov. Jones
says state has
spent too much
on lottery ads

Subcommittee
votes increase
in a tax, first
of Bush's term
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1989 Nissan Sentra Standard
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• 5.0J x 13 Styled Steel Wheels

• Driver's Side Mirror

• P155/80R13 All Season Steel Belted • Flush-Mounted Halogen
Headlamps
Radial Tires
• Coolant Temperature Gauge
• Single Point Fuel Injection

• 1.6 Liter OHC 12-Valve
Engine
• Remote Hood Release

• 4-Speed Manual Transmission
• Reclining Lowback Front Bucket
Seats with Adjustable Head
Restraints
• Power Front Disc/Rear Drum
Brakes

• Rack and Pinion Steering
• Vinyl Full Door Trim
• Needle Punch Carpeting

• Rear Stabilizer Bar
• Center Console
• Side Window Defoggers

• 13.2 Gallon Fuel Tank
• Electric Rear Windown
Defroster with Timer

• 4-Wheel independent
Suspension

charges
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Racial harassment ruling upsets rights activists
WASHINGTON (AP) — Civil
rights activists are accusing the
Supreme Court of "redneck justice" and urging Congress to stem
what they say is a reactionary tide
threatening 35 years of progress for
minorities and women.
The court's ruling Thursday on a
racial harassment case is one of
several new decisions showing that

a newly solidified conservative
majonty on the court is intent on
carrying out former President
Ronald Reagan's agenda, civil and
women's rights groups say.
The court, by a 5-4 vote, barred
the use of a key 1866 civil rights
law to fight racial harassmeni But
the justices voted unanimously to
uphold use of the law, originally

Baptists urge states to abolish
abortion, happy hours at bars
LAS VEGAS (AP) — Southern
Baptists wrapped up their first stay
in this gambling city by urging
states to enact legislation restricting abortions except to save the
mother's life.
The nation's largest Protestant
body also approved resolutions
Thursday condemning past racism
within its ranks and calling for an
end to happy hours at taverns
throughout the nation.
The resolutions were approved at
the end of the three-day Southern
Baptist Convention that attracted
20,423 delegates.
Baptist officials said it was the
sixth largest Baptist convention in
132 years, despite fears that many
would stay away because of concerns over the Sin City image of
Las Vegas and its distance from
traditional Baptist strongholds.
The convention rejected arguments that abortions should be permitted in cases of rape or incest or
if the fetus is severely deformed.
One delegate objected that the
resolution would call for abortion
laws that require "moral heroism."
"We do though want to say we
do not want to victimize the child
in the womb because evil things
have happened to bring that child
into the womb," said Mark Coppenger, chairman of the denomination's Committee on Resolutions.
The resolution noted that a U.S.
Supreme Court decision is pending
that may reopen the possibility of

broader state restrictions on
abortion.
It also reaffirmed the support of
thc 14.8 million-member denomination for a constitutional amendment to prohibit abortion except to
prevent the imminent death of the
mother.
The convention, formed in 1845
in a dispute with Northern Baptists
over slavery, said in a resolution on
racism that the denomination
repents of past bigotry. It called for
members and churches "to reach
across racial boundaries, establishing fraternal rather than paternal
friendships."
The resolution also called upon
the predominantly white denomination to bring about greater racial
and ethnic representation at every
level of the church. About 300,000
Southern Baptists are black.
The denomination stopped short
of approving an amendment condemning apartheid in South Africa
because of concerns it would hurt
evangelistic efforts there.
The racism issue arose in the
denomination last fall when a
member of the Christian Life Commission, Dr. Curtis W. Caine Sr.,
reportedly said in a commission
meeting that the late Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr. was a fraud. Baptist Press reported Caine also said
apartheid in South Africa "doesn't
exist anymore and was beneficial
when it did, because it meant separate development."

intended to help freed slaves, to
sue private individuals for other
forms of discrimination.
Molly Yard, president of the
National Organization for Women,
said conservatives on the court
"again revealed themselves to be
hostile and insensitive to the progress of the 'last 20 years. Redneck
justice meted out with country club
manners is no less painful than the
real thing."
John Buchanan of the liberal
People for the American Way said,
"It's a sad commentary on the
state of the court's general outlook
on civil rights that today's decision
must be greeted with a measure of
relief."
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, DMass., urged President Bush to join
Congress in proposing bills to
reverse the high court rulings.
"Taken separately, each of these
retreats would be a source of
genuine concern," he said.
"Together they are a serious threat
to the 35 years of progress we have
achieved toward a better and fairer
society."
Thursday's ruling follows three

other significant high court setbacks for those urging more
aggressive steps to combat bias.
Last January, the court banned
racial quotas in the awarding of
public works projects by state and
local governments.
On June 5, the justices restricted
the use of statistical evidence to
prove an employer illegally relegates minorities or women to
lower-paying jobs.
And just last Monday, the court
significantly expanded the power
of white men to challenge courtapproved affirmative action plans,
even years after those plans took
effect.
Addressing the latest ruling,
Julius Chambers of the NAACP
Legal Defense and Educational
Fund said it means "employers
who do not want blacks on their
work force can simply hire blacks
and harass them on the job until
they quit."
Bruce Fein, a conservative who
keeps a close watch on high court
rulings, said civil rights groups
were exaggerating the significance
of the decision.
But he agreed that "there is a

conservative five-member majority
now changing the evaluation and
approach to the civil rights law."
The court acted in the case of
Brenda Patterson, a black teller for
a credit union in North Carolina.
She said her boss harassed her by
ordering her to do menial tasks,
such as sweeping floors.
The court's ruling bars her from
suing her employer for big-money
punitive damages for alleged harassment. It does not prohibit her or
others with similar complaints from
suing under a 1964 federal civil
rights law that has less sweeping
financial remedies.
Also, the 1964 law applies only
to businesses with at least 15
employees, excluding some 15 percent of the American work force.
The 1866 law covers all employers.
Writing for the court Thursday,
Justice Anthony M. Kennedy, the
court's newest member, denied the
court was turning its back on
minorities.
"Neither our words nor our
decisions should be interpreted as
signaling one inch of retreat from
Congress' policy to forbid discrimination," he said. But he said the

court's job is to interpret the law
— not rewrite it to the liking of
civil rights advocates.
Kennedy said the 1866 law governs contractual rights — such as
hiring and promotion decisions —
and not other forms of conduct by
an employer, including an order to
sweep floors.
Justice William J. Brennan, in a
dissenting opinion, said, the court
is engaging in a "hypertechnical"
reading of the law that ignores its
larger purpose.
Joining Kennedy were Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist and Justices Sandra Day O'Connor, Antonin Scalia and Byron R. White.
Kennedy, O'Connor and Scalia
are Reagan appointees; Rehnquist
was promoted to chief justice by
the former president. White had
been appointed by former President
John F. Kennedy.
In a separate decision Thursday,
the court said states and state officials may not be sued under a
related 1871 law that protects civil
liberties. Tie 5-4 ruling in a case
from Michigan said states and their
officials are not "persons— as
envisioned by the 1871 law.

• You could win
financial independence
on the 4th of July.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
"I like peasants — they are not sophisticated enough to reason
speciously."
— Montesquieu.
Today's game was played in a
Swiss-team contest. One declarer
played routinely and paid off to an
alert defense. The other blew some
smoke and made off with his vulnerable game.
At one table East won his spade
ace as South followed with a routine
four. Seeing little future in spades.
East decided to switch to dummy's
weak suit. A low heart went to the
10 and jack, hearts were continued
and the defenders took the first five
tricks.
In the replay, South offered East
some bait at trick one. Instead of
following suit with his four, South
dropped an enticing jack. East now
saw that he could establish his
spades with one more lead and took
that course, saving his heart ace as
a sure entry. He got the heart ace
eventually, but not before South rattled off eight minor-suit winners to
go with his king of spades.
Should East have taken the bait
when South dropped the spade jack?
Not so easy to answer without
knowing this South. Against the
spade continuation are two facts.
Why would South choose bidding
one no-trump over doubling for
takeout if he held K-J doubleton in
spades? And why would West lead
the spade eight instead of the trey if
West actually held four spades?

NORTH
6-16-A
+52
IP 9 63
•K Q J 8 3
KJ3
WEST
EAST
+873
A Q 1096
KJ85
1110 A 7 4
•7 4
•5 2
+7642
+985
SOUTH
•K J 4
Q 102
•A 10 9 6
4 A Q 10
Vulnerable: North-South
Dealer: West
The bidding:
West
North
East
South
Pass
Pass
1*
1 NT
Pass
3 NT
All pass
Opening lead: Spade eight
BID WITH THE ACES
South holds:
6-16-B
+52
•9 63
•K Q J 8 3
•K J 3
North South
1+
2•
2 111
ANSWER: Two no-trump. A minimum two-over-one response with
good club stoppers. Choose two notrump over the false preference of
two spades.

Add your name to the list of Finalists
for the $1,000,000 Grand Prize.

Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
12363. Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright 1949 United Feature Syndicate

You'll LOVE It
Lee Whelan
Vine Grove KY

Frank Pribble
Jettersontown KY

Anne Conrad
Island KY

.0" Larry Christian
Watertown. TN

Walter Bailey
Clay City. KY

T
hese signatures represent the five people who qualified last week for the "Two For
The Money"
Grand Prize Drawing. Thirty-five people in all
will make the Finals and one will make history
winning $1,000,000 on July 4th.

Find ENTRY, ENTRY, ENTRY on your
"Two For The Money" ticket and you,
too, can get in the picture.
KENTUCKY

Be Ready to Swim

• 25 MIL Liners
• 7 It. Deep End Option
• Expenenced Installers
Above Ground Pools
DOUGHBOY POOLS
Private Label Chemicals
4720 Raldland Road
Paducah, KY 42003

502-898-3666

K LOTTERY
Watch the weekly drawing Friday night at 7:58 p.m. EDT on your local lottery channel.
laulsville Hazard Hopkinsvile Owensboro Paducah/Cape Girardeau Lexington Campbellsville
, .„•\NTVO
" .1
WAVE 3 V •"
—
Cablevision

Cincinnati liuntingtonlAshland

Bowling Green
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PERSPECTIVE
US.SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

Mitch McConnell
STOP THE: LAWSUIT LOTTERY

•,•

There is another lotter besides the Kentucky Lottery, where
there are television ads encouraging you to play and the odds of winning are great. This is the lawsu ottery: something goes wrong,
you hire a lawyer, and you sue every ne in sight. Chances are someone will give you some money, if nly to make you go away.
Many lawsuits are brought by people w ho have been wrongfully injured. They deserve to be compensated, and we should protect
their rights. Butlin recent Nears, there has been an explosion of suits
whose sole purpose is to enrich the client and his lawyer -- at the
expense of the rest of society.
This lawswit lottei, places a hidden la% on every product and
service we use. It accounts for 9tof the cost of child vaccines, w hile
our infant mortality rate is one of the highest among modern nations. It adds on a third of the cost of a st ep-ladder, and puts a $300
surcharge on w hat parents pz.1 to have their baby delivered -- if they
can find a doctor willing to take the liahiIit risk. This system is forcing schools to close down their sports programs and chemistry labs,
and is the reason w hv professional football helmets are imprinted
with "Made in Korea".
On June 1, I introduced the "Lawsuit Reform Act", a bill that
strikes a fair balance between the victims of wrongful injuries and
the victirlis of wrongful lawsuits. My legislation has the broadest support of any hill ever introduced on the subject, with over 35 endorsing organizations representing millions of Americans -- from Boy
Scouts and Little League. coaches to the American Red Cross and
the American Council on Education! Hospital administrators, small
business owners, county officials, and law enforcement officers all
support my proposal as the answer to the lawsuit lottery.
The essence of the lawsuit Reform Act is fairness. It would
abolish joint and several liability-. so that a defendant's share of the
damages would be proportional w ith his share of responsibility for
causing the harm. It also would require the loser of any suit covered
by the bill to pay- the legal costs of the winner -- up to a reasonable
limit -- unless the loser is indigent.
.
My bill also addresses the issue of illegal drug and alcohol abuse,
which causes many serious accidents each year. It would prohibit
a person from suing others if the person was under the influence
of drugs or alcohol and this condition was more than 50'responsible
for their injury.
If we don't stop the lawsuit lottery, it will extinguish the "thousand points of light" of American ‘olunteerism; it will send more
American jobs overseas to less litigious countries; and it will make
all of us poorer w hile the lawyers and a few successful plaintiffs get
richer. Last year, the average lawver's salary was $117,800 -- over
three times more than the average taxpayer's income. I am working
hard to pass legislation that w ill protect w rongfully injured persons,
while providim! relief to all Americans from the lawsuit lottery.

Business Mirror

Decline in interest rates urge
buying of mutual funds in bonds
NEW YORK (AP) — The recent
decline in interest rates has stirred
up new enthusiasm for mutual
funds that invest in bonds.
When rates decline, as they have
since early spring this year, prices
of existing bonds naturally tend to
rise. That gives owners of bondfund shares a shot at capital gains
from the funds' rising net asset values, on top of the interest they
earn.
For all but the wealthiest individual- investors, financial advisers
widely recommend picking a mutual fund or other packaged vehicle
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rather than shopping for individual
bonds.
"We think smart investors
should avoid individual issues,"
analysts at the Value Line Investment Survey say in a recent
commentary.
For one thing, Value Line says,
funds provide a diversified portfolio for even the smallest investments. Diversification reduces credit risk — the potential losses you
might suffer should an individual
bond issuer default.
Diversification is especially
important with long bonds — even
governments, which have no credit
risk — because the manager has
the ability to select the mix of
matuities and coupon rates he or
she considers the most desirable,"
Value Line observes.
"A long-term bond fund reduces
transaction costs, especially if the
investor has limited his consideration to funds with no front-end
load, redemption or other charges.
"The major advantage the fund
offers an individual, in addition to
professional management, is its
buying power. One million dollars
is the typical trading unit.
"Because the fund managers are
in the marketplace every day dealing in large amounts with many
brokers, they usually can obtain
advantageous prices on both sales
and pechases.
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"The individual owner of, say,
S10,000 worth of bonds will probably not do nearly as well."
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Slats Grobnik, while hoisting a
beer, also raised a question. "You
ever notice that we almost never
hear the word 'skid row'
anymore?"
Now that you mention it, yes. So
what?
"Well, it used to be that every
city had a skid row. In Chicago,
the big skid row was Madison
Street. The smaller one was along
Clark Street. In New York, there
was the Bowery."
Miserable places.
"Yeah. Fleabag flophouses.
Winos sitting on the curbs drinking
two-bit-a-pint muscatel. Guys
sleeping in empty lots, cardboard
shacks. And when the weather got
cold, you always read about how
the cops were picking them up in
paddy wagons so they didn't freeze
to death, and how they were filling
up the Salvation Army shelter. So
where'd they all go?"
Who?
"You mean who and what.
Where did the skid rows go, and
where did the skid row bums go? I
mean, you can drive along Madison
Street and Clark Street and you
don't see hardly any of them anymore? The flops are gone the cheap
liquor stores, and almost all the
bums. And how come we never
hear talk about skid row and
bums?"

I suppose real estate development is a factor. So these social
unfortunates have scattered to other
places.
"I figured you'd say something
like that, which just proves that
you don't know what's going on."
Then you tell me.
"Okay, it happens that before
you came in this joint, a guy on the
next stool was reading the New
York Times, and he left it behind.
So I took a look, just to catch up
on what the liberal chrome-domes
are thinking these days. And I read
this story that explains it all. About
the skid rows and the bums, I
mean.
And what does it explain?
"Well, it looks like what we
have here is another case of changing the language. You know, a nicer word taking the place of a word
that don't sound so good."
What word are you referring to?
"Words like skid row and bums.
Or winos. Or lushes. Or boozers."

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURICEEN
Ten years ago
The Stubblefield house in New
Concord is one of seven sites in
West Kentucky recently approved
for listing on the survey of Historical Sites in Kentucky.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Joseph Barrett, May 13; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Mike Davis Adams, May 31.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Farris are
today, June 16, observing their
50th wedding anniversary.
Twenty years ago
John Ed Scott, local weather
observer, said this morning that
5.89 inches of rain have fallen in
Murray.since 8 a.m. on June 12.
Thirty years ago
Chief Charlie Marr and Sgt. Barney Weeks of Murray Police
Department are attending the Kentucky Peace Officers Convention in
Ashland.
The Ledger & Times is today
observing its 12th anniversary as a
daily newspaper. Daily publication
started June 16, 1947 after publishing as a weekly for 68 years.
M.C. Ellis, Carney Andrus and

Allen Rose are officers of Murray
Baseball Association.
Elected as officers of Arts and
Crafts Club at a meeting at home
of Mrs. Ronald Churchill were
Mrs. Mayme Randolph, Mrs. Loula
Gatlin and Mrs. Cullen Phillips.
Forty years ago
Chad Stewart, 170-pound halfback from Murray High School, is
a member of West All-Star High
School Football Squad which will
meet East All-Stars in a game on
June 17 at Western Kentucky College, Bowling Grecn,_
James C. Williams, publisWer of
The Ledger & Times will attend
the meeting of Kentucky Press
Association at Kentucky Dam State
Park on June 17.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph McDaniel,
June 14; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Scott Lindsey, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James Stroud and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Leroy Waltman, June 15.
Boy Scouts from Murray, Kirksey and Lynn Grove will be at
Camp Pakentuck in Ozark Mountains of Southern Illinois, June
19-26.

How to reach your elected officials
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell
Room 118
Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford
Room 363
Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
2182 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515
All U.S. Senators and Representatives may be reached by telephon
e
by dialing (202) 224-3121 where a U.S. Capitol operator will connect
you with the official of your choice.
State Sen. Greg Higdon
State Capitol Bldg.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
or
Route 2, Fancy Farm, Ky. 42039
State Rep. Freed Curd
State Capitol Bldg.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
Or
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A bum by any other name would smell
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Calloway County and to Benton. Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farounron. Ky . and
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you scrounge on booze or dope.
Yes, those are unpleasant words.
So what are they now?
You're not going to have any left
"From what this story says, we over for rent, and you're going to
now call them 'the homeless."
wind up out on the street."
Wait a minute. The homeless are
I can't quarrel with your logic.
people who are without homes.
"So when we talk about the
"Yeah. That's what I always
plight of the homeless, it's not like
thought. Ever since I started hear- there's some ordinary guy out
there
ing about the plight of the homewho would like to move into a
less, like the news stories always boarding house, but the
landlord
say, I figured that it was some guy
won't let him keep his pet cat, so
out of work, living in an old car that's why he's living under
the el
with his wife and kids. Those are tracks. We're talking about
somethe ones we see on TV. Sometimes one like my old Uncle Harry,
who
I think I've seen that same home- ended up on skid row."
less guy, with his wife and kids in
Ah, yes, a man of unquenchable
that old car, in California, Florida,
thirst.
Oregon and Chicago. It's like '60
"That's one way to put it. When
Minutes' just follows him around."
he'd
show up for Thanksgiving
Are you saying there are not
dinner, we'd hose him down before
homeless people of this kind?
he came in the house. You know,
"No. But I'm saying that in this
now that I read that story, I feel
New York Times story, the reporguilty about Uncle Harry."
ters talked to a lot of experts on the
homeless."
For what reason?
What did they say?
"We always called him Harry the
"It turns out that about 75 or 80 lush or Harry the bum.
That
percent of the homeless are drunks showed how insensitive we were
in
or dope addicts, or both. And that's those days. Today, we'd
say:
the reason they're homeless. If you 'Uncle Harry, you are an unfortuthink about it, that figures. If nate social victim, part of the
you're a lush or shooting up on
plight of the homeless.—
something, you're going to have a
That would have been kinder.
hard time getting through a job
"Nah, if we did that, he would
interview without bouncing off the
have said; 'You can't call me a
walls. So if you don't have a job, plight,' and he wouldn't have come
and you spend whatever money
to no more dinners."
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Letters To The Editor
AMH thanks newspaper for ads
Dear Editor:
We have recently been notified
by the Advertising Council of your
outstanding generosity to the
American Mental Health fund by
ding the public service announcents from our "Understanding
rv)ental Illness" campaign. Thank
ou for your compassion and concern for the victims of mental illness and their families.
I am pleased to tell you that
because of this campaign, we have
received over 220,000 requests for
the informative booklet and over
$35 million worth of advertising

c•

time and space has been contributed by all media sources.
Our goal is to raise the public's
awareness of the prevalence and
warning signs of mental illness
through this massive public service
campaign. With the help of people
like you, it can be done!
Thank you again for your efforts
and commitment to help educate
the public about mental illness.
Sincerley,
Lisa Conoly
Administrative Assistant
American Mental Health
P.O. Box 17389
Washington, D.C. 20041
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Lovell: beef is back thanks
to national checkoff program
Dear Editor:
Beef is back. That's good news
to those of us who enjoy eating
beef, 'whether it's a lean, tender
steak, a convenient, flavorful roast
or a burger with all the trimmings.
It's also good news to those of us
who raise cattle.
Beef is big business. The beef
industry is the single largest segment of American agriculture with
sales of cattle and calves accounting for about 22 percent of total
receipts from farm marketings. In
Kentucky, cash receipts from cattle
and calves totaled $538 million in
1988. And every dollar of cattle
sales generates an additional $5 to
S6 of business activity in the farm
supply and food businesses.
There's an important reason why
beef is back. Beef producers
became part of a new era in the

Pie,

beef industry on October 1, 1986,
when the national beef checkoff
program began. Through the checkoff, beef producers invest one dollar per head of cattle sales in a
program which funds beef promotion, education and research at both
the national and state levels.
June 27, 1989, marks the 1000th
day of the national checkoff program — 1,000 days of solid progress
for us in the beef industry. The
result is a better, more nutritious
and enjoyable product for consumers and improved profitability for
the biggest single sector of the
agricultural economy.
Sincerely,
Dale Lovell,
President,
Kentucky Beef Cattle Assoc.
Route 2, Box 306
Greenville, Ky. 42345
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Today In History
Today is Friday, June 16, the 167th day of 1989. There are 198 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On June 16, 1963, Valentina Tereshkova became the first female space
traveler when "Vostok Six" was launched from the Soviet Union on a
three-day mission.
On this date:
In 1567, Mary, Queen of Scots, was imprisoned in Lochleven Castle in
Scotland.
In 1858, in a speech in Springfield, Ill., Senate candidate Abraham Lincoln said the slavery issue had to be resolved, declaring, "A house
divided against itself cannot stand."
In 1883, baseball's first "Ladies' Day" took place as the New York
Gothams offered free admission for women to a game against the Cleveland Spiders.
In 1933, the National Industrial Recovery Act became law. It was later
struck down by the Supreme Court.
In 1955, Pope Pius XII excommunicated Argentine President Juan
Domingo Peron. The ban was lifted eight years later.
In 1961, Soviet ballet dancer Rudolf Nurcycv defected to the West
while his troupe was in Paris.
In 1970, Kenneth A. Gibson of Newark, N.J., became the first black to
win a mayoral election in a major Northeast city.
In 1976, riots broke out in the black South African township of Soweto.
In 1976, U.S. Ambassador to Lebanon Francis E. Meloy Ir. and an aide
were kidnapped and killed in Beirut.
In 1977, Soviet Communist Party General 'Secretary LcOnid Brczhnev
was named 'president, becoming the first person to hold both
posts
simultaneously.
In 1978, President Jimmy Carter and Panamanian leader Omar Torrijos
exchanged the instruments of ratification of the Panama Canal treaties.
In 1983, Pope John Paul II began his second visit as leader of
the
Roman Catholic church to his native Poland.
Thought for today: "The safest road,3to hell is the gradual one -- the
gentle slope, soft underfoot, without sudden turning, without milestone
s,
without signposts." — C.S. Lewis, English author (1898-1963).
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Quiet pillar still stands proud

MURRAY
Is

Former Sen. John Sherman Cooper enjoys sedate retirement
ASIMPrilltrai
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Press

ASHINGTON — John Sherman Cooper has slowed
considerably since he
came out of rural Pulaski
County, Ky., to make a name for
himself in the U.S. Senate.
At 87, he walks with a slight stoop.
His speech is sometimes halting. He
tires easily.
He reads the Bible daily, receives a
few visitors at his imposing four-story
Georgetown residence and several
times a week is driven to the law
offices of Covington and Burling where
he puts in several hours of work.
The courtly old gentleman chuckled
easily and talked modestly of himself
and his distinguished 27-year career
representing his native state.
He was a quiet pillar of the Senate, a
thoughtful individual of integrity who
came within four votes of defeating
Sen. Everett Dirksen, R-111., as GOP
Senate leader in 1959. For Cooper, the
secret to success in politics is rooted in
"good raising. Follow your mother and
father. Get a good education and do
what is right."
Now, he speaks only reluctantly of
his storied career in the Senate. He
prefers to recollect his days as a
county judge during the Great Depression.
When I was county judge of Pulaski
County, people were hard up. They
couldn't get any doctors. So they would
come to my office and talk to me. I
don't know why, but they did. Those
times were a great influence on my
life," Cooper recalled.
"Even though people were in trouble,
they were still good-spirited. They
tried hard. What a hard time. I've
never forgotten it."
Those memories draw him back to
the Bluegrass State.
Last September Cooper spent about

W

John Sherman Cooper at the peak of his political career.
five weeks visiting his home town of
Somerset, as well as nearby Mt.
Vernon and several other cities and
smaller communities in the state.
He enjoyed the trip, including a gettogether with his brother, Richard,
who is vice chairman of Citizens
National Bank of Pulaski.
Cooper lives in a huge home on a
fashionable Georgetown street, which
dates back to 1798. It was purchased by
his wife, the former Lorriane Rowan
Shevlin, a few years Oefore the two
were married in 1955.
Lorriane Cooper, who died in 1985,

was one of the grande dames of
Washington. The dinner parties at the
Coopers' home were major social
events in Washington.
"This is her home," said a proud
Cooper.
Cooper is one of a handful of Kentucky politicians in this century who
have made a mark on national government. He was first elected to the
Senate in 1946 to fill the unexpired
term of A.B. "Happy" Chandler, who
resigned to become baseball commissioner, but was defeated in ins bid for
re-election in 1948. In 1952 he was
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elected to serve the unexpired term of
the late Virgil Chapman, then defeated
in the 1954 general election. In 1956
won the remainder of the term of the
late Alben Barkley, then won full
terms in 1960 and 1966.
Along with a distinguished career in
the Senate, he also was ambassador to
India and East Germany. In addition,
he was a delegate and alternate delegate to the United Nations.
Cooper winced when asked what he
regarded as his major accomplishment
over a long career.
"Someone else will have to come up
with that," replied Cooper. End of
topic.
Cooper was a critic of the Vietnam
conflict and a thorn in the side of
former President Richard Nixon. It
was Cooper who co-authored an
amendment aimed at limiting involvement of U.S. troops in Cambodia.
The Kentuckian was also a principal
sponsor of the 1964 Civil Rights Act.
While he won't talk much about his
Senate career, he obviously enjoys
trips to Capitol Hill for breakfasts, and
he occasionally takes in some Senate
business.
"Oh yes. I go up there every now and
then for the debates. Things have
changed since I was there. There are
younger men there. But, they're good
men and they try hard. I can't hear
very well, but I can watch," said
Cooper.
His interest in politics wasn't
unusual. "It ran in my family, I guess.
My father had been a county judge. My
grandfather on my mother's side had
been a county judge. My uncle on my
mother's side had been a county
judge," recalled Cooper.
Now, Cooper keeps up with current
events, and looks to the future.
"If I live, I will be back to Kentucky
this September," Cooper said.
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As Welcome Wagon Representatives, we call on brides-to-be, new parents
and movers with a basket full of useful gifts. We'd like to call on you!
Welcome Wagon. An American Tradition.
Please Call
Kathryn Outland, 753-3079

Ingeborg King, 492-8348

MI REXPIRI
BEFORE THIS
SEASON ENDS?

Civil rights rulings by Supreme Court
WASHINGTON (AP) — Here
are major civil rights rulings by the
Supreme Court this term:
—Richmond vs. Croson: The
court, by a 6-3 vote on Jan. 23,
struck down a Richmond, Va.,
program requiring contractors on
city building projects to set aside at
least 30 percent of the value of the
project for firms at least one-half
minority owned. The court said the
quota is an unlawful form of
reverse discrimination.
—Price Waterhouse vs. Hopkins:
The court, by a 6-3 vote on May 1,
reinforced women's rights by rul-

ing that employers have the burden
of disproving bias when there is
evidence it played a part in personnel decisions. The court ruled for a
woman who said she was denied
promotion to partnership in an
accounting firm because she acted
too much like a man.
—Wards Cove Packing vs. Atonio: The court, by a 5-4 vote on
June 5, erected significant new barriers for workers who try to prove
with statistical evidence they are
victims of racial bias. The court
ruled against minority groups who

said they were placed in lowpaying, less-desirable jobs at Alaska salmon canneries.
—Martin vs. Wilks: The court,
by a 5-4 vote last Monday, allowed
white men to challenge courtapproved affirmative action programs even years after they take
effect. The ruling revives a challenge to a program to promote

Metta Lyons, co-chairman of a
committee to build the Randolph
Community Playground, said
donors have pitched in S10,000
worth of pennies since the drive
began Friday. The group hopes to
raise S55,000.

"They came with buckets, jars
and bags," she said. "One lady
brought a big basket with about 60
pounds of pennies."
The group plans to hire a firm to
design the playground, then get
local volunteers to build it.
The Federal Reserve Bank
should be happy to get all these
pennies back into circulation,"
Lyons said. "I think pennies are
something people tend to hold
onto."

Hurry to your Snwer dealer for great trade-in allowances!
Instead of taking your old
rider to the graveyard, take
it to your Snapper dealer
Trade-In and get at least a $150
Allowance. trade-in allowance! Snappers
_(___
"..- are built ti out-live
other mowers with
features like our five
forward speeds with on. - th6-go shifting, and electric
start. Snapper The
lasvn machines that
- won't run
themselves
into the
ground.

This
Weeks
Special

Plea for pennies attracts 3 tons
RANDOLPH, Mass. (AP) — A
plea for pennies to build a new
playground yielded about three
tons of the coins — enough to fill
two pickups.

more blacks in the Birmingham,
Ala., fire department.
—Patterson vs. McClean Credit
Union. The court, by a 5-4 vote
Thursday, barred the use of a key
1866 civil rights law to fight racial
harassment_ But the justices voted
unanimously to uphold use of the
law to sue private individuals for
other forms of discrimination.

Large Bar-B-Q
Sandwich &
French Fries

Ask your dealer
I., detail.

• Larepi
klodri
25066

Unit our trade-,a
per traasartioa
participating dealers

'239
Special Good thru June 17
Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
753-2571 or 753-4110
Chestnut St., Murray
rM-F, 7:30-5:30
aaellaike
182A1
•
Sat., 7:30-5:00
-` -

'DO YOU KNOW YOUR BUSINESS COMMUNITY?"
Prepared By
GILSON'S AUTO REPAIR
When the people of this area look to someone to take care of mechanical problems
they have with their cars and vans, many of them head straight for GILSON'S AUTO
REPAIR, conveniently located at 410 S. 4th in Murray, phone 759-1637.
This well known service center specializes in all types of expert automotive repair
and service. They use only the latest equipment and they handle almost any size
job in the shortest time possible and at reasonable rates
With the automobile as complex as it is today, you owe it to your car to let these
qualified people take care of your problems They feature engine and transmission
work, tune-ups, brake service, and exhaust system work on foreign and domestic
cars, vans, and light trucks
Remember, a good reputation in the auto repair business is not attained by luck
or an act of fate. it is the result of prompt workmanship and reasonable rates You'll
get both at GILSON'S AUTO REPAIR

EMERINE CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY INC.
Ralph Emerine - Owner
Serving The Calloway County Area For Over 30 Years
If you're contemplating hiring an excavating contractor to do some work on your
property, stop a minute Don't call just ANYONE in the phone book because you
may like the looks of their ad. In the Calloway County area, many knowledgeable
builders call EMERINE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INC.. phone 753-8986
Located on Roy Graham Rd in Murray, this reliable company has a history of rapid
completions, well-done jobs and satisfied customers No wonder they're considered
by many to be one of the best earth mover in the area
EMERINE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY INC specializes in home and building site
preparation, road excavation, subdivision work, land leveling, trenching and many
other facets of dirt work They also specialize In all types of asphalt paving including driveways, parking lots, subdivisions and tennis courts They use onItthe latest
machinery and employ competent operators

MURRAY GULF
Brent Morris - Owner
"Serving The Area With Quality Service And Products For 7 Years"
When you're in need of a dependable service station, take your
automobile to MURRAY GULF.located in Murray on Highway 841 South,
hone 753-9184
They feature "P F C " service. Prompt, Friendly and Complete for all
your automotive needs They carry high-powered GULF gasoline and
top quality detergent motor oils to protect and prolong your engine's life
They also have an extensive stock of tires, batteries and accessories for your car
Trained mechanics are on duty here with the latest equipment to provide thorough
testing and tune-up for smooth running performance Remember, with today's emphasis on controlling pollution and economical driving, you can get the most mileage
and the least polluted exhaust with an expert tune-up from MURRAY GULF Their
high percentage of regular customers attests to the success of this fine establishment.

Universal Advertising Associates Inc.
MURRAY NISSAN CHRYSLER
MURRAY WHOLESALE TIRE
DODGE
SERVICE INC.
Whether you plan to purchase or lease a new car or truck, you'll want to
Today, you can purchase tires just about anywhere- mail order catalogs. depart440 be sure your dealer is a full service concern who can provide you with ser- ment stores, etc so why have so many area motorists elected to rely exclusively on

vice after the sale' In this area, motorists have found a dealer who offers
0 a wide selection of quality automobiles and trucks, and,just as important
Clinslar
ly, expert service by factory trained professionals That dealership is MURNeissA
RAY NISSAN CHRYSLER DODGE, located at 604 South 12th Street in
AlI. Murray, phone 753-7115
As your authorized dealer for fine Nissan, Chrysler and Dodge cars and
trucks, MURRAY NISSAN CHRYSLER DODGE has the style, model and
size that you want, at competitive prices They also have a good selection of used
cars and trucks available for your inspection
Their service department is staffed by experienced personnel who have extensive
knowledge in servicing all makes and models of cars and trucks They are backed
by a fully stocked parts department where most parts are available from their large
inventory
In reviewing businesses in this area, we are pleased to call your attention to MUR
RAY NISSAN CHRYSLER DODGE and to suggest that you stop by soon and test
drive the model of your choice, make your best deal, and rely with confidence on
this same dealership for expert automotive service when you need it.

KELLY WOODS PLUMBING
CONTRACTOR AND SERVICE
Serving The Area With Pride And Dedication For Over 20 Years
Anymore,It seems a day never goes by at home or at work when something doesn't
go wrong with the plumbing in the past, we simply picked up the phone and celled,
"Mr %it" and our problem was taken care of Now days,things have changed drastically. With building codes as they are and the drastic structural changes which
have taken place in todays buildings, it has now become imperative to caH
specialist to diagnose and fix the problem
Sure its true, most any "Plumber" can fix a drain pipe or some other minor plumbing problem, but when it comes to the more difficult facets of plumbing, you need
to know someone who has the expertise to handle the problem
From residential to commercial KELLY WOODS PLUMBING CONTRACTOR AND
SERVICE In Murray phone 753-6546 can do the job For years, they have built
reputation envied by others in this area Their long Hat of satisfied customers stand
as testimony that your job will be completed to your satisfaction and on time
Don't be fooled when it comes to plumbing Most major problems result from im
proper installation and less than quality materials used on the job When the fob is
complete, you need to know that the craftsmanship Is there You also, need to know
that more than cosmetic surgery has been done to cover up a poor plumbing job

"PLEASE KEEP THIS SECTION FOR FUTURE REFERENCE"

MURRAY WHOLESALE TIRE SERVICE INC for all of their needs?
The reasons are several, but perhaps the most important are price and service
The personnel at MURRAY WHOLESALE TIRE SERVICE INC are experienced in tire
sales and service. They will assist you in selecting just the right tire for your needs,
and you'll find that their prices are extremely competitive
Make your selection from their large inventory of quality brand names There is a
tire to meet every need passenger car tires for foreign and domestic models, deep
tread tires for four-wheel vehicles, jeeps, high performance vehicles, and tires for
RV's and trailers
Once you've made your selection. the MURRAY WHOLESALE TIRE SERVICE INC
tire experts will mount and balance your tires
So stop in soon for guaranteed lowest prices in town They will meet or beat any
deal
For service, selection and price, rely on the tire professionals located at 520 S 4th
in Murray, phone 753-9411

DUNNAWAY'S BODY SHOP
Will Ed And Jody Dunnaway - Owners
"Offering 20 Years Experience"
Are you aware that collision repair on automobiles manufactured
today demands a greater degree of accuracy than ever before? Also,
due to the high cost of the special equipment and training needed,
taailrl body shops are properly equipped or trained for total collision
repair
DUNNAWAY'S BODY SHOP are frame. unibody and paint specialists and are
trained and equipped for complete collision repair
These experts know that the most frustrating part of repairing a car is the damage
that you can't see We all know that when there is damage to the front end of an
automobile, it takes someone with experience in the field to detect, estimate and
correct these problems before you get your car back
These are the things that make DUNNAWAY'S BODY SHOP stand out above the
others When you receive your car back you can trust that more than cosmetic
surgery has been done to your car You can rest assured that these experts have
done the job right
Rely on the experts at DUNNAWAY'S BODY SHOP the next time the need arises
If nothing else, stop by at 404 North 4th Street in Murray, phone 753-8730 and let the
friendly professionals give you an estimate We know you'll be glad you did
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Gantt awarded scholarship package at university
Michelle Lynn Gantt, a 1989
honor graduate of Murray High
School, has been awarded a $2,000
scholarship package for the
1989-90 academic year at Murray
State University.
She will receive a $1,000 University Scholarship and a $1,000
John W. Carr Scholarship.
The top ranked student in the
MHS Class of '89, she is the
daughter of Vernon and Dolores
Gantt, 1205 Mimosa Lane, Murray.
She plans to major in international
relations at Murray State to prepare
for a career in government foreign
service.
Voted "Most Likely to Succeed"
by her classmates, Miss Gantt, was

a semifinialist for the DAR Good
Citizen Award and a member of
National Honor Society. She served
as president of Future Homemakers
of American and co-editor of the
yearbook.
Other activities included Frencha
nd Latin clubs and the speech
team.
The University Scholarship is
renewable for up to four years provided the recipient maintains a 1.2
grade point average on a 4.0 scale.
University Scholars are eligible to
participate in the Murray State
Honors Program.
The Carr award is named for the
first president of Murray State and

Hall receives scholarship
Bethany Jane Hall, a 1989 honor
graduate of Murray High School,
has been awarded a S2,500 scholarship package for the 1989-90
academic year at Murray State
University.
She will receive a S1,000 University Scholarship, a S1,000 John
W. Carr Scholarship and a S500
Youth Salute Achievement
Scholarship.
Ranked fourth in the MHS Class
of '89, Miss Hall is the daughter of
Jane Paris Hal?, 2104 Edinborough
Drive, Murray, and the late James
Oakley Hall. She plans to major in
biology/pre-med at Murray State.

Evangelist Graham
holds conference
LONDON (AP) - Evangelist
Billy Graham, on a two-week British mission, told a news conference: "We are entering a whole
new era of possiblities, of letting
down walls that divide us between
countries and between East and
West., I hope that is going to sink
in to all of Europe and the whole
world.-

Voted "Best All Around" by her
classmates, the honor student
receiited numerous academic honors during her high school years,
including placing fourth among
230 students in the Paducah Area
Youth Salute.
A member of National Honor
Society, she served as president of
Tr -Alpha and on the student council. She was also president of the
senior class.
Other activities included Future
Business Leaders of America,
Spanish club and the Kentucky
Youth Assembly. She is a member
of Memorial Baptist Church.
The University Scholarship is
renewable for four years provided
the recipient maintains a 3.2 grade
point average on a 4.0 scale. University Scholars are eligible to participate in the Murray State Honors
Program.
The Carr award is named for the
first president of Murray State.
Recipients are selected based on
their potential to continue the traditions set by Carr: high academic
achievement, outstanding leadership and concern for others.

is renewable through the sophomore year.'Recipients are selected
based on their potential to continue

Stephen Ted Lovett of Murray, a
1989 graduating senior at Calloway
County / High School, has been
awarded a S2,000 scholarship package to attend Murray State
University.
His grants are a $1,000 University Scholarship and a $1,000
Achievement Scholarship.
In addition, the Department of
Physics and Astronomy has given
Lovett a $500 scholarship for his
junior year and an annual $1,000
workship as a laboratory assistant
beginning his sophomore year.
The son of Homer and Nancy
Lovett of Murray Route 1, Lovett
ranked 18th in his 212-member
graduating class.
During high school he captured
10 first-place trophies in speech

competition and advanced to the
final rounds at two state tournaments. He served for three years as
station manager of the high school
television station.
He was also a member of the
academic and track teams.
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At Murray State Lovett plans to
major in physics.
The University Scholarship is
renewable for up to four years, provided the student maintains a 3.2
grade point average on a 4.0 scale.
University Scholars are eligible to
participate in the Murray State
Honors Program.
The Achievement Scholarship is
a one-year award presented in honor of the recipient's academic
accomplishments.

Groppel speaks at event
Dr. Stan Groppel, director of the
bachelor of independent studies
(BIS) program at Murray State
University, presented a paper on
experiential learning at the recent
National Conference on the Adult
Learner at the University of South
Carolina in Columbia.
His presentation was titled "Evaluation and Credit Assessment of
Experiential Learning." It examined the various way that Murray
State and other universities evaluate prior learning experiences of
non-traditional or adult students.
The paper by Groppel was published in May as part of the proceedings of the seventh annual
Conference on Non-Traditional/
Interdisciplinary Programs.
In his presentation, Groppel,
who has served as director of the
BIS program since August 1988,
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the traditions set by Carr: high
academic achievement, outstanding
leaderhsip and concern for others.

Lovett gets scholarship

SLUMBER KING

A leading
independent
consumer publication
torture-tested 32
mattresses from
maior manufacturers
and rated them for
durability, lasting
firmness, and value
The Simmons
Beautyrest'
Royalty came
out on top'

Celebrates third birthday
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compared evaluation and credit
assessment of prior learning experiences at Murray State to other
institutions with similar programs
and discussed the appropriateness
of utilizing prior learning experiences for college-level credit.
Initiated in 1986 as the first
external degree program in Kentucky, the BIS degree program at
Murray State provides greater flexibility for adult students whose
professional or family obligations
make it difficult to complete a
degree by following a fixed class
schedule.

Babies, dismissals
on Thursday report
listed by hospital
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray -Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday, June
15, have been released as follows:
Dismissals
Brown baby boy, parents, Rhonda and Mark, Rt. 5, No. 17 Timberlane, Paris, Tenn.;
Pace baby girl, parents, Deena
and Michael, Rt. 3, Box 1092,
Murray;
Henderson baby boy, parents,
Pamela and Bobby, 106 West First
Si., Benton.
Dismissals
Mrs. Belinda Turley and baby
girl. Rt. 1, Hazel; Miss Doris Jackson and baby girl, 506 Harrison
Meadows, Apt. 2, Paris, Tenn.:
Mrs. Theresa -Davis and baby
girl, Rt. 1, Box 29D, Buchanan,
Tenn.; Mrs. Mary Baysinger, Rt. I,
Box 377, Springville, Tenn.;
Mrs. Tammy Gingles and baby
girl, Rt. 1, Box 136, Murray; Mrs.
Lori White and baby boy, Rt. 2,
Box 131A, Hazel;
Mrs. Patricia Buchanan and baby
boy. Rt. 4, Box 438, Paris, Tenn.;
Timothy Linzy, Rt. 2, Box 91,
Hazel; Joshua Riley, Rt. 2, Box
363, Benton;
Mrs. Bertha Meier, Rt. 2, Box
94A, Buchanan, Tenn.; Danny
Lamb, Rt. 5, Box 144, Murray;
Mrs. Mary Holcomb, 1704 Greenbrier, Murray; ,
Thomas Lamb, 729 Riley Ct.,
Murray; Mrs. Jessie Crago, 601
Elm Si.. Murray; Raymond Thorn,
Rt. 1, Almo;
Wilson Jones (expired) 519
South Sixth St., Murray; Mrs. Roxie McCreery (expired) Rt. 5, Box
1272, Murray.

Charlsie Rhea Young celebrated her third birthday with a pizza part
at her home on June 6. Cup cakes and ice cream were served. She is
the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Burton R. Young of Murray. Her
grandparents are Dr. and Mrs. Charles Conley of Greenup and Mrs.
Janie Young and the late Robert Young of Murray. Attending the
party were Rob Gingles, Ellen Gingles, Haley Hart, Lora Hopkins,
Kaylee Ligon, Courtney Walker, Michelle Young, and Amy Young,
the latter a sister of Charlsie.

DATEBOOK
Whitney Lee Burkeen born
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Burkeen of Rt. 3, Box 13Y, Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Whitney Lee, weighing seven pounds 10 ounces,
measuring 21 inches, born on Wednesday, June 14, at 7:07 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County. In the hospital report on Thursday, it was listed
as a boy. A brother is Allen, 7. The mother is the former Dawn Hutchens.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Burkeen and Mr. and Mrs. W.P.
Hutchens, all of Murray. Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Leo Alexander of Murray, the late Mr. and Mrs. Barnes W. Burkeen, the late Mr.
and Mrs. Tony ScherffiuS and the late Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hutchens.

Grace church plans Bible School
Grace Baptist Church, located at 617 South Ninth St., Murray, will
have Vacation Bible School starting Monday, June 19, and continuing
through Friday, June 23. Classes for toddlers through 13 years of age will
start at 9 a.m. each morning. Mary Harris, director, invites all interested
persons to attend. For transportation call the church office, 753-7599.

Adult Books meeting on Monday
The Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet Monday, June 19,
at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Libby Hart will be the leader for the discussion of the book, American Notes by Charles Dickens. All
persons who have read the book are invited to attend and take part in the
discussion. Members are asked to notO the earlier date for this month.

Fun Tennis Turney' Saturday
A Jai-Lai Fun Tennis Turney will be Saturday, June 17, at 3 p.m. at
Murray Country Club. This will be for tennis players of ages of men,
women and children and for spectators. "This will be fun for everyone," a
club spokesman said.

Fathers' breakfast on.Sunday
A Fathers' Day Breakfast will be at Sinking Spring Baptist Church on
Sunday, June 18, at 8 a.m. This is for all men and boys of the church. The
breakfast will be cooked and served by the Baptist Young Women's
Group. All men are urged to attend.

Nezv pastor will be honored
The Rev. Gerard J. Glahn, new pastor of St. Leo's Catholic Church,
will be honored with an ice cream social on Sunday, June 18, at 5 p.m. in
the Parish Center. All parishioners are invited to attend.

Youth of church to meet Saturday
The youth of seventh through 12th grades of First United Methodist
Church will meet Saturday, June 17, at 10 a.m. in the social hall of the
church. The group will work on the boutonnieres for Fathers' Day.

LIMYF groups will meet on Sunday
The Junior High and Senior High United Methodist Youth Fellowship
of First United Methodist Church will meet from 6 to 8 p.m. each Sunday
at the church. For the next three weeks, both groups will be working on
the Fourth of July float entry and booth for the Street Fair.

Art Guild meeting on Tuesday

MOVIES

Simmons Daybed
Theatres

The Murray Art Guild will have its monthly business meeting on Tuesday, June 20, at 1 p.m. at the guild at 103 North Sixth St. Officers are
Patricia Clark, president; Marie Tucker, vice president; Effie Kemp, treasurer; Juana Dodson, secretary. All members and interested persons are
invited to attend, Clark said.
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Inside the Family Tree
Olympic Plaza
,gMurray's newest boutique where you will find the most unique
accessories. Drusilla's is bringing the hottest new trends to
Murray featuring papier-mache and coin jewelry.
You'll be in vogue with one of our most novel handbags

Owner Drusilla McKinne
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Community events listed
Friday, June 16
Palestine United Methodist
Church Vacation Bible School will
be , at 7 p.m.

Saturday, June 17
be at 7 p.m. For information call
759-1752.

Sunday, June 18
a.m. service at Eastwood Baptist
Church.

Elm Grove Baptist Church Vacation Bible School will be at 6:30
p.m.

Jonathan Creek-Aurora Committee will have its second annual
Antique Trade Show and Flea
Market at Aurora starting at 7 a.m.

Fathers' Day Breakfast will be at
8 a.m. at Sinking Spring Baptist
Church.

Sunday, June 18
to 5 p.m. at Homeplace-1850;
Wagon Rides at 1:30 and 2:30 p.m.
at Empire Farm; Bats at 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center; HondaFamily ORV Advetnure Day at
Turkey Bay ORV Area.

First United Methodist Church
Junior High and Senior High
UMYF groups will meet at 6 p.m.
at church. ,

Monday, June 19
Adult Great Books Discussion
Group will meet at 7 p.m. at Callo-

Twilight golf for men and ladies
will be at 5:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.

la

Members of Westwood 4-H Club attending recent pizza party were,
from left, Nathan Fortner, Rebecca Todd, Laura Jo Parker, Kristina
Todd, Melody Parker, Mary Anne Todd and Angela Fortner.

Westwood Club winner
The Westwood 4-H Club has
recently received a national award
from Colgate-Palmolive Company
for its community service projects.
These project records were kept
and assembled for an Achievement
Record Book which was entered in
the "Youth for America"
Campaign.
The club received an Honorable
Mention Certificate and 29 tubes of
toothpaste for its community activities from Colgate-Palmolive
Company.
These 4-H students completed 20
community service projects from
March 1, 1988, to March 1, 1989.
Some of these included a donation
to the Heart Fund Drive, singing
Christmas carols and presenting
gifts to senior citizens during the
holiday season, visiting a nursing
home and singing for the patients,
and sending greeting cards to the
shut ins.
Mary Anne Todd was hostess for

a pizza party at Pizza Hut 0:1 June
1 to honor the Westwood Club
members
for
their
accc.nplishments.
Melody Parker, master of ceremonies, told about some of the
club accomplishments this year.
She presented each 4-Her with an
Honorable Mention Certificate, a
tube of Colgate's toothpaste and
also a congratulation card from the
leader, Mrs. Alice Like. for their
winning in their demonstrations at
the county and area spring rallies.
Mary Anne presented a birihday
cake she had baked for the party to
honor 4-H members having birthdays in June. She also led in group
singing. Those having birthdays
were Melody Parker, Laurie Jo
Parker and Rebecca Todd.
Also present were Kristina Todd,
Angela Fortner, members; Nathan
Fcrtner, visitor; R isetta Todd,
Jewel Fortener, Janie Parker and
Alice Like, leaders.

Westphal receives award
James Beecher Westphal, a 1989
honor graduate of Murray High
School, has been awarded a $3,000
scholarship package for the
1989-90 academic year at Murray
State University.
He will receive a $1,000 University Scholarship and a S2,000
Achievement Scholarship.
Ranked in the top 10 percent of
the senior class, he is the son of
Ronald and Marcia Westphal, 1614
Loch Lomond, Murray. He is considering majors in foreign languages and business to prepare for
a career in international business.
Listed in Who's Who Among
American High School Students,
Westphal participated in the 1988
Governor's Scholars Program and
was a semifinalist for Murray
State's Golden 100 scholastic contest in his junior year.

A member of National Honor
Society, he served as captain of the
varsity academic team. President of
the French club, Westphal placed
fourth in the state, sixth in the region and seventh in the nation on
the National French Exam.
Other activities include the track,
biology, math, chemistry and soccer teams, Hi Y Club and his
church youth group.
The University Scholarship is
renewable for four years provided
the recipient maintains a 3.2 grade
point average on a 4.0 scale. University Scholars are eligible to participate in the Murray State Honors
Program.
The Achievement award is a
one-year scholarship offered to
entering freshmen based on their
academic accomplishments.

Miller gets scholarship
Mark Wells Miller, a 1989 honor
graduate of Murray High School,
has been awarded a $2,000 scholarship package for the 1989-90
academic year at Murray State
Uni versity.
He will receive a S1,000 University Scholarship and a $1,000
Achievement Scholarship.
Ranked seventh in the 89-member graduating class, Miller is the
son of Thomas and Patricia Miller,
821 N. 20th St., Murray. He is considering majors of pre-med and
accounting at the university.
The honor graduate participated
in the annual Talon Identification
Program at Duke University and
has been invited to take part in
summer programs there. A threeyear member of the MHS baseball
team, Miller was named to the
1987-88 Kentucky High School
Athletic Association Academic AllState Team for spring sports.
He served on student council and
as a reporter for the school newspaper. Other activities included Hi
Y and Spanish clubs.
The University Scholarship is

Supreme Court lets
decision stand
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Supreme Court has let stand a lower court's decision that prohibits
prayers before public high school
football games as unconstitutional.
The Douglas County, Ga.,
School District had asked a review
of a decision that banned the pregame invocations, but the high
court rejected the appeal.
The school district's plan, providing for prayers led by students,
parents or school staffers "selected
without -regard to religion or the
lack of religious beliefs," had been
upheld by a disrict court.
But a federal appeals court said
that since Douglas County was
mainly Protestant, the likely result
would be "Protestant Christian
invocations," and that violated the
First Amendment clause against
establishing religion.

renewable for four years provided
the recipient maintains a 3.2 grade
point average on a 4.0 scale. University Scholars are eligible to participate in the Murray State Honors
Program.
The Achievement award is a
one-year scholarship offered to
entering freshmen based on their
academic accomplishments.

"Fools" will be presented at 8
p.m. at Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park. Dinner will
be at 7 p.m. For inforfmation call
759-1752.
Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
National Scouting Mt.seum will
be open from 9 a.m. to p.m. For
information call 762-3383.

Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
5 p.m. to 12 midnight. For information call 753-TEEN.
The Single Connection will eat
out. For information call Carol,
753-2596, Brenda, 753-2513, or
Glen, 435-4143.
Couples Bridge with Hoyce and
Gene Wrather as hosts will be at
7:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
Jai-Lai Fun Tennis 'Turney' for
tennis players of all ages, men,
women and children, and for spectators will be at 3 p.m. at Murray
Country Club.

Saturday, June 17
Dance will be from 8 p.m. to 12
midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.

The Singles' Classes of University and Glendale Road Church of
Christ will have a cookout in Jerry
Fulton's backyard at 6 p.m.

AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.

Sunday, June 18
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.

Wrather West Kentucky Museum
at Murray State University will be
open from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.
Archaelogy Weekend will be
from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at Wickliffe Mounds Research Center,
Wickliffe.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Log Building
Workshop from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Four Rivers Folk Festival from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m., and Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Visit with the
Eagles at 1 p.m. and Summer Fishing Opportunities at 2:30 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center; Composting at 1 p.m. and Wagon Rides
at 1:30 and 2:30 p.m. at Empire
Farm.
Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood
will Meet at 10 a.m. in the home of
Mrs. John Twomey.
Free concert by Kentucky Lions
All-State Band will be at 7 p.m.
outside Elizabeth Hall, Murray
State University.
The Singles Organizational Society will meet at 6 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce to go to Juke Box
Bar and Grill, Paducah, for dinner
and dancing. For information call
Pamela at home, 753-7638.
Cadiz Main Street Program will
be from 4 to 8:30 p.m. on three
stages in downtown area. Art displays also will be featured.
"Fools" will be presented at 8
p.m. at Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park. Dinner will

To use the free services of our

BRIDAL GIFT REGISTRY
It's easy to use our service. You come in and select
the tableware and other gift ideas
you'd prefer to have and will need for your new home.
We'll keep a list of the gift ideas you selected.
for the convenience of your family and friends
when they gift-shop for you.
We have a large selection
of fine tablware gift ideas to choose from.
Debbie Dunaway - Curtis Tucker
Sheri Porter - William Brown
Geor ann Henderson - David Lyons
Keane Gregory - Ben Hale
Emily Apperson - John Bell
Cindy Howard - Jim Vermillion
Kathy Cole - John Nix Purdom
Shara loon - Michael Olivier
Lynne Cothran - Eric Babillis
Jo Ellen Shuck - Jeff Dowdy
Alesia Covey - Mitch Gooch
Lori Overcast - Dana Pearson
Danita Lawrence - Jim Finley
Rita Palmer - Mark Hussung
Jill Johnson - Brett Proctor

74 S440eAde
121 By Paso Murray
'
76.1-4641
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Archaelogy Weekend will be
from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at Wickliffe Mounds Research Center at
Wickliffe.
Ice cream social to welcome Fr.
Gerierd J. Glahn will be at 5 p.m. in
Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Governor's Scholars Program
will open today and continue
through July 22 at Murray State
University.
Alcoholics Anonymous will have
a closed meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.

Jonathan Creek-Aurora Committee will have its second annual
Antique Trade Show and Flea
Market at Aurora starting at 7 a.m.
Confederate Memorial Day
observance by TilghmanBeauregard Camp No. 1460, Sons
of Confederate Veterans, will be at
Camp Beauregard Cemetery, 11/2
miles east of Water Valley, at 3
p.m. The public is invited.
"Fools" will be presented at 8
p.m. at Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park. Dinner will
be at 7 p.m. For information call
759-1752.
Young Actors' Guild Movement
and Improvisation Workshop will
be from 1 to 4 p.m. at Playhouse in
Park. For information call
759-1752.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and Four
Rivers Folk Festival from II a.m.

e

way County Public Library. Note
change in meeting date.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.
Bible Class (nondenominational)
will meet at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center.
Hazel and Willis Centers will he
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
Grace Baptist Church Vacation
Bible School will be at 9 a.m.
Spring Creek Baptist Church
Vacation Bible School will be at
6:15 p.m.
Bethel United Methodist Church
Vacation Bible School will be at
6:30 p.m.

El ton
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Hwy. 641 S.
Murray
753-0910

Vartg

-California Chicken Salad
-- Now Serving

Daily until 10 p.m.

Also featured on our Luncheon
Special weekdays 11 a.m.-2 p.m.

LuLu Roman, star of Hee Haw
television show, will give her testimony in speech and song at 10:30

P
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SPORTS
PHYSICALS

For Murray Middle & High School Athletes
Provided by the
Murray Independent School System
In Cooperation With
The Following Physicians
• Richard Blalock, M.D.
• Ray Charette, M.D.
• Charles Clark, M.D.
• Hollis Clark, M.D.

Boys grades 9-12
Girls grades 9-12
)34oys grades 4-8
Girls grades 5-8

• Robert Hughes, M.D.
• Scott Winkler, P.T.
• John Yezerski, M.D.

Sat., June
Sat., June
Sat., June
Sat., June

17, 9-10:30 a.m.
17, 1-2:30 p.m.
24, 9-10:30 a.m.
24, 1-2:30 p.m.

LOCATION FOR ALL PHYSICALS:

Physical Medicine Services, Inc.
Miller Medical Building
8th & Vine
Athletic Competition Health Screening Form must
be completed prior to the examination dates.
Form available at the high school and middle school.

For more information, 4911
John Hine
753-5125
Bill Wells
753-5202
Murray Board of Education
753-4363
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Actions&
Reactions
Local- Baseball Draft
Former Calloway County High School baseball standout Sam
Taylor, son of former major leaguer Hawk and Marie Taylor, has
signed a professional contract with the Philadelphia Phillies organization of the National League.
Taylor, a slugging senior right fielder for the University of Kentucky, was a 14th-round draft choice of the Phi!lies during the
amateur draft on June 5.

Miller to stay at UK;Pitino adds staff
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)- Derrick Miller believes there's no
place like Kentucky to call home.
Miller considered transferring to
another school after Kentucky was
hit with a three-year probation by
the NCAA in May that included a
two-year ban on postseason play
and one year without live television
coverage.
"This is more home for me anyway," the senior-to-be from Savannah, Ga., said at a news conference
Thursday at Wildcat Lodge. "I just
go home to visit."
Miller could have transferred to

another school and been eligible to
play next season. He said he had
been in touch with Nevada-Las
Vegas and Minnesota.
"I love Kentucky. I love the
fans," he said. "I don't think
there's a place other than Kentucky
for me."
Kentucky has had three transfers
and one player declared ineligible
from the NCAA ruling.
Chris Mills signed with Arizona
this week while Sean Sutton and
LeRon Ellis are considering offers
from other schools. Eric Manuel,
who sat out last season, is prohi-

bited from playing at any NCAA
school because of the infractions.
"Those guys did what they had
to do of making their situations
better," said Miller of his teammates going to other programs.
While he won't appear on TV or
play for a championship, Miller
decided there were some things to
gain by staying at Kentucky.
• • •
Orlando "Tubby" Smith has
been named assistant basketball
coach and Billy Donovan graduate
assistant coach at the University of

Former Murray High School football quarterback Mark West, a
cadet at the United States Military Academy at West Point, New
York, received the Colonel John A. Robenson Memorial Award for
being the outstanding player on the 150-pound football team at
ceremonies held at West Point on May 23.
West, son of Tonda P. Thomas of Murray, was also selected as
first-team all-league quarterback and as a F.A.D. (Fight Against
Drugs) All-American.
He is concentrating in Foreign Area Studies - Western Europe
and plans to graduate in 1991. West is a 1987 Murray High
graduate.

Bluegrass State Games
The fifth annual Bluegrass State Games will be held in Lexington on June 28-30 and will include two new events: three-on-three
basketball and fencing.
The Bluegrass State Games is a statewide competition for persons of all ages, skill levels, abilities and disabilities. The Games
offer competition in twenty different sporting events including
archery, bowling, canoeing/kayaking, croquet, cycling, diving,
equestrian, gymnastics, horseshoes, roller skating, shooting, soccer,
softball, swimming, table tennis, tennis, track and field, volleyball,
and games for the disabled.
County captains have been selected for each Kentucky county.
They will be distributing posters, brochures and official entry
forms. Gary Hohman, director of the Murray-Calloway County
Parks and Recreation board, is the Murray-Calloway County captain. Diane Gray is the captain for Mayfield -Graves County and
Terry Powell serves for Marshall County.

Carl "The Truth" Williams, who will challenge Mike Tyson
July 21 at Atlantic City, N.J., was stopped by rainy-day traffic
snarls and didn't arrive from his Catskill Mountain training
camp until the news conference announcing the fight was 40
minutes old.
Actually, the news conference, called by Donald Trump, who
will be the live-site promoter, was an hour, 10 minutes late
starting, making Williams' arrival almost two hours behind
schedule.
"I'm a little late," Williams said. "1 was so mad I forgot I
was fighting for the championship."
Once on the scene, Williams easily outtalked Tyson, who
seemed bored with the proceedings and said he would return to
Cleveland rather than stay to receive his second Fighter of the
Year Award Friday night from the Boxing Writers Association
of America.
"It's going to be a very, very interestftig fight, more interesting than my opponent thinks it is going to be," Williams said.
It will be the unbeaten Tyson's first fight since he stopped
Frank Bruno of Britain in the fifth round Feb. 25 at Las Vegas. It will be Williams' second title shot. He lost a 15-round
unanimous decision to Larry Holmes for the International Boxing
Federation title on May 20, 1985.

College Basketball
A body found Sunday in Eastern Arkansas was identified
Thursday as that of former Northeast Louisiana women's basketball player Joel Tillis, authorities said.
Tillis, 24, was reported missing May 19 by her boyfriend,
ivrin Bolden Jr.
The badly decomposed body was found Sunday dumped in a
wooded area around Blackfish Lake, about 40 miles west of
Memphis. Tillis and Bolden had lived together in Memphis until
her disappearance.
The body was wrapped in sheets and a preliminary coroner's
report shows the woman had been dead two to three weeks.
Bolden_was acquitted last year in the murder of Tillis' best
friend, one-time Northeast Louisiana basketball player Brenda
Spicer. Spicer's body was found in a campus garbage bin in
March 1987.

Baseball Hall of Fame
There is nothing to keep Shoeless Joe Jackson from
being
voted into baseball's Hall of Fame, including his
involvement
with the 1919 "Chicago Black Sox" scandal.
Jack Lang, executive secretary of the Baseball Writers
Assoc iation of America, says there "is no ban, official or otherwise,
"
that would keep Jackson from being selected for the Hall
of
Fame.
In the first election of former players to the shrine in 1930,
writers were asked to vote for the players they thought were
the greatest they ever saw," Lang said. "Shoeless Joe got two
votes, and he never got any more votes."
On Wednesday, state Sen. Ernest L. Passailaigue announced he
would introduce a resolution in the South Carolina General
Assembly that asks for Commissioner A. Bartlett Giamatti to
clear Jackson's name.
Passailaigue said his interest in Jackson, who was born in
Pickens County in 1888 and raised near Greenville, was piqued
recently by several things, including the movie "Field of
Dreams," which portrays the player as a resurrected hero.
Jackson and seven other Chicago White Sox players were
accused of throwing the 1919 World Series to Cincinnati in
return for money from gamblers in what became known as the
"Black Sox Scandal." A jury found the players innocent of
attempting to "defraud the public," but Commissioner Kenesaw
Mountain Landis bagned them from baseball for life.
In his 13-year major league career, Jackson batted 356, the
third highest ever.

Kentucky, head coach Rick Pitino
announced Thursday.
Smith, 37, has served as an
assistant coach for three years at
the University of South Carolina.
He previously was an assistant
coach at Virginia Commonwealth
University from 1979-86.
Donovan, 24, played for Pitino
at Providence College, leading the
Friars to the 1987 Final Four. He
played in 44 games for the New
York Knicks during the 1987-88
season, and worked this past year
on Wall Street with an investment
banking firm.

MLB expansion
is owners' ploy
in negotiations

Local-College Football

Heavyweight Boxing
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Murray State University offensive coordinator Bob Larson sends a receiver on a pattern during drills
Thursday at Mike Mahoney's MSU Racer Football Camp at Stewart Stadium.
Staff photo by David Ramey

U.S. Open

Nicklaus turns in a fat-free score
ROCHESTER, N.Y.(AP)- For
years, only his scores have been
fat. Now, Jack Nicklaus is shedding strokes, too.
Winner of 18 major tournaments,
the man called "Fat Jack" when
he joined the PGA Tour in 1962 is
bidding for yet another title - the
1989 U.S. Open.
"I don't know what's going to
happen tomorrow or the next day,"
said Nicklaus, one shot off the lead
after Thursday's first-round 67.
"But at least it's shown me that I
can still play a little, sometimes."
Bernhard Langer of West Germany, tour veteran Payne Stewart
and newcomer Jay Don Blake
shared the first-round lead at
4-under-par 66 on Oak Hill's
6,902-yard East course, where a
week of rain turned putting surfaces from teflon to velcro.
"The course was surprisingly
dry on the fairways," said Scott
Simpson, who was tied with Nicklaus. "No roll, but the greens are
holding, and that's good for
scoring."
Also at 67 were Tom Kite, Joey
Sindelar and Tom Pemice.
Langer, who had only one par in
the final 10 holes, had eight birdies
and four bogeys in his round. His
bogey on the 18th prevented him
from equalling the best round ever
played here during three Opens John Spray's 65 in 1968.
"It was kind of an up-and-down
day," said Langer, the 1985 Masters champion. "I didn't think
there were eight birdies out there.

That kind of surprised me."
Nicklaus, 49 years old and in his
33rd straight U.S. Open, started the
day with a bogey, but still had a
feeling this wasn't going to degenerate into another of those 78s.
"I was playing a little more
positive today than I have been,"
Nicklaus said. "That's something
that I used to-do until the last three
or four years when I forgot how."
He finished the day without
another.bogey and four birdies,

JACK NICKLAUS
1 shot off first-round lead
ROCHESTER NY rAPI - Scores Thursday
and relation to par in the first round of the 89th U S
Open Go ll Championship played on the par
35-35-70. 6.902-yard East course at the Oak Hill
Country Club ta-amateur)
Bernhard Langer
31-35-66 -4
Payne Stewan
33-33---66 -4
Jay Don Blake
33-33-66 -4
Joey Sindelar
33-34-67 -3
Torn Kne
32-35-67 -3
Scott Simpson
33-34-67 -3
Jack Nicklaus
34-33-67 -3
Torn Perryce, JI
36-31-67 -3
Larry Nelson
34-34-68 -2
Nock Feld°
35-33-68 -2
Raymond Floyd
34-14-68
Dillard Pruon
33-35-66 -2
Kurt Beck
34-34--68 -2
Jay Haas
35-34-69 .1
Emlyin Aubrey
36-33-69 •1
Hubert Green
34-35-69 1
Steve Jones
37-32--69 -1

-e

including a near eagle on the
594-yard, par-5 13th when he fired
a 9-iron past the cup on his third
shot, backed it up and just lipped it
the hole, settling for a tap-in birdie.
Rain fell only sporadically on
Thursday, although more was fore
cast for today and possibly Saturday. Still, Langer agreed with most
of the other golfers that it had
helped scoring rather than hindered
it.
Mark Wiebe
Hal Sutton
Jose Maria Olazabal
Scott Taylor
Dan Forsrnan
Mark McCurnber
Jumbo Ozaki
DA Weolonng •
Clarence Rose
Andy Bean
Steve E known
Scott I-1001
Ian Woosnam
Isao Aoki
Edward Kirby
a-Gregory Lecher
Jack Ferenz
Gil Morgan
Dan Pohl
Cutts Strange
Richard Zokol
Bnan Ctaar
Bob Gilder
Peter Jacobsen
Davis Love III
Paul Azonger
Chop Beck
John Adams
Roger Gunn
Eld Buttner
Ronrve Black
Mark Lye
Bill Bnhon
OTHERS
Greg Norman
Jocke MAO
Lanny Wadkins
Ben Crenshaw
Hale Iroinn
Lee Trevino
Bob Tway
Sew Baliesteros
Torn Watson
Fuzzy Zoeker
Sandy Lyle
Gary Player

35-34-69 -1
33-36---69 -1
35-34-69 -1
34-35-69 -1
33-37-70 E
33-37-70 E
35-35-70 E
35-35-70 E
34-36-70 E
35-35-70 E
34-36-70 E
37-33-70 E
35-35-70 E
35165-70 E
35-35-70 E
36-34-70 E
35-35-70 E
37-34-71 .1
36-35-71 .1
35-36--71 .1
37-34-71 .1
38-33-71 .1
36-35-71 .1
34-37-71 .1
36-35-71 .1
36-35-71 .1
35-16-71 .1
36-35-71 .1
35-36-71 .1
36-35--71 .1
35-36-71 .1
35-36-71 .1
36-35--71 .1
35-37-72 .2
37-36-73 .3
37-36--73 .3
37-36--73 .3
37-37-74
36-38---74 .4
37-37-74 .4
37-38-75 .5
38-38--76 .6
39-39--78 .8
38-40-78 .8
41-37-78 .8

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) Major league owners have armed
themselves with a new weapon for
negotiating with the players' union
this year - 48 jobs.
At baseball's current roster limits, that many positions will be
created when the National League
expands by two teams. The union
has stated it solidly supports
expansion, for obvious reasons.
Commissioner A. Bartlett Giamatti announced Thursday that a
timetable for expansion will be
announced within three months
"after the completion of a new collective bargaining agreement with
the Players Association."
After a two-day owners' meeting, Giamatti supplied no specifics
on where or when the National
League will expand, other than to
say "the early '90s,- might be a
good target date.
But he and Barry Rona, management's chief negotiator, made it
clear that expansion will be tied to
negotiations on a labor contract to
replace the one that expires Dec.
31.
No date has been set to begin
negotiations.
"If we have a new agreement on
January 1, then by April 1 we will
announce the timetable, dates and
so forth," Giamatti said. "Obviously, in the meantime we will
continue to discuss these things.
The fact that we're saying now
when we can come out with a
timetable is simply a function of
the fact that a lot of work has been
done and a lot of work remains to
be done. There is no doubt the
National League is going to
expand."
"The decision to expand is an
ownership decision," said Rona,
executive director of the owners'
Player Relations Committee. "But
once you make a decision to
expand, the effect upon the players,
the employees, is obviously great.
The players themselves will directly benefit from expansion on the
issue of jobs alone."
Asked if expansion would be a
bargaining point with the players,
Rona said, "Not the decision to
expand, per se. But the effect of
expansion is a bargaining issue."
Buffalo, N.Y.; Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla.; Miami; Phoenix; New
Orleans; Denver and Washington
D.C. have been campaigning for
franchises. The American League
has had 14 teams and the NL 12
since 1977 when the. American
League went into Toronto and
Seattle.
"One thing that has to happen is
baseball has to see how many.
potential major league cities are
out there," Giamatti said. "I have
no idea. I keep reading there will
be two 16-team leagues. I don't
know if there are six major league
expansion cities. I'm sure there are
two."

NBA Expansion Draft

Mahorn goes from top to bottom while celebrating win
NEW YORK (AP)- Even the Minnesota Timbcrwolves
felt a little sorry for Rick Mahorn.
The 6-foot-10 forward was a starter on the Detroit Pistons, who won the NBA championship on Tuesday night
and were celebrating the victory Thursday when Mahorn
learned he was now a member of the expansion Timberwolves. Mahom left the party without comment.
"He went from world champion one day to 'Hello
expansion' the next," player personnel director Billy
McKinney said. "How would you feel about it?"
McKinney had a similar experience in 1980. He was on
a successful Kansas City team, but was left unprotected
and was taken by Dallas in the expansion draft.
"I'm sure I'd have the same reaction. In fact, I did,"
McKinney said. "He was left unprotected and he feels betrayed. He feels he's gone the extra mile for them and they
didn't treat him right."
Mahorn was Minnesota's first of 11 selections in the
expansion draft and second overall behind Sidney Green,
who was taken by Orlando from the New York Knicks.
"Rick Mahorn is a professional," McKinney said. "It's
been a great experience for him. He helped a team go from

being good to being great. Now he can do the same for
us."
Green, a backup forward-center for New York who figured to be a role player if he stayed with the Knicks, was
delighted to be the first man on the roster of the Magic.
Other players taken by Orlando were guard Reggie
Theus of Atlanta, forward Terry Catledge of Washington,
guard Sam Vincent of Chicago, guard Otis Smith of Golden State, guard Scott Skiles of Indiana, forward Jerry
Reynolds of Seattle, center Mark Acres of Boston, guard
Morlon Wiley of Dallas, guard Jim Farmer of Utah,
forward -center Keith Lee of New Jersey and guard Frank
Johnson of Houston.
Minnesota's other selections were forward Tyrone Corbin of Phoenix, forward-center Steve Johnson of Portland,
forward Brad Lohaus of Sacramento, guard David Rivers
of the Los Angeles Lakers, forward Mark Davis of Milwaukee, forward Scott Roth of San Antonio, forward Shelton Jones of Philadelphia, guard Eric White of the Los
Angeles Clippers, guard. Maurice/ Martin of Denver and
West German center Gunther Behnke, whose rights were RICK MAHORN
The party's over
owned by Cleveland.
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In the major leagues

Pagnozzi delivers game-winner in a pinch
ST. LOUIS (AP) — When Tom Pagnozzi hits the ball to right
field for
the St. Louis Cardinals, he usually makes it count.
Pagnozzi, for the second time in less than two weeks, proved it Thurs
day night. His pinch single with one out in the 10th inning beat
the Montreal Expos 4-3 to climax a St. Louil. comeback.
"It's going to help me mentally a lot," said Pagnozzi, a backu catche
p
r
who was hitting .179. "In a situation like it, it's just get a
good pitch and
hit it — try to stay within yourself and not try to do too much. You
can
get too pumped up in there."
Milt Thompson scored the winning run,from second base against Andy
McGaffigan, 1-3, the third Montreal pitcher.
Vince Coleman started the St. Louis 10th with a Single. Coleman stole
second with Thompson at bat, but was caught in a rundown when Thomp
son bunted too close to the mound. Thompson got to second before
Coleman was tagged out.
McGaffigan walked Ozzie Smith intentionally before Pagnozzi's winning hit.
Montreal stranded 15 runners, wasting all but two of its 10 walks and
seven hits off four pitchers. Todd Worrell, 1-1, won it.
"This is a tough one," Manager Buck Rodgers said after the Expos
blew an early 3-1 lead. "We'll be back, but we've got to win some
like
these along the line somewhere."
In addition to Pagnozzi, who on June 3 hit a sacrifice fly to right
field

that gave the Cardinals a win, Tony Pena — the
starting catcher —
starred for St. Louis.
The veteran sliced a triple into the right-field corner
with two outs in
the ninth off Tim Burke after Terry Pendleton single
d and was forced by
Jose Oquendo.
Cardinals rookie Ken Hill paid for walking four during
the first three
innings.
Hubie Brooks singled after Tom Foley and Tim Raines
each walked in
the Expos' first. Brooks' sacrifice fly in the third
made it 2-0.
Coleman started St. Louis back, doubling to open the fourth
and coming home on groundouts by Thompson and Smith.
Montreal made it 3-1 in the fifth on singles by Otis Nixon, Foley
and
Raines.
St. Louis scored its second run in the sixth. Smith singled with two
outs
and scored on Pedro Guerrero's single after stealing second
base and
making it to third on catcher Nelson Santovenia's throwing
error on the
play.
The outcome, settled after 3 hours, 50
minutes, left St. Louis with an
8-3 advantage over the Expos in their
season series.
"I was going to go my restaurant afterw
ard," Cardinals manager Whitey Herzog said, feigning disappointment.
"Everytime I'm going to go
down to the restaurant, the game lasts
four hours."

Non-Stars' get the job done for Baltimore and Dodg
ers
Compiled From AP Reports
thanks to

John Wetteland, Mariano Duncan and Rene Gonzales are no
threat to be named as this year's
All-Stars, but they got the job done
for their teams Thursday night.
A .203 hitter against everyone
else in his 21/2 -year major-league
career, Gonzales raised his lifetime
average against the Yankees to
.370 with a two-out single in the
10th inning that gave the Baltimore
Orioles a 2-1 victory Thursday
night.
"I haven't played in a while (he
was 0-for-9 and hadn't had a hit in
almost two weeks), but he threw
me the same pitch twice in a row
and the second time I hit it off the
hands, off the label, and it landed
in deep shortstop," Gonzales said
of his winning hit to short center
off Lance McCullers.
The Los Angeles Dodgers have
now won five straight games,

Wetteland and Duncan.
The Dodgers edged the Houston
Astros 2-1 Thursday night, completing a sweep of a three-game
series. Wetteland got his first major
league victory, pitching one scoreless inning. Duncan knocked in the
winning run with a long single to
center field in the 11th inning.
"When I went up to hit," Duncan said after pinch-hitting for
John Shelby, "I was thinking
squeeze. if! didn't get the squeeze
sign, I was looking for a pitch I
could drive deep to the outfield."
"We were going to get that run
in no matter what," Dodgers manager Tom Lasorda said. "We were
waiting to see how they were going
to play it. My first thought was
about the squeeze but we couldn't
try the squeeze if they pitched out.
Duncan eliminated the decision
with his drive to center."
That hit made Wetteland's fon-

dest wish come true.
base and a single by Jim Traber,
"It was a great feeling getting batting for Worthi
ngton.
my first major league win," WetteSingles by Rickey Henderson,
land said. "It's something I've Steve Sax and Don
Mattingly, the
dreamed about. The guys are really game's first three batters,
gave
up right now. Five in a row is our Yankees a 1-0 lead agains the
t Jeff
longest streak of the season.'
Ballard. With a 3-2 count and the
Gonzales' game-winning hit runners going, Steve Balboni
lined
scored Mickey Tettleton, who to shortstop Cal Ripken, who
threw
opened the 10th with a double off to second baseman Bill Ripke
n to
McCullers.
double Sax. The relay to Milligan
"I'd be an idiot to say it's at first completed the Orioles'
first
easy," said Gonzales, a utility triple play in 10 years.
infielder who came on after third
In other American League
baseman Craig Worthington was games, it was Kansas
lifted for a pinch hitter in the Cleveland 4; Milwaukee 6, City 5,
Toronto
eighth. "Staying loose (to play 4; Seattle 9, Minnesota
5. The
defense) is nothing, but when you Detroit-Boston game
was rained
.sit for weeks and have to go in and Out.
hit, it's different."
Elsewhere, it was St. Louis 4,
McCullers entered the game with Montreal 3 in 10 inning
s; Atlanta
a 2-1 lead after Richard Dotson 2, San Francisco 1; San
Diego 1,
scattered eight hits in seven innings Cincinnati 0 in 12 inning
s; Pittsand the Orioles promptly tied it on burgh 5, Philadelphia
3; and New
Randy Milligan's single, a stolen York 4, Chicago 3 in
12 innings

Fleer

Donruss

Upper
Deck

753-0473
901
Coldwater
Rd.

Topps

Score

Baltimore
New no.,
C
nd
Milwaukee
Boston
Toronto
Dertrot

34

Oakland
Kansas City
California
Texas
Minnesota
Seattle
Cwcago

Chicago
Montreal
New York
St Louis
Pittsburgh
PNIadelphia
San Franosco
Houston
C
Loi nciA
s nnnag1e4,
S
Aa
t wma
nDiego
z-denotes first game was a von

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Po
27 557
—
z-5-5
30 33 476
30 34 469
30 3,4 469
28 32 467
29 35 453
25 38 397
West Division
W
L Po
41 23 641
39 25 609
16 26 581
36 27 571
30 33 476
31 35 470
24 41 369

GB
5
5h
54
Sh
6'h
10
GB
—
2
4
4'/,
10/,
11
17',

L10 Streak Horne Away
Won 1 17-15 17-12
z-6-4 Lost I 13-15 17-16
z-4-6 Lost 2 14-14 16-20
r-6-4 Won 1 17-16 13-18
4-6 Lost 1 15-1S 13-17
6-4 Lost 1 16-17 13-18
3-7 Won 1 15-17 10-21
L10
z-6-4
z
z-2-11
z-7-3
5-5
2-5-5
4-6

Streak Horne Away
Won I 23- 9 16-14
Won 1 25- 8 le-17
Lost 7 21-12 15-14
Won 3 20-13 16-14
Lost 1 15-16 15-17
Won 1 18-15 13-20
Won I 10-22 14-19

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L Pct
GB LIO Streak
35 26 547
—
r-4-6 Lost 2
35 30 538
'4
5-5 Lost 2
32 30 516
2
4-6 Won 2
32 30 516
2
7-3 Won 2
25 36 410
8'4
4-6 Won 2
22 39 361
11 -h
4-6 Lost 2
West Division
L PO
GB
LIO Sturm
38 27 585
—
6-4 Lost I
37 28 569
I
6-4 Lost 3
36 28 563
h
5-5 Lost 2
33 31 516
4/,z-7-3 Won 5
32 35 478
z-3-7 Won 2
25 39 391
12
2-8 Won 1

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Thursday's Games
Seattle 9, Minnesota 5
/Aiwa/keit 6. Toronto 4
Detroit at Boston, ppd . rain
Kansas City 5, Cleveland 4
Baltimore 3. New York 2, 10 innings
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Texas (8 Win 5-6 and K Brown 5-3) at New York
(Hawkins 6-7 and Jones 1-1), 2. 330 pm
Oakland (Davis 4-3 and MloOfe 8-4) at Baltimore
(Tibbs 2-0 and Holton 2-4), 2. 4 05 p m
Kansas City (Aquino 3-1) at Cleveland (Black
5-7) 635 pm
Caktomia (Blyleven 6-2) at Detroit (Schwabe
1.1). 635 pm
Seattle
7-4
7
1-1) at Toronto (Flanagan 4-5),
7 (14olp
6 35 p.m
killwaulte• (August 6-6) at Minnesota (Anderson
pm
Boston (Clemens 7-4) at Chicago (Hibbard 0-1).
730 p m
Saturday's Games
Oakland at Baltimore, 1220 pm
Cahtornia at Detroit. 12:20 p.m.
Seattle at Toronto, 1215 pm
kikvaukee at kinnesola, 305 pm
Boston at Chicago. 6 pm
Kansas City at Cleveland. 605 p.m
Texas at New York, 6-30 pm

Home Away
18-15 17-14
19-13 16-17
19-11 13-19
18-15 14-15
15-15 10-21
12-16 10-23
Horne Away
21.11 17-16
20-18 17-10
19-13 17-15
20-13 13-18
15-14 17-21
15-17 10-22

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Thursday's Games
Atlanta 2 San Franasc.)
San Ckego 1 Cinannal 0, 12 innings
St Louis 4 Montreal 3 10 innings
Los Angeos 2 Houston 1 11 inikngs
Pittsburgh 5 ProadelpNa 3
New York 4 Chicago 3 12 innings
Friday's Games
Chicago (Kilgus 5-5) at Montreal (8 Smith 6-2)
6 35 p in
New York (Cone 3-5) at Pniiadelphia (Ruffin 0-3)
6 35 p m
Pittsburgh (Kramer 1-2) at St Louis (Terry 4-6)
735 pm
Houston (Clancy 4-4) at San Diego (Whitson
9-3) 905 pm
Atlanta (Glavin' 6-3) at Los Angeles (Leary 5-4)
935 pm
Cmonnati (Mahler 8-6) at San Francisco (Reus
chel 11-21 935 pm
Saturday's Games
Plusburgh at St Louts. 12 20 p m
Cincinnan at San Francisco 3 05 p
New York at PhiladMpNa. 605 pm
Chicago at Akontreal 635 p in
Atlanta at Los Angeles, 905 p rn
Houston at San Diego 905 pin

Located next to Theresa's Country Kitchen 1

Top athletes boycotting Mobil track meet

Pt;

HOUSTON (AP) — Jackie
Joyner-Kersee and Butch Reynolds
led a star-studded group of withdrawals Thursday from the Mobil
Outdoor Track and Field
Championships.
Greg Foster, Andre' Phillips,
Renaldo Nehemiah, Danny Harris,
Antonio McKay and Roddie Haley
ills() were among the late
pullouts.
Prior to the meet, several world class athletes, led by six -time
Olympic gold medalist Carl Lewis,
announced their intentions not to
appear for various reasons.
In all, six of the eight U.S. gold
medalists from last year's Olympics were missing. The absentees
were Joyner-Kersee, Lewis, Joe
DeLoach, Phillips, Steve Lewis and
the retired Florence Griffith Joyner.
The only two competing were
men's hurdler Roger Kingdom and
women's high jumper Louise
Ritter.
The winners of this meet qualify
for the World Cup in Barcelona,
Spain in September, but the large
number of no-shows made certain
that the U.S. team would be weak
and inexperienced.
Joyner-Kersee, the 1988 Olympic champion in the women's long
jump and heptathlon, pulled out of
the 400-meter intermediate hurdles
because of fatigue, a spokesman at
the office of her husband and
coach, Bob Kersee, said.
Foster, the two-time world
champion and 1984 Olympic silver
medalist in the men's 110-meter
high hurdles, withdrew because of
foot.. problems, the spokesman for
Kersee said.
Reynolds, the world record holder and the Olympic silver
medalist in the men's 400 meters,
withdrew from the 200, reportedly
because of a leg injury.
Phillips, the Olympic champion
in the men's 400-meter intermediate hurdles, was entered in the hurdles and the flat 400 meters, but
reportedly was suffering from a
virus.
Among the other big-name athletes who said before the meet that
they did not plan to compete were
Edwin Moses, Mary Slaney, Evelyn Ashford, Al Joyner, Willie
Banks, Valerie Brisco, Judi Brown King, Billy Olson, Kevin Young,
Danny Everett, Joe Falcon, Jim

CONCRETE
Federal Materials Co.
C.C. Lowry Rd., Murray
753-3355

Spivey and Sydney Maree.
Lewis originally said he was
boycotting the meet because he
was disenchanted with some policies of The Athletics Congress, the
national governing body for the
sport and the organizer of the
championships. Lewis later said he
was not boycotting and would help

DENNISONGOO-H
UN
T
DSKentucky

support the meet, if TAC wanted,
but he would not compete.
"Carl told you before this meet
they would not show up," Joe
Douglas, manager of the Santa
Monica TC, said. "You've got
political pressures and contracts ...
"Carl doesn't lie to you. I knew
they would't be here."

1203
Chestnut
Street

SPORTING

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"

Sports notices
Murray Country Club will be the scene of a jai alai "Fun
Tennis Turney" tomorrow (Saturday) afternoon at 3. Organizers promis
e fun for
everyone and invite tennis players of all ages — men, women
and children — as well as spectators.
Physicals for Murray Middle School and Murray High
School athletes
will be offered at the Miller Medical Building
at the corner of 8th and
Vine on the following dates:
Saturday, June 17: grades 9-12 boys (last initial A-M
at 9:30
a.m., last initial N-Z at 10:30), grades 9-12 girls (last
initial A-M at 1:30
p.m., last initial N-Z at 2:30).
Saturday, June 24: grades 4-8 boys (last initial A-M at 9:30
a.m.,
last initial N-Z at 10:30), grades 4-8 girls (last
initial A-M at 1:30 p.m.,
last initial N-Z at 2:30).
An Athletic Competition Health Screening Form regard
ing health history must be completed and signed by a parent or
guardian. Forms are
available in each principal's office (Bill Wells at Murra
y High, John Hina
at Murray Middle) or may be obtained from the
Board office.
All athletes who plan to participate in school sports
must pass the physical examination, and no pbysical will be given withou
t the signed form.
The exams are offered FREE of charge•only on the
above dates. The
exam is being offered by the following doctors who
are donating their
services: Dr. Richard Blalock, Dr. Bob Hughes, Dr.
Ray Charette, Dr.
Scott Winkler, Dr. Charles Clark, Dr. Hollis Clark and
Dr. John Yezerski.
For additional information, contact the Murray Board
of Education, 814
Poplar, 753-4363.
Murray State University men's basketball coach Steve
Newton will
conduct two summer camp sessions in 1989, MSU
has announced.
Recent Racer standouts Jeff Martin and Don Mann, along
with other
special guest speakers, will appear at this year's sessions,
which run June
18-23 for individuals 8 through 18, and July 9-13 for
team camp for 7th,
8th and 9th graders.
For more information on the Racer Basketball Camps
,
Whitaker at 762-6804 or write Racer Basketball, Attent contact Chery
ion: Cheryl Whitaker, Stewart Stadium, Murray State University, Murra
y, KY 42071.

15 YEAR ANNIVERSARY SALE

In Appreciation for your business and support for the last fifteen
years, we are
having a week long sele...Each day featuring a specific group of ITEMS
on special for
that day only. Also, there will be a drawing each day for gift certificates
...A GRAND
TOTAL of $600.00 to be given away throughout the week
of June 12-17.

June 14
10 Winners will be
chosen for $10.00
Gift Certificates

June 15
2 Winners will be
chosen for $50.00
Gift Certificates

),

One Winner will be
chosen for $100.00
Gift Certificate

June 17
10 Winners will be
chosen for $10.00
Gift Certificates

Includes all Reebock
shoes and clothing
and accessories

20-40%
OFF

THURSDAY

BASEBALL/SOFTBALL
JERSEY/SWIM DAY

Includes at jerseys and T-shirts, at gloves, ba:s
baseball shoes, coaches shorts and softball pants
All Speedo & Arena swimwear and accessories

FRIDAY
TENNIS DAY

Includes all tennis clothing, all shoes
for tennis accessories,
rackets, warm-ups.

SATURDAY

STOREWIDE SALE
Includes All Merchandise
In the Store

20-40%
OFF
20-40%
OFF
20-40%"
OFF

June 12-17
EACH DAY A NEW SALE WILL BEGIN!
CHECK THE LIST ABOVE AND SEE WHICH
ITEMS WILL BE ON SALE EACH DAY.

ii

- Drawing for the Gift Certificates will be at 6:00 p.m.
Sat. Night.
- No Purchase Necessary.
- Only the people who have registered THAT DAY ere
eligible to win that day's gift certificates.
- Need not be present to win.
Hours 10-9 Mon.-Sat.
-5 Sun.
wdr
a4
4

411100"100,4

Carroll Mazda

800 Chestnut, Murray, Ky

REEBOK DAY

June 16

7 Reasons To Buy A Mazda In June
1. $750 cash back on all trucks rated #1 in
customer satisfaction 3 years in a row
by J.D. Powers
2. $750 cash bkk on MPV's-#1 selling import
Van sold in U.S.
3. $750 cash back on all 626's and MX6's
4. $1000 cash back on 929's rated by experts as
good as same cars costing twice the price.
6. $600 cash back, 323 4 doors
$200 cash back, 323 2 doors
B. $1000 cash back on all RX7's
7. 3 years 50,000 miles Bumper to Bumper
Warranty -- best in the business.

WEDNESDAY

753-8850
5
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Church Directory
SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11 00 m
Evening Worship
7 30 p in
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
10 00 a.m
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Evening Worship
6 45 p m
Training Union
6 00 p m
ST JOHN
Morning Worship
9 30 a m
Sunday School
10 45 a m
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
II 00 a m

ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School Sat 9 15 a in
Worship
Sat II 00• m

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Evening Worship
6 00 pro
CHERRY CORNER

RUTHIE S
9
.1wip
ulltUN
p' IVERSITY GULF
Open 6 a.m. - 8 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sundays
Five Points
Murray
753-5782

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
201 S. 3rd.

753-2411

CHARLIE'S
SAFE- -DISCOUNT PHARMACY
'Communicate Before You Medicate - Ask CHARLIE"
Charlie Adams, Pharmacist 753.4175
Glendale At Whitnell (Across From ledger Times)

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr.

Carroll
Tire Inc.

11111ELINI

753-1489 - 1105 Pogue (1 2 Block East of 12th)

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop
Hours: Tues. & Thur.
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
& 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.

•Certified
Teacher
•Custom Orders
•Supplies
Rt. 1, Murray

753-2540

CENTRAL CENTER
FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

759-9995
PARKER
FORD
LINCOLN
MERCURY

701 Main St.

753-5273

COMPLIMENTS OF

TAYLOR SEED CO.

Lynn Grove Road

753-5742

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd.

MARTHA'S
RESTAURANT
Open Mon. - Sat. 5 A.M. - 9 P.M.
Sun. 6 A.M.-9 P.M.
Hwy. 641 N.
759-1648

HOLLAND DRUGS

Eastside Court Square • Downtown Murray
15. Cosh Discount On Prescriptions

753-1462
Full Line • Full Service • Discount Prices

MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS
Mausoleum - Cemetery Lots
Complete Counciling Service

Hwy. 641 North

753-2654

FRATERNAL ADVANTAGE
MURRAY MOOSE
LODGE #2011

Sunday School
Wceship
Cburcli Training
Wedmiday

10 am.
11 am. & 6 p.m.
5 p.m.
7 p.m.

CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
COLD% ATER
Morning Worship
11 Oti a m
Evening Services
6 00 p m
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
9 45 a M
Morning Services
11 00 a m
Evening Services
6 00 pm
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Serv
6 30 p m
Sunday School
10-00 •.m
Worship Service
11 00 a.m
Sunday Night
6 00 p m
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 am
Evening Worship
6 45 p.m
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 00• m
Evening Worship
6 30 p m
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Worship
10 45 a in & 7 p in
Church Training
6 00 p m
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Evening Worship
6 45 p m
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Singing Eve Worship 6 00 p in
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
10'00 a.m
Morning Worship
11 - 00 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 pm
Wednesday Evening
730 a.m.
HAZEL BAPTIST
Worship
11.00am,
Sunday School
10 CO a m
Church Training
5:00 p.m
Evening Worship
6,00 p m
Wednesday Evening 7.00 p m
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 - 00 a m
Worship Service
11 00 a in
Evening Service
5 30 p m
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11'00 a m
Evening Worship
7- 30 p.m
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Preaching
11.00 a.m. &
000 p.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
ist Sunday
2:00 pm.
3rd Sunday
200 p.m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
16E50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9'30 a.m.
Worship
11 -00 a.m
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11'00 a.m
Evening Worship
6'00 p m
NORT'HSIDE
Morning Worship
11:00 a m
Evening Worship
7:130 p.m.
NEV, PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10'00 •.m.
Preaching Serv.
11:00 a.m.
Nightly Service
6:00 p.m..
OAK GROVE
Worship
11 a m & 6:30 p m
Sunday School
10 a m
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
1000
Preaching
11:00
Prayer Service
5 30
Church
6 00
POPLAR SPRING
Morning Worship
11 - 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 30 p m
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a rn
Evening Worship
7:15 p
SCOTTS GROVE
Worship Service
11:00 a.m
Evening Worship
6 00 p in

CNRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
000 am
Worship
10:00 a.m
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10 30 a m
Bible School
9 30 a m
Evening Service
6.00 p m

allISTIAN WINCE

UUVIcII

LAMB PLUMBING &
MECH. CONTR. INC.
Lamb, Owner

501 N. 4th

753-6168

Summer Schedule
Holy Eucharist
9 30a m
Daily Morning Prayer8:30 a in

CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Morning Worship
10- 30 am
NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT
McKinney Road. Dexter
Sunday School
10.00 a m
Womhio
14.00 a in
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
408 Main Street
sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
1045 a.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
'int, NEW TESTAMENT
CHURCH oF MURRAY
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Wednesday
715 p.m.
759-9852

JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES
JEHOVAH S WITNESS
Watchtower
10 30 a in
Bible Lecture
9 30 a in

LIMIERAN
INOLANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School &
Bible Class
9 30 a en
Worship
10 30 a in

METHODIST
HETI-1EL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m
Sunday School
10 30 a.m
2nd & 4th Sun Night 6-00 p.m
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Morning Worship
11'00 a in
1st & 3rci Sun Night 7 00 p.m.
C01,111‘, ATE Ii

Worship
Sunday School

900 Sycamore

753-5142

ROY'S
Olympic Plaza

COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
9:00
Sunday School
9:45
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
11 00 a m., 600 p m
FIRST METHODIST
Worship
10:50 a m
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:00 a in.
GOSHEN METHODIST
Church School
10.00* in
Worship Service
11,00 a in
Evening See Wor
6,30 p.m
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
11:00 a.in
Worship
10:00 a m.
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 a in
KIRKSEY UNITED
.
Sunday School
10.00 a in
Morning Worship
11:00 am
vening Worship
6:00 p m
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9:45 a m
Church School
1046 m
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9:30 •.m
Sunday School
1030 a. m

753.2380

RANDY THORNTON

"We Do Chicken Right"
Call In Orders 753-7101

& W Auto Supply
We Install Auto Glass"'
Auto Point Material
Try Our Car Wash

753-4563

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT
EEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

fi00

SERVICE CENTER

Rudy Lovett-Owner
5 Points - 753-3571

Murray
FLAVORICH®
LYNN GROVE
FEED & SEED CO.

Seed Cleaning • Feed & Farm Supplies
435-4415

NAZARENE
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11'00 a.m
Sunday School
1000•m
Evening Worship
6100 p.m
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9 45• m
Morning Worship
10:45 a in
Evening Worship
6.00 p in
Wednesday Worship 6 30 p m

753-6656

804 Chestnut

Full Service Florist
110 N. 12th
753-1515

BETHEL CHAPEL
Sunday School
10 00 a.m
Worship
11 a m & 7 p in
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
11 a m. & 6.30 p
DEXTER HOLINESS
CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a in
Worship
Ilam & 6 pm
Saturday
p in
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST.Almo Heights
Sunday School
10- 00 a m
Worship Servicell a in & 7 p m
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2206 Coldwater Rd
Sun See
10-11 a m -7 00 p m

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.

Norshipii a m

71,11,1,E12.
FUNER.A.L gOnts
Murray
753-4612

Hazel
492-8758

SIRLIGINIPPSTOCICADEt
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
930 a.m
Worship
1045 a.m
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
1000 aen
Worship Service
1100 a.m
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
11'00 a. m
Evening Worship
7.00 p.m
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9:45 ism
Worship Service
11:00a.m
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10'00 a.in
Worship
Service 1100 a m & 7.nopm

• Plymouth • Dodge Truck

ERA® HERITAGE REALTY

"We Make House Calls"
Chuck Williams, Broker - Owner
The Village
759-9ERA

CAJBLE
VLS11=N

Bel•Air
Center

753.5005
4 ,4.
4

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
(7.new/ gGne„cmes

Nturrii•• K.

7534800

West View Nursing Home
NCORPOIMTED

Street - P.O. Box 165
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
LOWELL K. BECK
TELEPHONE
ADMINISTRATOR
(502)753-1304
1401 South 16th

Gulf'

) y
GULF
FREE
CAR
WASH WITH FILL-UP
-r.
S 1 2th & Glendale
753-9164

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
Serving Lunch
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends

753-8841

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT

408 N. 4th

Chevron

753-6779

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON

S. 12th

753-3822

GOLDEN
CORRAL

1.115*
0011

99,

couPON
Spaghetti

Garlic Bread

it.

The I
will spe
services
about ".
Myself'
Kings
ing will
ton wit.
Cooper
will be
Darrel
Sunday
United 1
and Chi
Po
Jack ,
speak a
with scr
at 11 a.1
ful Chri
II Timo
vice. Te
music w
Kelly a
School
tor will
Training
director

Central Shopping Center
721 W9 759 9699

759-4796

COUPON - DINE IN OR MK IR

Q

Southside
Shopping
Center

UICKPRINT

of murray

"Modern Technology for Today's Printing Needs"

TAKE ME BACK CAFE

Your Only Full Service
Chevron Station
Colvin Clerk - Owner
1417 Main
753.2593

712

IA
P Y

604 S. 12th • Murray • 753-7114

Industrial Road 753-1423 or 753-0182

507 N. 12th

LuLu
sion sh,
her tes
Lynn
Nance
April
accomp,
Rev. Si
the Re'
reading.
Brittain
Calvin
ushers.
10 a.m.
a.m.
Sc

MURRAY NISSAN, INC.
NISSAN
411.
Chrysler • Dodge •

753-5312

Arbls

Lobergl
Pete C
Rev, T1
Commi
Asseml
Church

&.pm

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Spry
11 00-7:30 p.m.
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Services
10:00 a.m.
600 p m

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLO WAY SERVICE

Robe
will tal
Art of I
John 5
John Si
Media
"Ave
director
organist

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street
753-3540

FAITH TABERNACLE
3 miles east of Almo
Sunday School
10:00 a in
Worship
11 a m. & 7 p.m
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
Ilarn & 7pm
JENNY RIDGE
PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7:00 p.m.
Worship
10 30 a m ek 7 p in
MURRAY CHURCH OF GOD
Morning Worship
11 a.rn
Evening Worship
6 p in
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m.
TRINITY MISSION
Sunday School
10•00 a.m.

The
tor, wi
p.m. sc
direct t
and Ro
Sunday
as direr
Churct
Overca.
p.m.

Judy's
of Murray

PENTECOSTAL

401 Olive

Heating • Air Conditioning • Sheaf Metal
Service Through Knowledge
802 Chestnut
753-8181

Wrecker Service
Air Conditioner Service

STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10-00 a.m
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10 00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 00 a.m
WA YMEN CHAPEL
AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 a.m
Morning Service
11.00 a.m.
Pastor William J Pratt

Th
minis
A Far
Ephes
a.m.
sing
The C
Bruce
anther
servie
organi
9:45
Cc
The
tor of
State
a.m, s
the la!
bke in
Dana I
be the
will di
Colem,
panists
10 an

A

MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING, INC.

Jack Marshall - Franchisee

11 a m
10 a m

BUCK'S BODY SHOP
Auto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10 CIO a in
Worship
11.00 a m
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9 45 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Morning Worship
10 45 a in
Evening
6 00 p m

INDEPENDENT

510 Main St. 753-2975

THEATRES

:312 S. 12th

ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAI.
1620 W Main

`,PACrIWS

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
Roy McKendree•Pharmacist

•205 N. 12th

EPISCOPAL

CIIVECII Of CHRIST

DISOUNT PHARMACY

entucky Fried Chicken

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
520 S 16th St
Sou-moons Meet
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11:20 sm.
Relief Society and
Prmin..x1
1210

Farmer k,o- & :771, St Muimay
Sunday
11 00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00a.m
2nd Wed
7:30p.m
RR 2nd Wed
12.00-3:00 p.m

ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m
Evening Worship
6'00 p.m.
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
10 50 a.m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
DEXTER
Morning Worship
10'50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
1100 a.m
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10:00 a.m
Morning Service
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
Wed. Worship
7,30p.m.
HAZEL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Bible Study
10:00•m.
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
7:00 p.m.
HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10- 00 am.
Morning Worship
11.00 a m
Evening Worship
6.00 p in
KIRKSEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Sunday School
I0:00 a.m
Morning Worship
1050 a m
Evening Worship
7 p.m
(Sunday & Wednesdays
MT OLIVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship.
11:00 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00p.m
NEW CONCORD
Morning Service
1050 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Worship
11:00 •.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Evening Worship
6 CIO p m
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10 45 a.in
Evening Worship
6 CO p.m
GLENDALE ROAD
CHURC3-1 Of CHRIST
Worship
9 am.
Bible Study
10 am.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.

MT CARMEL
Worship
11)
Sunday School
MT HEBRON
aa mm
Worship
10 a m
Sunda y School
11 a m

MOROI Of JESUS
CIIRIET Of LATTIE
BAT SAINTS

CATHOLIC
ST HENRY'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday
5 00 p m
Sunday
9 00 a in
ST LEO'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Masses 600 p m Sat
8 00 a m Sunday
11 OD a.m Sunday

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10 CO•m
Morning Worship
II 00 a m

WEST MURRAY
6
P m
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Bible Study
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 am
Wed Eve
Bible Study
7 00 p m

lI11
Ever
M171
c BAPTIST
6 ri P m
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Morning Worship
10 45 a in
Evening Worship
6 Rip m
Wednesday Mid Week
Service
7 CO p in
VICTORY BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 •.m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
WEST FORK
Morniug Worship
11 00a m
Sunday Evening
6 00 p in
Wednesday Evening 7 00 p m
WESTSLDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
930 ant
Worship
1000 isv
Evening Worship
6 p.m.

e4,4e4.44.:. 3
1008 CHESTNUT

UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
UNIVERSITY
,4
131
.
brs
lehi
CI
passes
10
9 °°
00 a mm

Ca/lo
infori
vices
Mut
'
.
folio

"Burgers Like They Should Be"
Next To Duncan's Market • 5 mi. E. on Hwy. 94

Call In Orders 753-6425

Dr. [
speak at
with scri
10 a.m.
directed
anthem,
Emily D
will be 1.
Meter, F
Clegg A
Marvin,
Lynn G
Michael
Pickens,
Knowlan

Fill You
Can Eat
Sup -bar.

Shell

The Uptown DownhomeSleakhouse.

Sum
Wor

Pizza
Pasta • Sandwiches
12th & Chestnut • 759-4646

641 Super Shell
OPEN 7 AM -MIDNIGHT - 7 DAYS A WEEK
HWY. 641 SOUTH AT GLENDALE

Open 4:30 c.a.-Close 11:00 p.94
Soncley Open S:00 4.0.-Cless 10:00 p.o
Seek 12th •Phen• 753-9131

Thm

e

Wed
• to
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Local churches list speakers and musi
c for services

I.

Various churches in Murray and
ism will be observed. Sunday David Earnest,
Joyce Tidwell, MilCalloway County have released
Calvary Temple
School will be at 9 a.m.
the music with Marge West and
lie
Nall,
Joe
Gaiett
o and Darlene
information concerning their serThe
Rev.
E.F. Clere, pastor, will Jennifer Culp as accompanists,— hour. Sunday School will be at
Westside Baptist
Gaiett
o. An ice cream social to speak at 11 a.m.
vices on Sunday, June 18, to the
and 6:30 p.m. ser- Sunday School will be at 10 ash. 9:30 a.m.; Campbellsville Team
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
welcome Fr. Glahn will be at 5 vices. Sunda
meeting at 3 p.m.; Pioneer RAs,
Murray Ledger & Times as
y
School will be at 10
speak about "Not For Fathers p.m.
First Baptist
Baptis
•
t Young Men, Acteens and
follows:
.M.
Only" with scripture from Proverbs
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
Immanuel Lutheran
Financ
e Committee at 4:45 p.m.;
First United Methodist
Ferguson Springs Baptist
at 10:30 a.m. service and about
speak at 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m. ser- Church Traini
The Rev. Clarence W. Helmich,
ng, GAs, RAs and
The Rev. A. Nowell Bingham, "The Call to
The
Rev.
Darvin
Stom, pastor,
Discipleship" with pastor, will speak about
"Jesus' will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. vices. Steve Alcott, deacon of the Intermediate Sign Language Class
minister, will spea)( about What Is
scripture from Matthew 16 and
week, and G.T. Moody will assist. at 6 p.m.
Formula for Life" at 10:30 a.m. services.
A Family For" with scripture from
Bobby Beal will lead the
Luke 14 at 6 p.m. service. The service. Nix
Nell
Earwood will direct the music
Crawf
ord will be the music with Fran Beal as
Coldwater United Methodist
Ephesians 6:1-4 at 8:30 and 10:50
Church Choir, directed by Tommy Gideon's
accompan- with Joyce Herndon and Tamara
Repres
entati
The Rev. Sam Foreman, pastor,
ve.
Alice ist. Sunday School with David Casa.m. services. Margie Shown will
Scott, will sing "We Shall Rise," Witte will
Outland as accompanists. The
be organist. Assisting sity as assistant direct
will
speak at 11 a.m. service. Don
sing a solo at 8:30 a.m. service.
the Younger Children's Choir will
or will be at Sanctuary Choir will sing "How
will be Jim Jones, Dale Rotterman
Wilson will direct the music with
The Chancel Choir, directed by Dr.
10
a.m.
sing "If I Were A Butterfly" and
Great Is the Lord" and Joetta Kelly
and Mel and Dale Rotterman.
Jimmy Wilson as pianist. Ushers
Bruce Chamberlain, will sing an
Coldwater Baptist
Jackie Willie and Letricia Thomp- Adult Class
will sing a solo at morning hour
will be at 9:30 a.m.,
will be Scott Haneline and Ronnie
anthem, "Psalms 100," at 10:50
The Rev.
son will sing solos at morning
when the ordinance of baptism will
but no Summer Sunday School is speak at 11 Stephen Cobb will
Wilson
. Sunday School with Dean
service. Bea Farrell will be guest
a.m. and 6 p.m. serhour. Patsy Neale and Susie Scott conduc
be observed. The choir will sing
ted.
Haneline as superintendent will be
organist. Church School will be at
vices.
will be accompanists. The Church
Bobby Manning will direct "My Wonderful Lord" at evening
Bethel United Methodist
at 10 a.m. and MYF at 5:30 p.m.
9:45 a.m. and UMYF at 6 p.m.
Choir will sing at evening hour.
The
Rev. Don Bennett, pastor,
Goshen United Methodist
Sunday School will be at 9:30 a.m. will
speak at 9:30 a.m. service.
The Rev. David Atkinson, direcFlint Baptist
:Jame
s
Miller will direct the song
tor of Wesley Founation at Murray
The Rev. Lester Butler, pastor, servic
e with Judy Lamb and Janice
State University, will speak at 11
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m. Farris
as accompanists. Sunday
a.m. service. Dale Parker will be
certainly requires the skills of highly a teachi
DR. GOTT
services. Sunday School will be at School with
ng hospital in your state. Also,
Gary Evans as director
the lay helper and Pat Brunn will
skilled professionals, specialists who you
10 a.m.
may be able to get help by conwill
be at 10:30 a.m.
are familiar with treating emotional
bke in charge of children's church.
tacting the Deafness Research FounUniversity
Brooks Chapel
disturbances in handicapped patients. dation
Dana Parker andNathan Doyle will
at 9 E. 38th St., New York, NY
Church of Christ
I suggest you obtain further advice by
United Methodist
be the acolytes. Robert DeSimone
10016.
PETER
Charley Bazzell, minister, will
callin
g
the
psychi
The
atry
Rev.
Don Bennett, pastor,
department in
© 19119 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
will direct the music with Suzanne
GOTT, M.D.
speak about "The Ideal Father" will speak at 11
a.m. and 6 p.m.
Coleman and Pat Brunn as accomwith scripture from Luke 15:11-32 services. Donal
d Cleaver and Donpanists. Sunday School will be at
at 10 a.m. service and about "Mak- na Downing will be
in charge of
10 a.m.
ing Marriage Last" at 6 p.m. ser- the music. Sunday Schoo
l will be
Hazel Baptist
vice. Assisting will be Ernie BailDEAR DR. GOTT: Our brother has
at 10 a.m.
The Rev. James T. Garland, pasey, Dan Davis, Glen Gibbs, Roy
been diagnosed as having chorea. Can
Oak Grove Baptist
tor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 Starks, Chuck
Wilson, Jay SimThe Rev. Dennis Norrell, pastor, you tell us about this?
p.m. services: Gene Orr Miller will
DEAR READER:Chorea is a disormons, Rodney Key, Bobby Grogan, will speak at 11 a.m.
and 7 p.m. der characterized by brief,
direct the music with Oneida White
Fraaces Drake
purposeSteve Spiceland, Joey Bazzell, services. Dan Billington
will direct less movements of the facial muscles What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out
and Roger Hutson as, accompanists. Daniel Willia
what the stars say, read the
ms, Bill Boyd, Chad
the music with Jennifer Downey as and the extremities. There are severforecast given for your birth sign.
Sunday School with Joe B. Adams
Lawson, Bobby Spiceland, Doron
accompanist. Sunday School with al types. Huntington's chorea is an inFOR SATURDAY, JUNE 17, 1989
as director will be at 9:45 a.m. and
Claiborne and David Thompson. Tolbert Story as superi
d neurological affliction that ARIES
ntendent herite
SCORPIO
Church Training with Charles
begins in middle age and is acsociated (Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Bible classes will be at 9 a.m.
will be at 10 a.m.
(Oct.
23 to Nov. 21)
Overcast as director will be at 5:30
with inexorable mental deterioration.
There'll be some difficulty in
Elm Grove Baptist
Sinking Spring Baptist
It's a poor day to hold talks with
It is untreatable but the personality getting your ideas
p.m.
across to others' others about financ
The Rev. David Brasher, pastor,
The Rev. Eddie Young, pastor, changes, dementia and
ial concerns.
First Presbyterian
progressive now. It's a small matter that leads
to Small disagreements are likely.
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
will
speak
at
11 a.m. and 7 p.m. incoordination can be helped by tran- dissention. Original
Also,
Robert Valentine, guest speaker, servic
but erratic think- be careful not to
es. Music will be directed by
services. Michael Milby will direct quilizing drugs.
misplace something
ing is possible now.
will talk about "Our Fathers Who
of value today.
Senile chorea is also hereditary and TAUR
Donald Smith with Glenda Rowlett
the music with Sharon Furches and
US
Art of Heaven" with scripture from
SAGITTARRIS
affects elderly patfents; however, it
and Teresa Suiter as accompanists.
Laura
Pascha
(Apr.20 to May 20)
ll as accompanists.
John 5:19-26 at 10 a.m. service.
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
not produce the devastating
Sunday School with Brooks Oswalt
Karen and Michael Milby will sing does
Partners may not be in agreement
mental changes of Huntington's disGive and take is needed to get
John Schlabach, elder, will assist.
about
as director will be' at 10 a.m. and
the use of joint assets today. along
a duet at morning hour. During the ease. The mouth and tongue
with close ties now. Be willing
Media Erickson, soloist, will sing
are pri- Unexpected
Church Training with Bill Outland
expenses could arise for to bend on
service all fathers present will be marily affected; this chorea can be
issues which aren't really
"Ave .Maria." Anne Lough is choir_
those
who
travel now. Get more than that import
as director and Junior Choir will be
honored in a special way and high treated with dopamine-blocking
ant.
A financial scheme
director and Susan Chamberlain is
one estimate on repairs.
at 6 p.m.
school graduates will be recognized agents, such as chlorpromazine.
may be impractical.
organist. Ushers will be Goidon
GEMI
NI
Sydenham's chorea follows streptoCAPRICORN
Memorial Baptist
and given a Bible from the church.
infections, particularly rheu- (May 21 to June 20)
Loberger, Aaron McConnell and
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor,
Fathers' Day Breakfast will be at 8 coccal
Be extra careful that you don't
matic fever, in children. It is usually
It's better to do things yourself
Pete O'Rourke. The pastor, the will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 7 p.m.
a.m., Sunday School with Jim Pot- not permanent.
make an unthinking casual remark
than to rely on others' cooperation
Rev. Thomas Schellingerhout, is a services. Freddie Allgood, deacon
ter as superintendent will be at 10
Chorea gravidarum is an unusual that will hurt a close tie's feelings.
now. "A job worth doing is worth
Commissioner to The General of the week, Mike Farmer, minister
a.m. and Church Training with Eric condition affecting pregnant women, Surprise developments affect your
doing well" is the adage to remember
Assembly in Philadelphia, Pa. of education and youth, and Chuck
who
usually have a history of rheu- financial picture.
Knott as director will be at 6 p.m.
today.
matic fever, that begins early in preg- CANCER
Church School will start at 9 a.m. Ward will assist. Rick Melson,
St. John's Episcopal
AQUARIUS
nancy
and
disapp
ears
spontaneously (June 21 to July 22)
Eastwood Baptist
minister of music, will direct the
The Holy Eucharist for the fifth after
(Jan.
20 to Feb. 18)
delivery. The cause is not
Concentration may be difficult to
LuLu Roman, star of the televi- music with Margaret Wilkins and
Sunday after Pentecost will be
Social plans for tonight are subject
known
.
Wome
achiev
n taking oral contracepe today. Guard against a ten- to change
sion show, "Hee Haw," will give Brenda Hart as accompanists. The
celebrated at 9:30 a.m. Fr. Andre tives will
. Something could crop up
occasionally exhibit chorea. dency to gloss over details. Someher testimony at 10:30 a.m. Dr. Sanctuary Choir will sing "Great Is
at the last minute that demands your
TreVathan will be celebrant and - Chorea can also
be caused by cer- thing a partner says today takes you attent
ion. Be consistent in your
Lynn Mayall is pastor. Gunner The Lord" and "Faith of Our
preacher, assisted by Claudia tain drugs(such as phenothiazines and by surprise.
dealin
gs with children.
Nance will direct the music with Fathers" and Janet Finch will play
anti-e
metics), hyperthyroidism and LEO
Moore, lay reader. Lectors will be
PISCES
April Mack and Bob Sisk as an offertory at morning hour. SunRandy Johnson and Barbara Mali- lupus. To give you more information, (July 23 to Aug.22)
mow
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
immot
accompanists. Assisting will be the day School will be at 9:40 a.m., nauskas. Coffee hosts will be All- I am sending you a copy of my Health
A small thing could upset you while
People
from
a
differe
Repor
nt
t
generation
"Lupus: The Great Imitator." on an outing
Rev. Steve Todd, announcements, Church Training and Youth Choir
with friends today. Be may just see things
britten and Ahlenius.
Other readers who would like a copy
differently than
extra
the Rev. Randolph Allen, Bible at 6 p.m., and College Fellowship
attent
ive
so
that
misund
er- you today. Company could drop by at
New Life
should send $1.25 with their name and
standings do not arise. Interruptions an
reading, and Brent Evans, John at 8 p.m.
address to P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland,
inconvenient time. Be flexible with
Christian Center
may
Brittain, Jerry Conley, Bob Tanner,
plans now.
Glendale Road
The Mark Welch, pastor, will OH 44101-3369. Be sure to mention VIRGinterfere with plans now.
O
Calvin Todd and Max Dowdy,
YOU BORN TODAY have manageChurch of Christ
speak at 10:45 a.m. service. The the title.
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
DEAR
ment abilities but are not always wise
DR.
GOTT:
ushers. Sunday School will be at
Is it harmful to
John Dale, minister, will speak
Rev. Karen Welch will direct the
Try to be less critical of others in the
apply deodorant/antiperspirant to arhandling of your own funds.
10 a.m. and Junior Church at 11 about "For Fathers Who Aren't Yet
music. Men's prayer breakfast will eas other than
today. Lowering another's self- Your
under
arms,
financial fortunes are liable to
such
as
bea.m.
In Heaven" with scripture from
be at 7:30 a.m. and Sunday School tween and under the breasts?
esteem will not help matters much. A fluctu
ate. You can succeed in both
South Pleasant Grove
Colissians 3:18-21 at 9 a.m. service
at 9:30 a.m.
DEAR READER: You may safely scheduled business/pleasure meeting business and the arts. Usuall
y, you're
may
be
and about "Why Peacemakers
changed.
United Methodist
apply these products to other body arPalestine United Methodist
good at commercializing your creaLIBR
A
eas.
The Rev. Bob Dotson, Minister, Aren't Popular" with scripture
Howev
er,
remem
ber that people
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor,
tive talents. You're somewhat restless
will speak at 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. from Matthew 5:9-12 at 6 p.m. serby nature and need an occupation
will speak at 11 a.m. service. Stan- are sometimes quite allergic to the (Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
compounds in deodorants, as well as
Someone may accuse you of ignor- which
services. His morning topic will be vice. Assisting will be Jerry Bolls, ley Duncan and Mary Conner
keeps you constantly stimuwill to the aluminum salts in antiperspi- ing their feelings today. Do not waste
lated. Birthdate of: Dean Martin,
about "A Father's Day Sermon to Jerry Ainley, Roger Gamer, Roy
rants. So, before you apply the sub- your time with too much idle chitdirect the song service with Faye
singer; Igor Stravinsky, composer;
Myself" with scripture from I Harmon, Charles Lamb, Bill Nix,
stances to other areas, make sure that chat today. Strain could occur with
Childress as pianist. Sunday School
and Joe Piscopo, actor.
Kings 9:1-5. Congregational sing- Robert McDougal, David Heffner,
they do not produce a rash in the usual an in-law now. Be patient.
with Jimmy Burkeen as director
ing will, be directed by Doug Craf- Bill Gargus, Randy Young, Gene
locations.
will be at 10 a.m. and Bible Study
v.
DEAR DR GOTT: My 36-year-old
ton with Carolyn Parks and Joan Roberts, Rodney Lowe, Steve
and Youth Study at 6 p.m.
son
has
been
deaf
since
birth
and
is an
Cooper as accompanists. Assisting Dublin and Jamie Potts. Bible clasMurray Church of God
emotional time bomb. He takes Halwill be Phil Liddle, Tanny Barnes, ses will be at 10 a.m.
dol
5
milligrams two or three times a
Dale Robison, pastor, will speak
Darrel Clark and Larry McClain.
Grace Baptist
day. This has been going on for 11
at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services at
Sunday School will be at 9:45 a.m.,
The Rev. Robert N. Johnson, building at Sycamore
years, and the professionals have givand South
United Methodist Youth at 6 p.m. pastor, will speak at 10:50 a.m. and
en up on him. They just continue to re15th Streets. Sunday School will be
fill his prescriptions. Do you have any
and Choir Practice at 6:45 p.m.
5:30 p.m. services. James Kuyken- at 10 a.m.
suggestions?
Poplar Spring Baptist
dall will be deacon of the week.
Martin's Chapel
DEAR READER: I do not know the
Jack Jones, interim pastor, will
Leland Peeler will direct the music
United Methodist
cause of your son's unusual combinaspeak about "Points For Parents" with Dwane Jones, Susan Jones
The Rev. Thomas E. Cary Jr., tion of symptoms. Deaf people do not
By James H. Cain
with scripture from Proverbs 22:6 and Donna
suffer from emotional disturbances
Eaves as accompanists. pastor, will speak at 9:30 a.m. serat 11 a.m. service and about "Use- The Choir will
with any more frequency than pasing "Look what's vice. Ralph Robertson will direct
ful Christians" with scripture from
tients who can hear. From your deWaiting For Me" at morning hour the.music with Carmaleta Eldridge
scription, I'd say that your son has an
II Timothy 2:20-21 at 7 p.m. ser- and "I Never Knew
Love" at even- as pianist. Sunday School will be at unrelated emotional
disorder that is
vice. Terry Byerly will direct the ing hour. Sunday Schoo
l with Kyle 10:30 a.m.
made especially difficult to treat bemusic with Jean Brandon and Carol Evans as superintende
cause he is deaf. This unique situation
Good Shepherd
nt will be at
Kelly as accompanists. Sunday 9:45 a.m.
United Methodist
School with Marty Futrell as direcWest Fork Baptist
The Rev. Thomas E. Cary Jr.,
tor will be at 10 a.m. and Church
The Rev. Jack Geurin, pastor, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. serI. The best way to make your dreams come true is to wake up.
Training with Ricky Stewart as will speak at 11 a.m.
2. Faith makes things possible-it does not make them easy.
and 6 p.m. vice. Diana Tatlock will direct the
director will be at 6 p.m.
services. Alvin Usrey will direct music with Margaret Kennedy and
3. There is only one season in the Christian life, the season of
First Christian
the music with Janet Arnold as Betty Poole as accompanists. Sunconstant love.
Dr. David Roos, pastor, will accompanist. Sunda
4. Wise men still ponder the wonder of Jesus Christ.
y School with day School will be at 10 a.m.,
speak about "Extraordinary Faith" Stanley Anderson as director will Intermediate UMYF at p.m.
5. Failing to plan is almost as bad as planning to fail.
4
and
with scripture from Luke 7:1-10 at
be at 10 a.m.
6. Not too long ago people were gassing about the price of
Senior UMYF at 5 p.m.
10 a.m. service. The Men's Choir,
St. Leo's Catholic
beef, now those same people are beefing about the price of gas.
Kirksey Baptist
directed by Lee Kern, will sing an
Masses will be at 6 p.m. Satur7. Nothing is easier than fault finding: No talent, no selfThe Rev. Van Russell, pastor,
anthem, "Amazing Grace" with
day and 8 and 10 a.m. Sunday with
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
denial, no brain, no character are required to set up in the grum*Lin
ea
Emily Davis as organist. Assisting
460,
the Rev. Gerard J. Glahn as pastor. services. Sunday School will be at
bling business.
will be Kenneth Crews, Sarah Van
Assisting will be Matt Westphal, 10 a.m.
Meter, Frank and Verna Roberts, Tom Auer, Lisa Whitaker, Mark
Murray Baptist Mission
Clegg Austin, Dan McKee', Scott
Whitaker, Joel Reed, Mary Reed,
The Rev. Parvin Hall, pastor,
Marvin, Jim Boone, Ron Cella, Chris Buffington, Lorraine Mag- will speak at 2:45 p.m.
servic
Lynn Griffiths, Benny Maddox, gard, John Evans, Kevin D'Angelo, Bible Study will be at 2 p.m. e.
Michael Ridley, Judy Lyle, Ruth
Caleb Johnson, Chris Woods, CarPickens, Krista Crass and Tom
ole Holcomb, Bud Schindler, Chris
June 21st-23rd, 7:00 p.m.
Knowland. The ordinance of baptFISH - SEAFOOD - BAR-B-0- SANDWICH - BREAKFAST
Kurz, Joe Fuhrmann, Bill Lalicker,
0
There's No Place Like
Exangcliit
Song Leader and Piano
ca
CALVARY TEMPLE
Rev. James Moreland
HOME
Roy

Many types of chorea can be found

Your Individual
Horoscope
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FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK

'REVIVAL

PLACE

Hwy 641 S. Murray
753-7389
Sunday School
Worship & Praise
Time of Celebration

EVERY SAT. and SUN. 71L NOON

0)
10:00 A.M.
11:00 A.M.

Wednesday - Family Hight
Nursary a Transportation Prov Idiod

Pastor E. F. Clore
"WE'RE A CHURCH THAT CARES"

6:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.

0
8
Only
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Country Ham Breakfast
1/2 order country ham,
two eggs, home fries,
toast or biscuits and gravy

POTLUCK DINNER -- FRIDAY NIGHT, 6 P.M.
Pastor, Danny Holt welcomes everyone!

'Chock For Our Weekly Dinner Specials!
1908 Coldwater Rd.
759-186.4
Hours: Mon -Sat. S a.m.-8 p.m.; Sun. 7 s.m.-3 p.m.
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Gene & Cecila Dunn
Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church

SPECIAL MUSIC NIGHTLY

2.85

HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT

Pastor of Rozzell Chapel
Mayfield, KY

North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian Church
Roy Graham

Rd. (off 121 North)

753-8030

X
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PROPER ANCHOR SELECTION CAN INCREASE
BOATING ENJOYMENT
Anchors are perhaps the most ignored
item of boating equipment. Yet, selecting the right anchor for the job can
measureably increase your boating and
fishing pleasure, say the boating experts from Yamaha Stern Drives.
A deadweight anchor is the cheapest.
but also the least effective anchoring device. It keeps the boat in place by
weight alone, while tending to drag
across the bottoni in heavy winds. Nondeadweight, or mechanical, anchors utilize a "gripping" feature to hold the
boat in place.
There are two types of mechanical anchors: (I) those with flukes, which
work best on sand or mud bottoms; and
(2) grappling anchors that have multiple tines extending out from the core to
grab hold on rocky bottoms.
Mushroom anchors look exactly like
inverted mushrooms. "Fliey work well
on mud bottoms by digging in IIlidcf
1/
1
41UShrOolli anchors are pupilI.0 for canoes and light canop boats.
The so-called Navy anchor is perhaps
the most misunderstood design. Many
boaters believe they must be the best
because they arc used on ocean ships.
The fact is, they arc the least desirable
for freshwater boaters and anglers.
Naval anchors utilize heavy weight
and can dig fairly well into a•soft bottom. The Navy isn't concerned about
their weight because they hoist anchors
up and down with power winches, but
heaving naval anchors can turn into a
back-breaking chore for small-boat
owners.
Adding a short length of chain to the
anchor line significantly increases the
holding power of any anchor. You can

Area turkey caller turned
skill into a good business
By BEN HALL
For the Associated Press

Stay in your fishing hot spot with the light anchor.
buy both chain and anchor with a rubberized coating to prevent noise.
Quick release anchors are essential for
some kinds of fishing. This design fastens directly to a buoy, with a short
length of rope and snap fastener extending over to the boat. The quick-release
anchor system allows you to quickly
slip loose and chase after a hooked fish,
then return to the exact same spot again.
When boat camping on the water, a
dual anchor system, fore and aft, provides the best insurance against drifting

aground.
Finally, there is a drift anchor, which
slows the boat while drifting in a current or strong winds. One of the hest is
a heavy length of chain or length of
pipe filled with concrete. But, even a
bucket of sand tagging behind a boat
can help if the current is right.
The options are there to match every
boating need, with the payoff being
more fun on the water for those who
pick the proper anchor for the job, conclude the boating experts at Yamaha.

CADIZ — If there had been a
Boy Scout troop in Golden Pond
when Harold Knight was a lad, he
probably would have been the first
youngster to join.
There was no Scout organization
there, but Knight still believed in
doing a good turn whenever he
could.
The habit paid off big in 1972
when he was hunting at Land
Between the Lakes and met another
hunter who admired his homemade
turkey call.
Knight gave the man the call,
learning later that he was Dave
Harbour, a contributing editor of
Sports Afield. The gift resulted in,
Knight said, "thousands of phone
calls" when the outdoors writer
extolled the virtues of the device in
the national magazine.
Knight asked David Hale,
another expert turkey caller and
hunter, to help him handle the
orders resulting from the magazine
article, and a business partnership
resulted.
The orders kept coming, and for
years Knight and Hale handled
them as a sideline out of Knight's

barber shop, while they kept working on new calls, holding seminars
and promoting their products.
Despite their early successes, the
partners date the real start of
Knight and Hale Game Calls, Inc.,
from the day five years ago when
they opened their new plant off
U.S. 68 here.
Then, barber Knight and farmer
Hale retired from their professions
and changed their company's sales
targets from retail to wholesale
outlets.
National sales manager Jim
Strelec now handles accounts with
WalMart, K Mart, Bass Pro Shops,
Gander Mountain and other major
suppliers. And Knight and Hale
calls are among the best known and
best selling in the country.
Over the years, their product line
has grown to include calls for, as
someone said, "almost everything
except fish."
While the Cadiz men spend
much of their time in design, testing and promotion, they can also
sometimes be found working on the
production line when orders are
heavy.
With all that, though, many of

their working days are still spent in
the setting they enjoy most.
"I spent 149 days hunting turkeys last year," said Knight, the
World Champion Goose Caller in
1978 who has since retired from
competition. Hale was runner-up in
theThseam
usee co
ofnatlelssto
.
sorts of game calls
has increased markedly in the past
decade, but the past three or four
years have seen an explosion of
interest in calls for whitetail deer.
"That's where the numbers
are," said businessman Knight.
"There are between 15 and 16 million deer hunters, compared to 2 or
3 million turkey and waterfowl
hunters."
It's not surprising that the partners' newest creation is an
improved version of their deer call.
With a line including calls for
turkeys, geese, ducks, crows, deer,
elk, raccoons, quail and predators,
plus owl hooters and a soon-to-bereleased moose imitator, you might
think the western Kentucky entrepreneurs have pretty well covered
the field.
But there are always new
horizons.
"I sure do wish I could make a
fish call that worked," Knight said.
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Long living sturgeon making comeback
"There is a lot of fear that we even incidental catch could
be their
what catch is acceptable, what is
might be overdoing it a little bit," doom.
the
production potential of the
said Mike Matyoewich, biologist
"They were overfished commerpopulat
ion, what is the natural
for the Columbia River Intertribal cially, and they have
never had a
mortali
ty,
and age and growth
Fish Commission in Portland, Ore. chance to come back,"
he said. information."
With that concern have come "The chances of living
to a ripe
Research indicates there are
cutbacks in the harvests by both old age gets less
and less as time
150,00
0 to 300,000 sturgeon
sport and commercial fishermen goes by. You have
to have a very
between
three feet and six feet in
and new studies by federal, state strict limit on catch."
length below Bonneville Dam.
and Indian agencies.
The Columbia is the only river
Those fish are generally within the
Separate studies are being con- that still' supports a commerc
ial
legal
catch limit of 40 inches to 72
ducted along the 130 miles of river sturgeon fishery. It is
also the site
inches.
between Bonneville Dam and of the greatest efforts
to study the
No one knows how many smaller
where the Columbia flows into the fish.
and
larger sturgeon there are. The
Pacific Ocean, and in dam pools
The stuigeon Wall was hugging
fish
do not appear in immediate
above Bonneville on landlocked
was among the biggest of 124 danger because it is illegal to
take
sturgeon.
caught in a net, tagged and
fish over six feet. Only when
Sturgeon are the biggest fresh- returned to the shallow Desdamona
female sturgeon reach that size and
water fish in North America. White Flats at the mouth of the Columb
ia 26 years of age do they reproduce.
sturgeon, native to the Columbia, during a test fishery in late
May.
Part of the popularity of sturgeon
Sacramento and Fraser rivers, have
"We're trying to get an idea of is the price paid for them —
tipped the scales at 1,800 pounds. how big the population is,"
said
upwards of $2.50 a pound.
Peter Larkin, fisheries professor Fisheries Department biologi
st
Fisherman Les Clark said he has
at the University of British Colum- Chuck Tracy, in charge of the
test
over
the past 42 years depended
bia in Vancouver, said that despite fishery.
mostly
on salmon, but "sometimes, Winners of the Kentucky-Barkley Bass-n-Gals May tournament held
a life span that can reach 100
"We're trying to model the
sturgeon was the only thing that at Irvin Cobb resort include (left to right) : Tina Flood, third place,
years, the scarcity of the fish and
population so we can determine saved the grocery
Teresa Wynn, second place, and Burnette Fergerson, big bass and
bill."
first place.

By JIM KLAHN
Associated Press Writer

CHINOOK, Wash. — Mike Wall
muttered as he hooked his gloved
hands under the sturgeon's big
front fins and strained to lift the
six-foot fish from the bottom of the
,boat.
"Big guy. Come here, buddy,"
the Washington state Department
of Fisheries technician said through
clenched teeth as he set the docile
fish on a wooden measuring tray.
"This is for your own good."
Wall's words were indeed true.
Manhandling the big, armor-plated
sturgeon is a necessary part of
gathering data biologists need to
manage white sturgeon on the Columbia River.
Drastically overfished at the turn
of the century, the giant fish with a
life span longer than humans is
making a comeback. Its return has
caught the interest of fishermen,
restauratuers and biologists.
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A Sportsman's Paradise — 8,000 Sq. Feet!
Fishing, Hunting,
Camping & Boating
Equipment

Benson
Sporting Goods

\ 1-

519 So. 12th St. • Hwy. 641 So.
753-1342

512 S. 12th
A.

ENEE.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.

753-4563
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Something Fun
For Everyone!
Super Products!

The McClure's

Only In A Jeep.

I READ A
YEAR- OL
ALWAYS
MARTI1411

Super Deals,

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
1 V2 Mi
on Hwy 94E

IWT111X-11

Murray, Ky. 753-6116
‘..E.E.E.E.E.EEEEC-t

Holland Tire Co.

641 Super Shell

"Your Full Service
Tire Dealer"

Where "Service Is Our Business"

We Feature • Name Brand Tires
• Computerized Balancing
While You Watt

753-5606

The American bald eagle is making a comeback here in Kentucky.
Biologists in Land Between the Lakes are currently observing an
eagles' nest for a possible new bird.
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Pittman Wheel
Alignment
Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
410 N. 4th
753-8346-753-6779
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Teen Dreams of Retouching
Reality With Family Photo
By Abigail Van Buren

c-

in

DEAR ABBY: I have been divorced from my first husband for five
years, and am now happily married
to another man.
My problem is my niece(by marriage to my first husband) — I will
call her Melanie. She is 17 years old
and still keeps in touch with me.
Melanie has been calling me with a
rather strange request. She wants
me to arrange a "family portrait" to
include me and my ex-husband, who
is her mother's brother. In that picture she wants her own mother and
father, who are now divorced and
both living with other mates, and
herself'.

C Universal Press Syndicate

Melanie has been begging me to
round up these people and arrange
for a studio portrait. When I asked
her what her mother(my ex-sisterin-law)thought about this idea, she
said, She said she would be rather
uncomfortable with the idea, but she
would do it if you would."
Abby, I am not comfortable with
this idea,but I hate to hurt Melanie's
feelings. How would you handle this?
EX-FAMILY MEMBER

longer exists,so it is very unreal- ahead of yop, when
you've been
istic to take a "family portrait" waiting for a
very long time, you
now.
fume — not wanting to create a scene.
Let her down as gently as posWhat,if anything,should be said
sible. The poor girl is still hurt- if a salesperson
overlooks you waiting, and has not yet accepted ing, and turns to a
newcomer on the
that the "family"she once had is scene? Is it better
to let it go, or
no longer a family.
what?
FUMING IN ONTARIO,CANADA

DEAR ABBY:These days, with so
much pressure on us to "optimize"
DEAR EX-FAMILY MEMBER: our time,
it is very frustrating to
I would tell Melanie that the have
to lose so much time in public
"family" she would like to re- jockeyi
ng for a place, or your turn in
create for a family portrait no line.
So, when someone jumps in

GREAT SPECIALS, GREAT VALUES
THE BEST SEAFOOD BUFFET IN MAYFIELD:
ALL YOU CAN EAT AND
$
SALAD BAR AND DESSERT

100Z.
PRIME RIB

OUR VERY SPECIAL

$
685

$49-2

FATHER'S DAY NOON BUFFET

Notice

WILL FEATURE OUR DELICIOUS ROAST BEEF
AND MANY OTHER EXCELLENT ENTREES

WE ACCEPT
RVATIONS FOR PRIVATE PARTIES
GROUP MEETINGS. ALSO, WE CATER LARGE PARTIES!

Family Restaurant
•WE USE 100% CHOLESTEROL FREE
LOW SATURATED FAT SHORTENING.
PLEASE CALL 247-2541, HWY. 121(700 S.6TH ST.), MAYFTEID

Mobile homes,
farming equipment, alum. siding,
houses,
campers, etc.
* LOW PRICES *
Call After 5:30 p.m.

753-8691
Classified
Advertisers...
Check
Your Ads!
Please
check
the first insertion
ofeach ofyour ads
for errors. Report
all errors to the
Classified Advertising Department
as soon as possible so that we may
make the necessanj
changes
promptly.
The
Murray Ledger&
Times will be responsible for errors in the first
inst.) tion only.

Dear Abby's Cookbooklet is a collection of favorite recipes — all tested, tried
and terrific! To order, send your name
and address, plus check or money order
for $3.50 164 in Canada) to: Abby's Cookbooklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill.
61054.(Postage is'Included.)

Call 753-1916
MY JEALOUSY
HAS OVERCOME
M4 REASON

I'M GOING TO SNEAK AWAY
AND TAKE A BUS TO CAMP !
I REFUSE TO LET CHUCK AND
MARCIE HAVE ALL THE FUN

STRANGE GIRL _COULD VERY
WELL BE A SPY...PERNAPS
I SHOULD GET WORD TO
GENERAL PERSHING._

Fresh Fish
to insure maximum freshness, phone ahead.

Murray
Bait Co
Hwy 94 East
753-5693

LOOKING FOR YOUR
BIRTHIZAY GIFT
IN THE CLOSET?

OH

SHOT
OR

Will Sit
with elderly or
ill person.
Call
753-6298
Anytime.

[CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

1.1111111-71141111
I REA' ABOUT A 100- I. REAP ABOUT A
100-YEAR-OLP WOMAN
YEAR-OW MAN WHO
ALWAYS HAS TWO
WHO NEVER HAP A
MARTINIS A PAY
DRINK IN HER LIFE

50, IT LOOKS LIKE
WE CAN PO WHATEVER
WE LIKE

OH, YOU
THINK 60?

THEY'RE TERRI clC I
naLisE0 T4EU mysEL.r

1 Dude
4 Renter's
document
9 Bushy clump
12 Anger
13 Homer poem
14 Hasten
15 "— Hospital"
17 Useful
19 Narrow, flat
board
20 Peruse
21 — Minor
23 Enrolls a
bury
27 Rock
29 Grains
30 Asner ID
31 "Sanford
and —"
32 Brief
34 Pigeon pea
35 Hosp. rm.
36 "— Gun for
Hire"
37 Squandered
1

2

3

6

7

6 Be ill
7 Samarium
symbol
8 Trains
9 Old pronoun
10 Lubricate
11 Billy —
8

9

10

11

24

25

26

29

30

14

16

17

19

18

20

22

23

27

28

31

32

RELLIMILEM--_
TOO 4.1414Y INNOCENT PEOPLE
wriUN0E0 ANC KILLED.

1
TwERE ISA vaa);,koArN put WAR. LET me TRY.

35
39

44

33

34

36

37

40

41

43

44

47

38
47

45

49

51

52

55

56

53

ACTS
SORT

MOMEGA
MAT IN
SNOWS
TOY
T I L
EARS
COP
PANE
ALE
COW
BULGE
SELL
DENY
LA
TO
PRAY
HE
ARA
ST I ES
PEA
DISSERTATIONS
SAKE
I SM•F 1ST

1 Pear-shaped
fruit
2 Native metal
3 Retiree's
income
4 Money, in
Rome
5 Make happy
5

TAP
IRE

ART
PA INS
TAU
IS
HERD
T li
`I N

13

15

21

APSE
LEAN

49
154
57

INTERESTING
FACT...
After Saturday, Jack
Jones will only
have 904 years to
go until he's as old
as Methuselah!
e7
7,1

Happy /
Birthday
Bro. Jack!

Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753-4199

COUNTRY Jean's 5 miles
94E. 759-1062. Fridays
4-6p m , Saturdays
10a m -4p m Jeans for
men & misses, irs & women Lee, Levis, Jordache,
Lawman, and many more
Blouses, shorts, tops, jackets some Jeans 1, price,
sizes 3-20 and 32-40 waist
sizes

Key MiniWarehouses
Hwy. 121 South
,zes 'rom 5x10 to 10x30
753-5562 If no answor.
753-6078, 753-0996
GLASS Repair and Replacement Work Auto
glass plate glass window
glass store fronts insulated glass, glass table
tops mirrors storm windows and screens repaired M & G Complete
Glass Co , Dixieland Center Phone 753-0180

CAROLYN'S
CORNER
&Mir Center
Top Quality
New & Used
Furniture
Collectible Dolls
Gtftware
Lamp Shades
Silk Flowers
753-9234

Lease For Less At
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1989 Carnet° 5240 56 mo
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax, Title & License
48 Mo, Closed End Lease

SO

Williams
16 Verve
18 Makes into
leather
20 Health
resorts
21 Item of
property
22 Accumulate
24 Inventor of
telegraph
25 Inclines
26 Seasons
28 Celestial
33 Ireland
34 Makes
soundproof
36 The —
Man
38 Walk wearily
40 At that place
41 Quaffed
45 Poems
46 Baltic or
Caspian
47
on a Hot
Tin Roof'
48 Cow cry
49 Drunkard
50 Attempt
53 As far as

Crird
of Thanks

Noel & Dela Mae
Smith would like to
thank everyone for
the lovely gifts and
sharing with them
on a very special
day, our 50th Wedding Anniversary.

Lost
And Found
LOST 14KT gold nuggen
bracelet in the vacinity of
Cheri Theaters Pizza Huta
or Pro Pel If found call
753489€ Reward offered

Help
Wanted
A GREAT Opportunity For
The Right Person' A highly
successful company dealing with Ceramic Heat Retracting Products looking
tor pro's to sell to industry
We have the right product
at the right time For more
information call Dave
Lewis at 1-800-345-5306
AUTO Mechanic Expanding business needs experienced auto mechanic
Must have own tools
Hourly pay plus commission Call 759-1331, ask for
Rob
EARN $600 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home
No experience Send self
addressed stamped envelope to P0 Box 23189,
Detroit MI 48223
EARN MONEY Reading
books' $30,000/ year in-

FATHER'S Day Special' come potential Details (1)

8mm film transferred to
video tape Only 60 per foot
with this adl Expires June
18 Call Donna Darnell
Video Production Specialties 759-9246
SENIOR CITIZENS Not all
Medicare supplements are
alike Compare Find out all
about Medicare Catastrophic Care Call for your
free comparison today
Bankers Life & Casualty,
603 South 4th Street
753-3422

Answer to Previous Puzzle

39 Held by a
leash
42 Young girl
43 Use
44 Top of house
46 Play part
48 Most insane
51 Hearing
organ
52 Make
amends
54 'Neither rain
— sleet
55 Consumed
56 Sees;
expects
57 Pigpen

4

12

Ti* PRINCE'S
FOSTER FATHER, lodowt.4 To
U5 AS MR.WALKER,*
WISHES 10 BE H1641199.

Unless still in School
or College, their
family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most popular Major Medical Policy offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable
rates. For free information call:

KIDS' Kids! Kids!, 804 Coldwater Rd Come for 200/
off storewide by saying "August 23" Cash sales Sale INTERESTED in bridge?
through June 17.
Lessons will begin September 1 Call 753-1748

I LOVE 5L1WAERWATER SF'ORTS!

GLIDDEN Latex wall paint,
5 gal can $2999 Get at
Black's Decorating Center,
701 S 4th St Murray

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?

"free local claire service

--High-Pressure
Washing-Waxing--

DEAR ABBY: In regards to the
fathers who are divorced, pay child
support, but are dissatisfied with
the amount of child support that
actually goes toward the child's
needs:Ifthe fathers are as concerned
as they claim to be,they should seek
custody of their children, and make
sure their children receive the care
and attention they deserve.
I am a happily married man
(thank God) and our marriage is
strong,but my parents were divorced.
My father paid child support, but I
was raised by my mother, who was a
very bitter and unhappy woman.
The real tragedy of their divorce
is that I grew up seeing my father
through my mother's eyes. I never
really knew my father until I was 18
or 19 years old.
I know it wasn't his fault, but in
retrospect, I would have settled for a
little more of his time and a lot less
money.
Children who grow up with two
parents who really care about each
other don't know how lucky they are.
MY NAME IS LEGION

HUGE 14 OZ.
T-BONE

a
d.

DEAR FUMING: I would not
get into an argument with a
stranger who deliberately moved
in ahead of me in line; neither
would I fume about it.(Ifthe line
were a long one, you can be sure
that someone else would remind
the "squeezer-inner" where the
end of the line was.)
If a salesperson "overlooked"
me to wait on a newcolper, I
would politely remind that salesperson that I was "next." (Nice
guys who are too nice finish last.)

65

FATHER'S DAY GREAT SPECIALS:
HUGE 10 OZ.
FILET MIGNON $
645

Murray State University is accepting sealed bids for the sale of
surplus feeder pigs;
MUR-203M-89; to be
opened 6/28/89 at
2:00 p.m. in the Purchasing Dept., General Services Bldg.,
on Chestnut St., Murray, Ky. Forms may
be obtained by calling
(502) 762-2705.

Open House

Contempo
Fashion
Jewelry
Prizes
Sat., June 17

Door

1-5 p.m.

liemsplace
Family
Restaurant
Hwy 121 759-9798

805-687-6000
Y-10706

Ext

ELECTRICAL Contractor
Positions for experienced
commercial electricians
and good helpers 18
month project Must be willing to 'work" Contact Mike
Morns. Department for Employment Service. 1210
Johnson Blvd , Murray
FEDERAL Jobs Earn
$19,654 to 72,500 a year
All
occupations
(717)327-5341 Dept
EB-64
FUN-SUMMER-INCOME
Earn $2005500 weekly
Distributing fun children
toys For more information
send stamped enve/ope to
DMM-II. P 0 Box 2297,
Miami, FL 33261
HEAD
NURSE
EMERGENCY ROOM Minimum 5 years experience
as Registered Nurse preferred 12 hour shifts To
apply contact Personnel
Department, Box 1030,
Paris, TN 38242 or call
(901)642-1220 ext 721

SOME PEOPLE
ARE LEARNING!
1. Bennett & Associates can
save you money on Medicare
Supplement Insurance.
2. Bennett & Associates has
excellent rates and coverage on
Major Medical Insurance.
3. Bennett & Associates is the
place to get Nursing Home Insurance.

BENNETT & ASSOCIATES
INSURANCE
AND LEARN

WHATSO MANY OTHERS
HAVE ALREADY LEARNED.
753-7273

PAGE
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16, 1989

CLASSIFIEDS
060

110

060
Kelp
Wanted

kelp
Wanted

LEGAL Secretary Re
quirements include tele
phone skills, typing (mini
mum 80 words per minute)
computer knowledge and
experience Salary negon
able based on qualifica
lions Send resume to P 0
Box 1040-J, Murray

WAITRESSES Now taking
applications Apply in person only Valley Drive In,
Hwy 94 East

MEDICAL RECORDS
Transcribe, coding plus
other medical record du
ties 40 hours per week
Experience required Con
tact Personnel Director
1901)642-1220 or send resume and salary requirements to Personnel Department, Box 1030, Paris,
Tennessee 38242

WE are taking applications
for waitress and cornbina
non grill. pizza cooks The
Wishing Well, Aurora, Ky

for 4 hair stylists in
ultra-modern
styling
salon Want to try a
new way to work/ Paid
vacation, paid holidays, medical, dental,
life insurance, store
discounts, profit sharing and excellent salary plus high commission available to experienced stylist with
or without customer
following in this area
For personal,
confidential interview
call:

J C Penny
Styling Salon
759-9811
and ask for
Pam Ruddie
Interviews
Tuesday, June 20
8:30 - 10:30 a.m.

Situation
Wanted
AMERICAN teacher cur
rendy living overseas desires house setting position
July 5-Aug 8. would consider rental Doing graduate work, references available Contact Chris at
812-985-3847

WILL do ironing and general housecleaning
753-3174
WILL mow lawns and trim
Free estimates 436-2631
WILL sit with sick or elderly
nights Experienced References Call for more information 753-4590

BIG PROFITS with an established company saving
customers thousands on
heating and cooling. Positive proof through testing
and customer letters from
U.S military to people like
you and your neighbors.
Get started with as little as
$2,240. Protected territories available. Call Dave
Lewis 1-800-345-5306
CAPITAL needed to
reopen restaurant. Will pay
reasonable interest plus
percentage ownership
759-9948, leave message

Send resume and letters of application to
Murray Board of Education, 814 Poplar Street,
Murray, KY 42071. by Tuesday, June, 20, 1989.
Salary will be determined by educational background and experience.

Career Opportunity
We have a position available in OUT company for a professional
person. The successful candidate should have a college degree,
knowlege of computer, excellent phone skills, willinviess to
learn, and a minimum of at least 5 years work experience. We
offer an excellent compensation package, including fringe
benefits and the opportunity for advancement.
Send resume to-.

x=wuir_A
pascHAii TRAK t NES NC

DAVID'S
HOME IMPROVEMENT
Remodeling, Installation of Vents, Braces
Moisture Barriers, Insulation
Residential 84 Commercial

41!

••••1•101.

TRACTOR TRAR.ER
TRAINING cescrinS
LEIBANON Thl
Col To Fres

1.800.334.1203

Train to be a Prolassional
•SECRETARV
•EXECUTIVE SEC
•WORD PROCESSOR
MOW STUDY /RES. TRAINING

3 PIECE -40s- bedroom
set $150 Old chifferobe
$150 Youth bed and
dresser, $120 Beautiful
vanity with 3 beveled mirrors $150 Call 753-3991
after 5p m
CARPET 106 yards, excellent condition, like new, 2
years old 753-9930
LAZY Boy rocker recliner
swivel rocker, arm chair
with ottoman and night
stand All in excellent condition 753-4575 after 6p m
LOVE Seat $100, Ethan
Allen hutch $150 braided
rug, 9x12, $50, channel
back chair $25 chest
freezer $25 Call 753-2643
NEW Furniture Ask for
Neal at Starks Brothers Mobile Homes 753-2922

•FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
40D PLACEMENT ASSIST

ROLL AWAY Bed and
mattress 753-3752

THE MART W14001
•Dv el A.0 T Car. '
Marl PsPompano
- -ich FL

WATERBED Queen-size,
pine, drawers, excellent
condition 753-9572

1-800-327-7728

165
.214111111111Pi

Antiques

C

" 4‘.

Train for Careers In
•AIRLINES
•CRUISE LINES
•TRAVEL AGENCIES

HOME STUDY/RES. TRAINING
•FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
•./OSPLAaMENT ASSIST.

1-800-327-7728
A C

TRAVEL SCHOOL
• Pompano Bch F.

CAROLYN'S Antiques &
Gifts located on U S 79,
only 1'/, miles of Dover,
Tennessee next door to
Uncle Joe's Looking for
that gift or antique or wanting to sell that antique or
estate, call
us 615-232-4173 or come by
to see us Open 6 daysSunday 1 30 to 5p m

RI. 1, Box 21
Puryaar, TN

Frno Estimates

ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections 753-9433 atte
5p m

Pub*
Sale

14x70 1989, 2 or 3 bed
rooms, includes stereo system and appliances, delivered and setup, as low as
$720 down and $45 per
week Universal Housing Clarksville

2 BEDROOM Furnished
Apartment /i mile from
campus water paid, $175 1
person $185 2 people
Available now No pets No
children 753 5980

3 Family
Yard Sale

Multi-Family
Yard Sale

Fri. & Sat.
8:00 - 4:00

June

Big Street
Yard Sales

16th & 17th

North 18th St.

8:00

From College
Farm Road to
121.

1989 BUCCANEER 3 bedrooms, 2 baths Call
753-7181

2 BEDROOM apartment for
rent no pets Call 753-0521
before 3 30p m
or
753-9475

DOUBLEWIDE 1989, 3
bedrooms and 2 baths, as
low as $950 down and $247
per month, over 6 doublewides in stock Universal
Housing- Clarksville

2 BEDROOMS Furnished,
washer & dryer,
block
from campus, 914 Coldwater Rd Water paid, no pets/
children Available June 15,
$250/ month 753-5980

UNIVERSAL Housing, Inc.
1578 Ft Campbell Blvd ,
Clarksville. TN, 552-6948
'Large Location' Lowest
Prices' Largest Selection'
Service After The Sale' 13
Years in Clarksville' 'Your
Wholesale Mobile Home
Outlet"

2 BEDROOM Apartment
Upstairs, utilities paid,
partly furnished no children, no pets, married couples only $275 per month
Call 753-1739

280
Mobile
Homes For Rent
2 BEDROOM, 2 bath mobile home Furnished, includes washer and dryer,
deck, garden $275 per
month 753-7724
2 BEDROOM Trailer City
limits, no pets, adults preferred 753-9866
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished Some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks. 753-5209

BROKEN or used VCRs
753-0530
BUYING, aluminum cans
45e lb., battery, scrap
metal, copper and Junk
cars KGA Rycycling
492-8183 days, 498-8785
nights
WE buy scrap aluminum,
copper, brass and aluminum cans Call Balcan Recycling @ 753-0338

If Your Company Has Raised Your
Rates, Please Call Us Immediately
For A Price Quote.
We Represent 9 "A" And "A+"
Rated Insurance Companies. If
You Are In Average Health For
Your Age, We May Be Able To
Save You Several Hundred Dollars Per Year.

CALL TODAY
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"Our 27th Year Of Service"
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building

AIR CONDITIONER
19,000 BTU, GE, $250
759-4864

NH 851 baler hydrolic tie,
new chain, $4,500. NH 273
baler, $1,800. Deutz-Allis
PTO driver rake, $2,000.
Deutz-Allis 7' disc mower,
$2,000. All shedded, clean,
good woW'ri-g- condition.
753-6870.
220

FISHER Stereo Rack
Speakers 100 watt, 36"
high 1' wide, 10" woofers,
brand new, $135
753-8942

Miscellaneous

55 GALLON drums for sale
Thornton Tile & Marble,
612 South 9th

FACE BRICK

ARROW storage buildings
10x9 ft building with door
56" wide x 59 height,
$22999 10x12 ft building
with door 56" wide x 61
height, $29999 10x9 high
gable building with door 56"
wide x 60" height, $28999
Coast to Coast glardware,
753-8604

MISS MURRAY STATE'S
PAGEANT DRESSES For
Sale! Call 759 1657 or
753-5770,Prices
negotiable
PAINTING Equipment
Bink s airless spray rig with
8HP gas compressor, 150'
of hose, 3 guns, on trailer,
$2,800 759-1987
POOL Table Sears, regulation size 753-7246
XEROX copier 2830
753-5147, ask for Bub or
Gay

SEARS heavy duty
washer. $65 GE dryer,
$60 2 tires P185-75 all
14s $50 pair 753 3020

Start a/

'13000 per 1,000
Mortar $375 Per Bag

Puryear Brick
Puryear, TN
247-3232
FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
GO carts, go carts, go carts!
5 HP single and double
seats Keith's Lawn & Tractor Center, Industrial Road
Call 759-9831
HOFFCO LH Hoe Garden
Tiller only 25Ibs., $229.95_
Keith's Lawn & Tractor, Industrial Rd., Murray.
759-9831
LARGE, large large selection of storage buildings in
stock for immediate delivery Acree Portable Build in gs . Mayfield, Ky
502-247-7831
LEE'S Pools & Spas is
making pool care easier for
Murray! Chemicals, supplies parts paint and water
testing are available Come
by C J 's Pool & Patio, 106
North 4th Street, 759-1911

FACE BRICK
Prices Stan Al

t

'131.2°.
VOWELL &
SON INC.
Marna, TN-587-311125
I

WASHER & Dryer Whirl
pool less than 1 year old
Must sell, 753 3041
WASHER, dryer, refrigerator deep freeze, set of
speakers and air conditioner 753 4684
160

Horne
Furnishings

Will Paint
Your House
Pay NegOtiatle
Call

437-4545 day
or 753-8202
after 52.m.

ton
Business
Rentals

Commercial
Building
For Rent
Good Location.

240

100 AMP with pole $100
Call 753-0653 after 6p m

8' CAB over camper, $400
8x12 storage building, 1
window, $650 or $700 delivered Dog houses, $35
and up Do bushogging,
blade work, order gardens
Call 753-8590, 3 houses
west of Midway Human
Coles

AIR Conditioners: Two
110s, good condition
753-9866.
QUASAR 110 NC: 12,000
BTU, 4 years left on warrenty, $250 753-8428

Musical

Articles
For Sale

AIR Conditioner 2,100
BTU Kelvinator, good condition, $250 753-6063.

tin

260
T.V.
Radio
ZENITH 25" color console
good condition
Cal
753-6190
270
Mobil*
Homes For Sale
12x50 TRAILER Air, appliances, $2,800 or best
offer 436 2326
12x60 GRANVILLE 2 bed
rooms. all electric, mobile
home for sale, $5.000 Call
437-4940
14' WIDE 1989 2 bed
rooms fully furnished as
low as $515 down and $31
per week
Universal
Housing Clarksville

753-4682 or
753-5870

4 CAR Shop Has office
and paved lot 753-9386 or
753-4509

Commercial
Building
204 S. 4th St.
Available July 1st
Max Brandon
Days 753-3231
Nights 753-1975

Commercial Bldg.
on Main Street. for rent
4000 and 30x70
753-6111 Days
753-0606 Evenings.

310
Want
To Rent
BUSINESSMAN and family
want to rent 3 bedroom
house in Murray as of August 1 Respond to, Patricia
Phelps, Route 3 Box 320-B,
Dawson Springs, KY
42408, 365
,
7069.
YOUNG couple moving to
Murray area July 29 needs
to rent 3 bedroom, 1-2
baths, central air, kitchen
appliances, 1-2 car garage,
completely fenced backyard Will consider rent to
own Can pay between
$350 and $400 per month
Wife is employed at Murray
State University as an assistant professor Husband
is a dog trainer and
groomer We own 3 competition obediance Cocker
Spaniels Will be in Murray
area looking for houses
July 12-14. Can call husband after 5p.m at home
collect at (205)345-8728
Serious callers only please

2 BEDROOM Apartment
Spacious 2 baths, adults
only 753-3949
2 BEDROOOMS Furnished and unfurnished,
1604 Miller, very nice, partial utilities paid Phone
753-0932 or 753-5898
3 BEDROOM Apartment
Central heat & air, stove,
refrigerator,'4 utilities, carport, $400 plus deposit
Days 753-1953, nights
753-0870
3 ROOM Apartment Private entrance, no pets
753-4591
5 ROOM Apartment Could
also be used for office
space Located at 703
South 4th St Call 753-0839
or 436-2935 after 5p m
DUPLEX 2 bedrooms,
central H/A, stove, refrigerator, no pets, lease 1909-B
Westwood, $295
753-540001 1-5277382 after 5p.m
DUPLEX 2 bedrooms, in
Northwood, $295/ month
759-4406
NICELY furnished 1,2 or 3
bedroom apartments located near campus Also, 1
house with 3 to 4 bedrooms 753-0606 nights,
753-6111 days
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 housing, 1 and
2 bedroom apartments
Southside Manor,
753-8221 Equal Opportunity Housing

Houses
For Rent
1004 MAIN 5 rooms 1
bath, carpeted, freezer,
stove, refrigerator, central
H/A, $300, $300 deposit
759-1265 after 4p in
2 BEDROOM house for
rent, ruawly redecorated
753-4109
2 BEDROOM Red Brick:
Children welcome. Available July 5 1616 Loch Lomond Dr Call after Sp m.
753-1116
2 BEDROOM House. Extra
Nice! Stove, refrigerator included; washer/ dryer
hook-up; fenced backyard,
606 Sycamore $350 per
month plus deposit. Call
753-1772
2 BEDROOM House 8
miles SE, carpeted, range,
refrigerator, wood stove or
electric heat References
and deposit No pets
492-8594
2 BEDROOM House Like
New! New appliances, gas
heat and air conditioning
carpeted $300/ month plus
deposit, references, no
pets 753-2376
3 BEDROOM, 1 bath, brick
ranch home for rent Central gas heating, central
electric cooling Located on
quiet residential street in
Murray $395/ month Con
tact Kopperud Realty
753-1222
3 BEDROOM, 14 bath
house near university DISCOUNTED rent is $340
753-8734

1 BEDROOM furnished
apartment, close to university and hospital, some will
ties paid Call 753-8756 or
753 4012
I BEDROOM Apartment
Nicel Partly furnished, low
utilities $200 plus deposit,
no pets Days 753-1953,
nights 753 0870
I or 2 BEDROOM Apart
ment Fully furnished heat
and water included Call
759 1743 or 759 1999

Located at

321 N 5th
753-3011

Yard Sale
Thur. &

Fri.

8:00 - 5:00

94 E. to 280
8.2 miles on
left side.
Red A-frame

Pets
I Supplies
GROOMINGDALE S, 2513
Coldwater
Road,
753-6756 Clean, new,
modern facildy The ulti
mate for all your pet's
grooming needs
RED Bone Coon Hounds
Registered all ages
489-2605

Yard Sale

1603
Hermitage
Saturday, June 17
7:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
(no prior sales please)
Stereo, luggage, toys,
country
items,
clothes, books, mason
jars.

Small appliances, dishes, clothes, 150 good
used tires all sizes,
riding mower, 2 shotguns, knives & push
mower.
Rain or shine.

8 a.m. - ?
1630 Hamilton Ave.
Clothes
all sizes,
home interior items,
lamps, bicycle, lots of
odds and ends.

Saturday
8 a.m.
1405 Vine St.
Bedspreads, boys &
girls clothes S. 8-12,
women
&
mens
clothes, white uniforms & some odds
& ends.

Household
items,
men, women & children clothings, paper
back books, furniture,
2 car seats, misc.

Sat., June 17th
8 a.m.-1 p.m.
1500 Cardinal Dr.

Yard Sale
1010 County Cork
and Edinborough

2 Family
"Trash and
Treasure Sale"

Sat., 8 am-2 pm
Only

Carport Sale

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

Fri. & Sat.
8-?
•
Hwy 121 N.

Sat. June 17
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
1717 Wells Ext.

1003 Northwood Dr.
Nice girls clothes, 67, nice boys, infant-6,
adult clothes, brass,
lots of toys & misc.

2nd house passed
National Guard Armory.
Inboard boat, corner
cabinets, truck bed
liner, clothes, stereo,
comforter, curtains.

Clothing, ping-pong
table, bicycles, pool
table, ski boat, 10'x3"
insulated stove pipe,
moped,26"TV,video
camera & player, furniture.

Couch,
loveseat,'
chair, dining table,
battery operated three
wheelers,
clothes,
odds 8c ends.
Cancelled if rain.

Carport
Sale

Sat., June 18th

Sat., 7 a.m.-4 p.m.

7:00 a.m.-?

317 North 7th St.

Dexter In front of old
post office - grocery
store next to rail
road track.

Women's
clothes
small
sizes
3-7,
wicker items, baby
items, curtains, bedspreads, other nice
items priced to sell!

Yard Sale

2
Micronaire
air
cleaners, antique doll
bed & misc.

Giant
Yard SC

June 17
7 a.m.-1 p.
1st

Assem
of God

2 miles out 94
Car seat carrier, toy
thing, household
Atari games.

Held Inside In case o

4 Party
Yard Sal

501 North 61
Adults,
child
clothes-good co
tion, 35 nun car
with flash, Kodak
vie camera, asso
household items.
Cancelled if ra
Sat. Only
7-2

4 Party
Yard Sale

1615 Locust
Across from
Robertson.
8 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Sat., June 17
Household
items,
girls bike, oddities,
furniture, toys, baby
items.
Cancelled if rain.

Sat. 7 a.m.-12 p.m.
Behind Cain's
AMC Jeep

Sat. Only
7-3
2 mi. south on 121.
Turn left on Overby
Rd. Go 1 mi.
Furniture some old, baby
bed, dishes, household
misc., toys, Little Tikes
kitchen set, screen doors,
camping items, clothes:
mens L, Ladies 12-14,
boys 5/6, girls 6/6X.

Real
Ewan)

EXCEPTIONALLY
Cabin, Completely
ished on 24 acre wo
lake front lot, located i
Center Ridge area on
tucky Lake Call 753days or 753-8990
5p m and ask for Ec

KOPPERUD REALM
fers a complete rang
Real Estate services w
wide selection of qt.
homes, all pric
753-1222, toll f
1 -800-251 -HOME
711L

LAKE Property For
Near Paradise Res
waterfront cabin will
wooded acres, $70s
753-2643

RESIDENTIA
Commercial/ & Water('
property Call Lile Real
tate (502)354-6338
(502)474-8891

Lots
For Sale

21 ACRE hill 10 mile vie,
tree tops (triangle bounc
3 roads) center Mars
County. Look down on E
ton's lights! Deer and
turkey. No buildil
$62,500 Joe W. Nanr
753-9622/ 527-7864,
5 ACRES Southw
school district mat
trees, $8,500 436-288
DUPLEX Lots For S.
Howard
Brandc
753-4389 or 753-5960

Yard Sale

Pionee

Saturday
8 a.m.-?
Antiques & collectibles, chairs, tables,
lamps, twin bed, lots
of misc. items.
Intersection @ #464
and #1824 - Almo
Heights

(DE11 55

CD

$4
(
Can you drive a
at these pric(
JVC

Checl

World
222 S.

Garage Sale
Thurs., Fri. &
Sat.
Electric sewing machine,3 typewriters, 1
electric piano - WUTlitzer,
accordian Wurlitzer, lots of miscellaneous

open - 8

a.m.

810 Broad St. Ext.

Yard Sale
804

Minerva Place

Dishwasher,
air
cond., trinkets, linens,
cooking
utencils,
bicycles, countertops,
range & oven - no
serious offers refused.

1E0

Garage Sale

Saturday,
June 17

6 Party
Large
Yard Sale

Saturday
7 a.m.

A little of
everything.
Very reasonably priced.

Carport Sale

CUTE, clean, spacious, 3
bedroom, 14 bath house
Gas heat and air, garage
DISCOUNTED rent is
$410 753-8734

100x200 LOT All ready fo
mobile home 753-8711 after 5p m

501 N. 7th

Yard Sale

Fri., 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sal., 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.

365

Public
Salo

Come 94 West &
turn south on 783.
3rd driveway. Signs.

3 BEDROOM House $300/
month, gas heat, TVA insu
lated Call 753-0332

For Sale
Or Lease
Apartments
For Rent

Sailboat,
childrens
clothes, ladies & men
clothes

CE

'tin

Public
Sale

190
Farm
Equipment

410

410

Apartments
For Rent

Heating
And Cooling

Want
To Buy

Appliances

HOSPITAL INSURANCE
Age 40 To 65

320

Mobile
Homes For Sale

290

DRAFTING machine and
table, 36' power trowel, fruit
Jars 492-8841

Personnel Department
Route 4
Murray, KY 42071

SF

•Ftnenctii

Business
Opportunity

David GaIllmoris
247-5422

Horn*
Furnishings

140

100

The Murray Board of Education is accepting
applications for Head Maintenance Worker for the
Murray Independent School District. This is a
twelve (12) month position. A high school
diploma, post secondary training and experience is
required.

Ile

•Pen •Aparenc•
naidell •
•DOT CorteIbramon
•
as pot 1••••
Mamma
•Piscorni.1 ONR

ALLIANCE

NEW printing company located in Murray, looking for BI WEEKLY and weekly
experienced typesetters, house and office cleaning
lay-out, pre-press, press Also, window cleaning Reand bindery personnel ferences supplied
Send qualifications to. IPG, 759-1578 or 753-4897
Box 676, Murray, KY
42071
WILL mow lawns- any size,
RN-LPN For physician's reasonable rates Call after
office Excellent clinical and 5P M Mon-Fri, anytime
patient skills required Flex- weekends
Wayne ible hours and full salary 489-2342
and benefits offered Send
resume with salary history WILL do housecleaning,
to P 0 Box 1040-K, Mur- excellent references
753-3247
ray KY 42071

NOW
INTERVIEWING...

iNSTRuCTiON

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER

—

270

160

Instruction

4.•

Mirrray Ledger 8r Times

Something For
Everyone!

Multi Party
Yard Sale
Sat. Only 8-5
Hwy. 641
South
across from Trucks,
Trailers & Buses.
Baby items, maternity
clothes 8c numerous
other items

3 Party
Yard Sale
1121 Circarama
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Saturday
SCi-Fi,
Comics,
glassware, collectibles, toys, lots of
goodies.

Two Family
Carport Sale
Saturday
8:00-4:00
off Hwy 121 at Farmington on 564 (to
Tri City), 6th house
on left.
Furniture, bikes, baskets, dishes, fine
woodwork, and more!

12th

MOO Sill
Auction &
Sat., June

l'

Location: Back Pa
1 antique organ in
organs, 4 antique r
old China cabinet, p
riding horse from o

Moving Sale

trunk, antique unde

721 Sycamore

board, gossip her
sewing machines, e

Home interior, Tupperware,
wicker,
other decorative and
household items, exercize bike, old quilts.

hwashers, snow blc
& riding, ceiling fan

8

Saturday
a.m.-2 p.m.

110 volt, electric

stove hoods, storm
case, pre-owned wa
phone, antique vici
cords, flea market (4
boxes full, antiqui

Moving Sale
Sat., Only 8 a.m. • ?
507 Shady Lane
There atreels behind
JlitS Chevron

kilk •

et .4

a

Terms: Cash

!PI!

TRIG1G

We lune nrestklata fat nurse
Good clothing baby, toddlers,
boys and lades Lots of Lie new
toys and stuffed &Tamils Like
ire Co-Fklor cry wat and hinny
heap lip Caftans. Factures and
Stools are jus to rum I few of
tte otems found it MP Shady
Lame Corns on by you won't
we empty banded

This is

Lake Bar
cONTEMPORARY 3 bedroom,21tr bath,an 1 acre wooded
lot tri
city. 2500 square feet includes living roam, dining room,
family
rooni onth fireplace, large game rcxxm and spacious
deck, 2 cat
garage. cathedral ceilings in mama suite and living room.
Bulk in
1917 this is a MUST TO SEE! CaV 753-7273 or
759-1116.

52:

Gilbert Hot
52;

FRIDAY, JUNE

CLASSIFIEDS
110

.160
Pt41414C
Sol*

Giant
Yard Sale
June 17
7 a.m.-1 p.m.

1st Assembly
of God
2 miles out 94 East
Car seat carrier, toys, clothing, household items,
Atari games.
Held Inside in case of rain

4 Party
Yard Sale
501 North 6th
Adults,
childrens
clothes-good condition, 35 mm camera
with flash, Kodak movie camera, assorted
household items.
Cancelled If rain.
Sat. Only
7-2

.160
Home
For UN

3 BEDROOM aluminum
siding, low heating bills,
front sunporch, built-in utility porch, on large lot Price
negotiable Call 345-2642
or (618)543-9476
3 BEDROOM house in
country priced in lower
$20s 753-9866

Used
Cars

COUNTRY Charm Beauti
ful Ranch on 5 acres, shop
building, maintance free
outside, charm and roomy
inside Call MTG 753-4000
JUST On The Market 4
bedroom 2 bath house with
2-car garage, in prestigious
neighborhood Call Tina at
MTG/BH&G for an early
showing at 753-4000 or
759-9244

Mai Lodong car,5
speed sunroof,
lady owned very 110%
afloradabie and
vim under priced
in Deem
TS Mee
1325 APR OAC TaA LX, Fats

500
'88 Olds 98 Regency Brougham:
16,000 miles,
loaded

'115.

'88 Dodge Daytona: Red, 15,000
miles.

Cain's

LOVELY lakefront home in
Center Ridge Subdivision
Beautiful lake view and private boat dock with year
round water Situated on
large wooded lot Offered at
$70,000 through Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222

24 MOVING Van Excellent condition, for sale or
trade Mayfield 247-2367

'88 Dodge Daytona: 25,000
miles. red.

'84 CHRYSLER
LASER TURBO

'87 Chrysler 5th
Ave.: Loaded,
75,000 miles.

JVC Car Stereos

Check Us First

World of Sound
222
S. 12th

753-5865

THIN SUPPLY CO., INC

Auction & Antique Sale,
.
Sat., June 17, 1989 2:00 p.m.
Location: Back Parking Lot 68 East Cadiz
1 antique organ in mint condition, 2 antique
organs, 4 antique rockers, antique pie safe,
old China cabinet, piano upright, antique pay
riding horse from old home service, antiq
ue
trunk, antique undertaker's portable cooling
board, gossip bench, electric & treadl
e
sewing machines, electric dryers 220 volt
&
110 volt, electric heaters & stoves, dishwashers, snow blower, lawn mowers-push
& riding, ceiling fans, foot stool, stove pipes,
stove hoods, storm doors & windows, knife
case, pre-owned water heaters, antique tele.
phone, antique victrola refinished and records, flea market & yard sale merchandis
eboxes full, antique fancy carved tables.

900

$119

522-6294
Cadiz
Ask for Tom
1967 MUSTANG Convertible' 289 automatic, excellent condition 489-2873.

'87 Olds Delta 88
Royale: 37,000
miles, loaded.

1986 CHEVY C320 Dual
wheel with 8'x9' bed, PS,
PB, 4-speed, 350, 4 barrel,
sharp, very clean Call
753-2951 or 753-6556

Cain's
Hoy. 041 No
Morro, 7534448

MI
Jeep

am

1981 GRAND Prix LJ PS
PB, air, bucket seats.
$2,700 753-4523
1981 MAZDA 626 Luxury
sport coupe, 2-door, sunroof, factory mag wheels
5 -speed, $1,500
436-5255

Owner:

522-6901

S. 12

I 800125 7229

em*
ChOl
dsmobile,

Wig
ol
Pens TN
New & Used
GM Executives &
Program Vehicles
101-0434000
Hwy. 70 W. - Ports

VANS:

'1989 Ford F-150
Conversion Van:
695 miles.
'87 Ram 50: 5
speed, air, 45,000
miles,
'86 Chev. C-20
Conversion Van:
26,000 miles, TV,
VCR, loaded.'86 Dodge D-100
SWB: Blue 37,000
miles, manual
trans. & air.ALL EUGABLE
VEHICLES CARRY
A 3 MONTH
3,000 MILE
WARRANTY.

TOYOTA
imauja,
..)1.1

Dan
ro„ Taylor

Gilbert Flood, Auctioneer

Rent A Car
From Us At

'11,900

Now it's

522-3363

1986 IROC Black, T-tops,
48,000 miles, $9,500
753-5902 or 753-8281
May be seen at Judy &
Shere's

Sleek, sporty. 4
door, like new with
all the options, priced to sal,
12,X,XX miles
le% Doer
111 aka
1100 APR OAt Tu. Lie bits

Terms: Cash or Good Check

Lake Barkley Realty

1986 CRESSIDA: Original
owner,$11,000. Serious inquiries only. 753-5846.

'88 EAGLE
PREMIER ES

This is a partial listing.

TRIGG SUPPLY

1985 PONTIAC Bonneville
LE 50,000 miles, tilt steering, cruise, power locks
AM/FM stereo, rear defroster, $4,600 437-4723

THE TROPICS
Sr Reed
;

60

1986 TOYOTA Pick-up
35,000 miles $4,300- Reduced to $3,9001 753-0062

510
Campers
24' PROWLER Camper Al
extras excellent condition
759-9848 after 6p m
29' AIRSTREAM: Rear
bath, awning all around,
like new inside and out.
753-0114
USED EQUIPMENT 2500
watt generator, 20'
Carefree awning, Reese &
Easy Litt hitches and sway
controls, other misc trailer
equipment. 753-0114

Tanning
shouldn't be
this much
work!
Call or Corns
by

THE TROPICS
I101 Coiderater Rd
713-5477

$PECIALS

jlAY

15 Consasultel days al Tanning 125
10 Cenetimithis days al Tanning $40
THE TROPICS TANNIN() SALON, says
Cheek be the best orlon

Call 753-8477
THE TROPICS

Servkies
°Herod

SAND Blasting Call Craig VCR REPAIR Wood
VCR
at 436-5245
ef
fat
011
,
71 0 4N1
Service Center, cleaningLAWN Mowing Service 10 servicing $15, most repairs
‘'%4
'
'
4440$4e4X-Iage
years experience Any type $35 all brands 3rd Street
Auto & Bost Cleaners.
of lawn care 436-2744 or Almo, 753-0530
436-5211
We Come to
You to Wax.
SEWING Machine Repair
* Four Star*
Call for an
All makes and models,
Mobile Home
appointment.
home and industry Call
Parts & Service
Kenneth Barnhill,
753-5646
753-2674, Hwy 121 North
Doors and Knobs
Stella, Ky
$84.95 and up
CONTRACTOR- Portable
Exterior Windows
SHEETROCK hanging
storage buildings pole
Bath & Garden Tubs
new or repair, 489-2117
barns, general home imT-Loc Vinyl Skirting
provement Quality work for SHEETROCK finishing,
Straps S. anchoring
less Free estimates 8'x12' new or repair 436-2811
Roofs K0°1 Sealed
for $585 489-2663
SHOLAR Plumbing &
Repair & replace siding
DUANE & Tracy Hauling Electric For your everyday
phone
Service We will load, haul plumbing and electrical
(502) 492-8488
and pay dumping tees Will needs call us at 474-2366
Hwy. 641 N. Hazel
go anywhere Call anytime or 437-4113
Custom
753-0820
Lattice or bannister
SIRESS Roofing Free estiELECTRICIAN Quality mates Guaranteed work
4x8 $240
work at a price you can 15 years experience
6x10 $325
afford 24 hour service No 437-4752
1 Ox 1 6 $660
charge service call RuSMAL
L engine repair
nyon Electric Service
436-5895, 436-2642
WET BASEMENT'? We
759-9682
make wet basements dry
SURE
WAY
Tree
Service- Work comple
FAMILY Lawn Care • Now in
tely guaranToppin
g,
pruning, tree re- teed
it's 2nd year! Specializing in
Call or write Morgan
lawn maintenance, includ- moval. Aerial bucket truck Construction Company,
ing hedges and shrubbery Fully insured for your pro- Route 2 Box 409-A, PaduAlso hauling. Now serving tection: Stump removal cah, KY 42001 or call
county and city 10% off for with no lawn damage. Free 1442-7026
Senior Citizens Call now estimates. No obligations
WILL do plumbing installafor dependable service. 753-5484.
tion & repairs All guaran
Free estimates 492-8838: TELEPHONE wiringjacks teed Free estim
ates
FARLEY'S Roofing, Re- installed- phones moved - Phone 753 3 24 7 or
reside
nce
and
busine
ssmodeling and Plumbing
753-1308
Call after 5p m. 753-9785 experienced Call Bobby
YARDS mowed trimmed
Wade 753-2220
FENCE sales at Sears
753-5476
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your •
needs

VS

FOR most any type driveway white rock also, any
type gravel,.dirt and sand
call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763

CUSTOM KITCHEN COMETS
CUSTOM 11000WOEKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-5895 or 436-2642

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by A see our showroom

GRASS Cut: Quick, inexpensive, helps college
fund. Call Clint 759-1830.

520
Boats
& Motors
14' ALUMINUM boat, 20HP
electric start, trolling motor
and locator. Trailer with
custom cover. 354-8586.
14' EXTRA wide John,
25HP Johnson and trailer,
S800. 753-4828.
14' LOCKLEY Sea Witch
Mainsail and jib, used very
little, good condition, $595
(502)522-7080
18' MARK Twain: 305 V-8
Chevy engine, excellent
condition, $5,700.
759-1882.
1985 40' CREST Pontoon
Houseboat: Like New!
Sleeps 6, air conditioning,
generator, loaded with extras. Must see to appreciate. Priced to sell. Call
753-0036 days, 759-4186
nights
1987 19',4 ' ASTROGLASS
Fish & Ski. 1988 Yamaha
200HP V-6 outboard tandem axel trailer, all the
extras Sharp' Must sell
753-1622 days, 753-7217
nights.
20' SUMMERSET• V-hull
with walk-through windshield, 76 Mercruiser, 351
with 233HP with turbo prop,
skis and jacket, Mark Twain
trailer. 436-5545
MAGNUM motor guide foot
controlled trolling motorexcellent condition
753-8850 daytime 753-8990 after 5p m
530
Services
Offered
A-1 TREE Service & Stump
Removal 50' aerial bucket
truck Spraying and feeding 35 years experience
Glen Joiner owner Call
753-0906 Free Estimates

APPLIANCE REPAIR We
Service dishwashers, disposals, ranges, ovens, refrigerators, washers &
dryers Service on most
makes and models G E
factory trained The Appliance Works, Dr Rob Mason Rd , Hwy 783
753-2455

753-4961

1986 PONTIAC Bonneville
4-door, 6 cylinder, cruise,
tilt, A/C, 1 owner, under
40,000 miles. excellent
condition 753-6687

•OPICS TANNING SAL.

town to save 5%
at these prices with no service?

A beautiful, fully optioned
luxury car with PWR,
Sunroof and New Radish.
Not a ding, dent or scratch.
Garaged, non-smoker.
Steal It For

1982 CHEVY High miles,
$3,200 753-6215

1985 CHEVY 1 Ton Dump
Truck 1 owner, low mileage, excellent condition
753-1537

TOYOTA

1985 MAZDA 626 LX 1
owner, sharp, must sell
753-6125, 753-2615

1980 FORD F-150 Automatic, 6 cylinder, short
wheel base high mileage
but extra nice, $2,500 Call
759-9698

'87 Olds Delta 88
Regency: 35,000
miles, loaded.

WELL Constructed - 3,000+
Need An Extra Car
sq.ft brick home on nice,
conveniently located lot,
For A Few Days?
d30
'87 Chrysler La2-4 potential bedrooms; derivrit From Gf•roe At
Real
tached 2-car garage, large
Baron Coups:
DWAIN TAYLOR
Estate
rooms, many extras- 2 fire18,00
0 miles.
CHEVROLET, INC.
3 BEDROOM Brick: 2 places, spacious sun room
EXCEPTIONALLY Nice baths,
central air, gas heat, opening on to profession502
753
2617
Cabin: Completely furn- beauti
'87 Plymouth Refully landscaped, ally landscaped deck/
ished on 2'/, acre wooded fence
d yard, Parklane. patio/ & privacy area, lots of 1982 REGAL
liant Station WaSummerset
lake front lot, located in the 759-4926.
storage, workshop space Limited Fully loaded
gon: 21,000 miles
Center Ridge area on Ken, Tavailable. 1017 Sharpe tops, extra nice 753-05
tucky Lake Call 753-8850
09
Street
. Adjoining rental 759-1543
days or 753-8990 after A-1 HOME With Acreage
'87 Oldsmobile
house available at 1023
5p m and ask for Ed
Lovely 3 bedroom, 14
1983 BUICK Regal 4-door,
Cutlass Clem 2
Sharpe
Street.
Call
(weekbath, brick home with apKOPPERUD REALTY of- proxim
days)753-1268 or(nights & V-6, steering, brakes and
dr., cherry, loaded,
ately 28 acres.
fers a complete range of Fenced
weekends) 753-1863 for air, 50,000 actual miles
36,000 miles.
, barn, machinery
759-4059 after 5p m
appointment
Real Estate services with a shed,
pond Excellent conwide selection of quality dition,
1983 PONTIAC Grand
beautifully decor'86 Olds Cutlass
homes, all prices
470
Prix Excellent condition,
ated Desireable location
Clef's: Air, auto.,
753-1222, toll free for town
68,00
0
miles,
and lake. In the
$3,250
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext. $80s
Motorcycles
20,000 miles.
753-9181
Less acreage op711L
tional. 753-6870
1983 HONDA 650 Nigh
1984 CHRYSLER LAZER.
LAKE Property For Sale
'85 Mercury MarA/C, tilt, AM-FM cassette,
3RICK Home: 2 bedrooms, Hawk $1,500, sharp
Near Paradise Resort, 1 bath,
quis: Tilt, cruise,
PS, PB 753-4993 after
aluminum trim, in 753-8061
waterfront cabin with 5 Coldwa
air, 65,000 miles.ter. Price in the ATV parts, accessories, 4p.m.
wooded acres, $70s Call $20s. Must
see to appreci- tires & service for all
•
753-2643
ate 489-2464
brands! Keith's Lawn &
Weak Credit?
'85 Chrysler 5th
RESIDENTIAL/
Tractor, Industrial Rd , MurBad Credit?
Ave.: Loaded,
Commercial/ & Waterfront BRICK Home
In Gatesbor- ray 759-9831
63,00
0 miles.
We
Finan
ce.
property Call Lile Real Es- °ugh - In-ground
pool, 3 COME see the world's
tate (502)354-6338 or bedrooms, 2 baths,
Buy
Here.
Pay
Here.
family most innovative line of Po(502)474-8891
'85 Plymouth
room, dining room, living laris ATVs! Keith's
Lawn &
room, screened -in porch, Tractor, Industrial
Horizon: 4 speed.
Cars From
Rd , Murfireplace with woodstove ray 759-9831
110
850043,000
insert, gas heat and privacy
Lots
14 Ford Escort
fence. 753-2280.
For Sale
ARS
825435 Per Week
GL Station WaAuto
or Payments
21 ACRE hill 10 mile view o BY Owner 2 bedrooms, 1
gon: Auto., air,
Parts
tree tops (triangle bound by bath, in country 489-2519
Every 2 Weeks
46,000 miles.
3 roads) center Marshall BY Owner
CHEVY small block 400 4
3 bedrooms, 1
County. Look down on Ben- bath,
20
Cars
Keenland Dr Re- bolt main $500 exchag.
'83 Ford Fairton's lights! Deer and wild duced!
to Choose from.
small block 350 4 bolt main,
Appointment only
mont: 6 cy., auto,
turkey No building. 474-2342
TRW postons, crane cam
$62,500 Joe W. Nanney,
air, 60,000 miles.
big valves $600 exchng, 12
Call Sammy
753-9622/ 527-7864:
OWNER wants offer on this bolt positrac, highgeared
$125
Chevy
spacio
us 3 bed000m,2 bath
Shop, 641
5 ACRES Southwest
'82 Pontiac BonNorth, 753-4184
school district mature brick home at 1712 Ryan
neville: Tilt,
Ave Central H/A, den with
trees, $8,500 436-2884
cruise, air, 51,000
fireplace, great location
DUPLEX Lots For Sale Reduced again to
miles.
$54,500
OF MURRAY
Howard
Brandon, Phone Kopperud Realty
753-4389 or 753-5960
515 S 12th
Phone
753-1222:
'82 Chrysler New
1966 CORVAIR 4-door,
Murray, KY 753-4961
Yorker: Loaded,
Monza automatic, A/C,
49,XXX miles 753-3429
72,00
0 miles.
1984 MONTE Carlo,
Pioneer or Sony
wrecked 1978 Cutlass,
(DE11-55)
(CDX-477)
best offer 759-1218 or
MUST SELL! 436-53
TRUCKS &
57
CD Play

1987 Toyota
Cressida

Used
Trucks

1982 FORD F-150 Pick-up
For Sale or Trade 302 V-8
1986 motor, 56,000 miles,
2-tone white & brown,
chrome mag wheels, new
bres. PS, auto, good cionditon, 63,750 759-1560.
1983 FORD Ranger:
67,000 miles, PS, PB, air
conditioning 753-5981

'87 Pontiac Bonneville: Air, tilt,
cruise, 28,000
miles.

530

Sonless
Offend

Vans

CARS:

3 BEDROOM Victorian
home located near Farmington. Priced at $45,000.
Phone Kopperud Realty
753-1222.

'499.95
Can you drive out of

15

Mirrray Ledger & Times

MI
Jeep
BY Owner 3 bedroom
Hwy 641 No
Mutter,
brick, large living room with
/534440 LC73
fireplace, den, utility, all
carpeted, mini-blinds, out1968 CHRYSLER Newbuilding, 12/10 acres on 94
port Custom, 2-door, good
West, 47, miles from Murwork car, $300 Call
ray $46,500 Must sell!
489-2578
LOW
Price,
High Value: 2
Make offer 759-1987.
bedroom, 2 bath, central 1976 GRAND MARQUIS
heat and air on 1 6 acres
Mercury, 2-door, 74,000
miles 753-0334 after 6p m
3 BEDROOMS, plenty of Call MTG 753-4000.
extras, neat brick house
1981 CUTLASS Cruiser
located in excellent neigh- PRICE just reduced on this SW good
condition Call
4
bedro
om
brick
home,
borhood 2 baths, 2 car
759-4805
conven
ient
to
elemen
tary
garage, central gas heat
and air, built in heated pool school and MSU A great 1981 DATSUN 200 SX•
with complete system. investment offered now in 5-speed, has all options,
1725 Keenland Dr., the low 60s Phone Kop- excellent condition. Call
perud Realty 753-1222.
759-1414 after 5p.m.
759-9579.

ers

PAGE
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Homes
Fix Sale
2 BEDROOM Home in
Stella Area Has fence and
siding, $18,900 Call early
mornings or late evenings,
753-1474

16, 19419

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 29 years experience Parts and service,
Used Appliances Bobby
Hopper. 753-4872 or
436-5848
ATKINS & Carrico Painting
Free estimates with over 20
years experience Call
354-8985 or 437-4221 after
5p m
BRICK, block and concrete. basements, foundations, driveways, sidew
elks, patios Free esti
mates Chimneys new and
repaired 28 yen" experience 753-5476.
CONCRETE driveways,
slabs & blocicwork Tipton
759 9731

GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate.
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd 753-9400
HAND quilting, piecing and
alterations 435-4150.
HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, roofing, painting,
mowing. Free estimates
759-1683
H&H CONSTRUCTION
Roofing, painting, concrete
and tree trimming. 20 years
experience. Free estimate.
Quality work. 474-0107
INSULATION blown in by
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
LANDSCAPING, bushhogging, leveling driveways
and buildings flower beds
436-5430

Three bedroom, 2 bath, quality built home with
office addition. Located on tree-shaded lot between Murray and Ky. Lake, 590's.

Pride of Ownership

Kopperud Realty
71,1 Main St.

Mattress Sale
Good Selection
Simmons Beauty Rest
Twin-Full-Queen Size
Firm

Luxury
Firm

L A'S Stump Removal
Free estimates Call
489-2862
LICENSED electrician, residential and commercial.
Air conditioning. Sales and
service Gas installation
and repair for natural and
LP
Fred's Repair
753-7203
LICENSED electrician
James Gallimore electrical
service: Commercial and
residential. Fast, courteous
service. 759-1835
MITCHELL PAVING 30
years experience Hauling/
excavating, seal coating
and striping For estimate
call Rocky. Guy, or R B
753-1537.
MOODY Mower Repair
Pick-up and delivery, all
work guaranteed
753-5668
NEW homes built decks
and additions Hourly or
contract 435-4306
PORCHES and decks and
remodeling Call G & A
Construction. 436 2617
PROFESSIONAL Lawn
Care Reasonable rates
759-4440 evenings
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307 or 753-6973

Antique

753-1222

Extra
Firm

Woodcrafters
Gallertes
Chestnut Hill Ctr.

7594522

DIRECTOR OF ACCOLNTLNG AND FLNANCIAL SERVIC
ES
The Director of Acoosming and Financial Services, under the direction
of the V ice President far Prince and Acimarustraive crvxr3(VPFAS),ls
,
iespoodee for all somas*and Imams]data of dr University and ads
as tit university conniler. Tie Drector of Accounting and Finanaal
Services oxeyes sod provides overall threction to the Murray Stare
University Account*Office. The acaxmtmg office includes: Payroll,
Fond Accounting. Giants and Cannot Accounts Pay**, Travel,
Accosts Reesitehle, Can,Student bans Accounting, and Foundation Acoriaming.
Quiffs:mins iodide: a bachelor's ckgree in accounting from an
exuded inietiot,anal Ceruted MIK Accountant(CPA)cenifiadingbas yearsexperitan in Indiana or systems accountmg arcludmg
finmcid smart* desonersed poponovely responsible arcountmg/
satin caparinne; ins yam of this upecierce as a
.vmoryi
mispitial pod*L.4.of amen and changiag Waal and star
egsleines.Pictured qual&mans uck
:c=1
Accousent(01A)andb Masan of &ISMS
Adanin
k
n a caller
end eakimity unmemsalk beads* of andor expenence w Star
ad
ppela Magas sod seversitin delsomend effective oral and
snob comminasits
Salty ail be ormenuraie vidi experience and cpalificri
This illenied IOW wed a kw of applications, resuar, tions
and the
GUM and
11111Wols Of II kat three professional references ki
Dr Wed Brim rieraerman
Vice Reedit tur Fence and Administrative Services
Marry Sin University
Sparks lid, Mist Roar
Manly, KY 42071
Review of astern oil begat ernediarly and sill continue until
poen is
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
MI wittat OPPORTUNITY. A7,1104A
TIVR acmoiv meuovn

and

Yard Sale

Residue of 15 years of antique dealing. Come look throu
gh the boxes
and take home a bargain.
Odd pieces of furniture, Early American Fostoria, China
, crystal, also
children g clothes, womens size 14, toys & misc.
Formerly

Mavis Moore Antiques
Across from Fairgrounds

Hwy 121 North
Fri. 7-5 & Sat. 7-12
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Jewel Lawson
Mrs. Jewel Lawson, 78, of 301
North Fifth St., Murray, died today
at 9:35 a.m. at West View Nursing
Home.
She was a member of Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
Born Jan. 15, 1911, in Almo, she
was the daughter of the late John
Young and Omie Tidwell Young.
Survivors are her husband,
Leighton C. Lawson; three daughters, Mrs. Joan Bell, Huntsville,
Ala., Mrs. Gerald (Janet) Reeves,
Germantown, Tenn., and Mrs. Fred

(Gloria) Phillips, Memphis, Tenn.;
eight grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.
Two surviving sisters are Mrs.
Clinton (Ruby) Burchett, Murray,
and Mrs. Lelah Usrey, Memphis,
Tenn. Four surviving brothers are
Joe Young, Hardin, Robert Young,
Rt. I, Almo, Cleatus Young, California, and Harold Young, Florence, Ala.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Palmer Culpepper
Palmer Culpepper, 78, Rt. 8,
Murray, died today at 3:30 a.m. at
his home.
A retired farmer, he was an
Army veteran of World War II and
a member of Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church.
Born Nov. 17, 1910, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Perry Culpepper and Zora Dunn
Culpepper.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Reva DeIle Hall Culpepper, to
whom he was married in Murray

on Dec. 24, 1945; one daughter,
Jetta Culpepper, Rt. 8, Murray; one
son, Jimmy Culpepper, Hollywood,
Fla.; one brother, J.L. Culpepper,
Rt. 8, Murray.
Services will be Sunday at ;
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Torn Cary
will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 2 p.m. Saturday.

Rev. Wilson E. Jones
Services for the Rev. Wilson E.
Jones will be Saturday at 3 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral. The Rev. A. Nowell Bingham and the Rev. Bob Dotson will
officiate. Ken Easley will be
organist.
Pallbearers will be Gerald Jones,
Bart Jones, Ken Easley, Bill Jones,
Mike Jones and Pete Cannon. Burial will follow in Union Ridge
Cemetery in Marshall County.
Friends may call from 5 to 9
p.m. tonight (Friday) at the funeral
home.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of

donations to a favorite charity or to
First United Methodist Church,
Murray.
Rev. Jones, 74, Murray, died
Thursday at 1:45 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Reva Cathey Jones; two sons,
Wayne Jones and wife, Anita,
Shelbyville, Tenn., and Hal Jones
and wife, Sally, Houston, Texas;
two sisters, Mrs. Wanetta Easley,
Murray, and Mrs. Harlan (Betty)
Spurrier, Louisville; one brother,
Milburn Jones, Fairdealing; three
grandchildren, David Jnes, Bryan
Jones and Kristin Jones.

Mrs. Roxie McCreery
The funeral for Mrs. Roxie
McCreery is today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. R.J. Burpoe and
the Rev. Sammy Cunningham are
officiating. Music is by Billy
Buchanan and Oneida White.
Pallbearers are Thomas Crowell,
Bobby Spiceland, Kenneth Geurin,
Bobby Meador, Freeman Willoughby and Bruce Pierce.
Burial will follow in Old Salem

Cemetery.
Mrs. McCreery, 89, Rt. 5, Murray, died Thursday at 9:28 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital:
Her husband, Jim McCreery, died
March 4, 1977.
She is survived by a sister-inlaw, Mrs. Katie Parker, Rt. 5, Murray; three nephews, Tommy Parker
and wife, Martha, Donnie Parker
and wife, Linda, and Charles Outland and wife, Mary, all of Murray.

Mrs. Helen Virgie Garrett
Final rites for Mrs. Helen Virgie
Garrett, formerly of Murray, were
Wednesday in the chapel of Shelby
Funeral Home, East Prairie, Mo.
Burial was in East Prairie Memorial Park Cemetery.
Mrs. Garrett, 88, Rt. 3, Paris,
Tenn., died Sunday at Henry County Medical Center, Paris. She was
the widow of A.W. Garrett.
She was a retired nurse and was
a member of Martin's Chapel

16, 1989

United Methodist Church, Murray.
Born Feb. 15, 1901, in Fugate,
Mo., she was the daughter of the
late John Krauss and Fannie Overton Krauss.
Mrs. Garrett is survived by two
daughters, MIS. Maxine Wilson,
Rt. 3, Paris, Term., and Mrs. Linda
Carter, Paducah; one son, Carl Garrett, Poplar Bluff, Mo.; four grandchildren; three great-grandchildren;
one great-great-grandchild.

"What's Wrong with
Our Money?"
By: Joe Fuhrmann
Most people do not realiLe
American currency is under fierce
attack. I'm not speaking of competition from the yen or deutschmark.
I don't have inflation in mind. I am
referring to criticisms which are
causing Congress to consider
sweeping changes in our currency.
The critics have four chief complaints: the designs of our present
coins are Irold, and 2) mediocre:
3) our coins are monotonous, being
entirely oriented towards presidents; 4) changes could result in
cost reductions. Let's review these
criticisms. My next column will
consider some of the plans offered
to deal with them.

CHICAGO (AP) — Kraft's
efforts to appease winners in its
botched "Ready to Roll" game
aren't winning over everybody.
— I don't mean to sound greedy,
but the settlement offer is kind of
skimpy and it's a far cry from what
was being offered," says Larry
Bernstein, who matched game
pieces for a $17,000 van.
Bernstein was one of an estimated several hundred people who
matched game pieces for a Dodge
Caravan in a contest designed to
have only one van winner. Kraft on
Thursday offered those winners
$250 and a special drawing for four
vans.
not really too pleased," he
said. "You're talking $17,000 versus $250. I suspect lots of people
will want to go ahead with the
lawsuits."
At least three class-action law
suits have been filed against the
company.
The suburban Chicago-based
company, known formally as Kraft
General Foods Group of Philip
Morris Cos., also offered to make
up for the mistake by quadrupling
the number of prizes and giving
away cash to all winners.
Kraft told the Sun-Times the
mistake was made by the unidentified companies that prepared the
game, not Kraft.
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"There was a mistake, obviously, but it was clearly unintentional," said Mitch Weinick, president
of Refrigerated Products for Kraft
USA.

Correction
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Associated Press reported erroneously on June 15 the location of
carp in the Ohio River that are contaminated with polychlorinated
biphenyls and chlordane. The
warning applies to carp caught at
West Point below Louisville.

The penny is oldest. The Lincoln
cent appeared in 1909, on the hundrat) anniversary of the president's
birth. Fifty years later the same
coin was used to celebrate Lincoln's sesquicentennial! In 1959
the Lincoln Memorial replaced the
wheat ears (a symbol of prosperity)
on the reverse of the Lincoln cent.
Second. critics of our present

coins stress the designs were
mediocre in the first place. The
best artistic efforts are probably
found on the Lincoln penny and the
Kennedy half. But they do not
compete with such "greats" as the
Buffalo nickel or the Walking Liberty half. Our present nickel, dime .
and quarter offer, at best, satisfactory art. The critics argue we can
-- and should — do better.
Third, every current U.S. coin
honors a president, as do four of
our six paper bills. What happened
to "Miss Liberty" or Indian representations? What about the common man? Reverse sides of the
quarter, half-dollar and the Eisenhower dollar issued in 1976 offered
some diversity; images of a revolutionary war drummer, the Liberty

Bell and Independece Hall, a tribute to space exploration. But these
designs lasted only one year.
Finally, certain changes could
reduce Mint costs. Specifically, a
dollar coin — if accepted — would
be much more cost-effective than
the dollar bill. It costs more to produce a coin than a paper bill, but a
SI banknote is lucky to last nine
months in circulation; coins are
good for 30+ years. You're probably thinking that a change of this
sort would be no more successful
than the ill-fated Susan B. Anthony
dollar of 1979-1981. Not so fast!
The new plan is much mroe clever
— and it might work. Stay tuned.
NEXT COLUMN: What changes
is Congress entertaining in our
coins and paper currency?

White House opposes child-care plan
WASHINGTON (AP) — A

multibillion dollar plan offering
parents both subsidies and tax credits to help pay for child care faces
stiff opposition from the White
House, which favors an approach
dependent almost solely on tax
credits.
The Senate on Thursday started
debate on the issue, with Democrats saying they are open to compromise but committed to the principals of the Act for Better Child
care sponsored by Sen. Christopher
Dodd, D-Conn.
"This package embodies a truly
bipartisan and comprehensive
approach to this nation's child care
crisis," Dodd said. "It's not a
complete answer, but it's a very
solid beginning."
The debate was to resume today,
and numerous amendments were
expected to be proposed before a
final vote, not likely to come
before late next week.
Dodd agreed to a number of
changes in his plan in order to get
it to the Senate floor, a significant
step in itself given the staunch
opposition the package faced earlier this year.
Opposition stemmed for the most
part from two provisions in the
original bill, one calling for federal
regulation of child care and another
that many lawmakers believed
would have forced the closing of
church-run centers.
The revised version leaves regulations to the states, although it
would establish federal guidelines
for the states to follow if they
wished. And it allows for vouchers
to be used to pay for child care at
church-run centers provided the
money is not used "in a manner
inconsistent with the Constitution," which mandates separation
of church and state.

Those changes were drafted with
the assistance of a leading GOP
senator, Orrin Hatch of Utah, who
challenged the administration's
position that tax credits alone
would put a significant dent in the
nation's child care problems.
"It will not, by itself, encourage
family based providers, churches,
non-profit organizations or businesses to offer child care services,"
Hatch said. "There are other factors that discourage choice in child
care which cannot be addressed
simply by giving more money to
consumers."
Also tacked on to the bill was a
tax credit package passed by the
Senate Finance Committee. It
would make the existing dependent
care tax credit refundable in
advance and also establish a new
credit that would give back up to
S500 to help families with annual
incomes of less than $21,000 pay
for their children's health
insurance.
Also included in the measure is
an amendment unrelated to child
care that would delay the
implementation of a law requiring
business to test their benefit programs for discrimination between
lower and higher paid employees.
Business interests have been lobbying heavily for the extension and
by attaching it to the child care
package Democrats hope to
increase support among
Republicans.
But Senate Majority Leader
Robert Dole made it clear the GOP
would press its plan, shaped largely
by the child care tax credit promised by President Bush during the
campaign.
"This is a necessity," Dole said.
"It is a high priority with the president. It is a high priority with the
administration. But we believe

there is a better way to go."
Seventy-percent of the money
$1.75 billion proposed to be spent
on the Dodd bill would go to
parents to help pay for child care,
22 percent would go to training and
grant and loan programs designed

to improve the quality and supply
of child care and 8 percent would
go to states to administer programs
and enforce standards.
The tax-credit portion of the
measure would cost the government $10.3 billion over five years
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Ready to roll? Kraft isn't

First, it is true that current U.S.
aims have been around a long
time. The most recent U.S. coin
minted today is the Kennedy halfdollar, introduced in 1964. It is not
popular or widely circulated. The
next youngest is the Roosevelt
dime; it appeared in 1946 — over
four decades ago! Our nickel and
quarter date from 1938 and 1932.
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PAT GOSUM

Large family room, dinning room, kitchen, 10 ft.

ceilings, hardwood floors, tile, carpeted, 3-4
bedrooms, 3 full baths, 2-car garage, gas heatcentral air, lots of extras in this house.

Towery Building

753-3966

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Wilson Realty
302 So. 12th
Murray, 753-3263

Attention Investors! This home features 2
apartments and a 3rd ooukl easily beadded.
Presently rents for$650 per month. 4 BR's,
2 baths, near M.S.U. Call today.

4 BR brick home partially remodeled. This
home would provide you with lots of room
to roam at a very affordable price in the mid
20's

it WILL qiiriP"s1
Beautiful 3 BR,2 beds rustic brick home
This bane is perched on a lovely large lot
located east of Murray near golf course
Consists of CE heat and air Reasonably
priced in the 40's.

Are you looking for a3 BR brick borne in
the city limits for under S40,0001 Smile,
you've found it! For an appointment to IOU T
this home call now

CONTACT:
Wayne Wilson 751-5086
Rita Elkins 753-8217
Wilbur Raney 436-5487
ICini Wilson 753-2820
J.N. Reed 753-6755

Jackie Rushing 753-4074
Janis Hicks 753-7408
Joyce Betswortb 436-2308
Art Kockritz 527-9573
Mill), Ward 753-2967

S.

